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Abstract 

This thesis focusses its attention on the rivalry between state control and market control of 

natural resources in Indonesia. Most recently, this rivalry has been highlighted by the addition 

of section 4 to Article 33 of the 1945 Indonesian Constitution. Section 4 was added by way of 

constitutional amendment in 2002. The thesis addresses the impact and implications of this 

amendment on key sectors of the Indonesian economy, with particular emphasis on the 

Indonesian oil and gas legal framework. The analysis is situated in the context of inconsistent 

decisions delivered by Indonesia’s Constitutional Court (the Court) regarding the meaning of, 

and the requirements imposed by, Article 33. A 2003 decision by the Court, Number 022/PUU-

I/2003, shortly following the addition of section 4, held that the liberalised market principles 

introduced by the new section allowed for private interests to exploit Indonesian natural 

resources for profit under the Oil and Gas Law 2001, provided that exploitation was 

appropriately licenced, regulated and overseen by a governmental supervisory agency. The Oil 

and Gas Law 2001 had created such an agency for upstream oil and gas known as Badan 

Pelaksana Minyak dan Gas Bumi (BP Migas). Nine years later in 2012, the Court, without 

explicitly overruling its 2003 decision, re-established state control of natural resources. It held 

that the creation and operation of BP Migas was in violation of section 3 of Article 33 and 

abolished the agency. 

The inconsistency of these decisions raises fundamental legal questions involving 

constitutional interpretation and the economic ordering of the state. I argue that the 

inconsistency of the decisions is due to the inconclusiveness of amended Article 33 and the 

juxtaposition of original section 3 (with state control of natural resources) and new section 4 

(with allowance for the involvement of private initiative and market forces). The retention of 

section 3 allowed the pre-amendment interpretation of Article 33, with its emphasis on section 
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3, to resurface in the Court’s 2012 decision. This pre-amendment interpretation puts the state 

at centre stage in governing Indonesia’s key economic sectors under Article 33, marginalising 

private initiative. This thesis argues that the pre-amendment interpretation’s continued control  

improperly ignores the intendment of section 4 of Article 33.  

The argument is divided into two major parts. The first part outlines the background of 

Article 33 under the Constitution and the nature of its amendment in 2002. I seek to provide 

the basis for a post-amendment interpretation that maintains a fidelity to Article 33 with its 

new section 4. I utilise a philosophical approach in this task which is a version of ‘originalism’ 

in constitutional interpretation discourse. I find that the post-amendment constitutional reading 

of the new Article 33 section 4 is best situated in Mohammad Hatta’s philosophical idea of 

social democracy. The post-amendment interpretation allows for the operation of a regulated 

market economy in the key economic sectors under Article 33, provided that this produces a 

‘just’ outcome. This interpretation accords with the original intent of Article 33, established as 

part of the constitutional deliberations in 1945. This post-amendment interpretation has been 

overshadowed by the re-emergence of a pre-amendment interpretation that is based exclusively 

on statism reflected in section 3, which was based on Soepomo’s philosophic idea of 

‘integralism’, a form of state socialism (sosialisme negara). Soepomo’s integralism took centre 

stage in defining Indonesia’s economic and political policy under Article 33. This pre-

amendment interpretation of today must ignore entirely the changed meaning of Article 33 by 

the addition of section 4. 

The second part of the argument of this thesis involves the application of originalist 

Hattaian ideas in a post-amendment interpretation of Article 33 in the context of Indonesia’s 

oil and gas resources. By way of case study, a post-amendment interpretation informed by 

Hatta’s social democratic principles is applied to the Oil and Gas Bill 2017 that is currently 

being debated – a Bill intended to replace the Oil and Gas Law 2001 when enacted. In addition, 
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I employ a comparative law approach with the aim of demonstrating international best practice 

related to upstream oil and gas regulatory frameworks. This is intended to illuminate the 

application of the constitutional requirements under amended Article 33, which in some 

instances is still unclear and abstract.  

I limit this argument to three essential upstream oil and gas regulatory frameworks: the 

institutional regulatory framework; the model contract framework; and the public participation 

framework. The institutional regulatory framework governs the role of three key essential 

institutions: the government agency responsible for the key economic sectors, the National Oil 

Company (NOC), a state-owned enterprise that is responsible for commercial activity in the 

upstream sector, and privately owned companies (POCs), either foreign oil companies (FOCs) 

or private national oil companies (PNOCs) operating in the upstream sector. The model 

contract regulatory framework defines the relationship between these three key institutions in 

the exploration and production of oil and gas. Finally, the public participation regulatory 

framework defines the public’s right to participate in decisions related to oil and gas 

exploration and production projects that will affect their social, economic, natural and cultural 

environment. The analysis indicates that a substantive number of the Oil and Gas Bill 2017 

stipulations relating to the three essential regulatory frameworks were misaligned with the 

constitutional requirements, and that some customisation is needed to realign the Oil and Gas 

Bill 2017 with the constitutional requirements, based on the post-amendment interpretation of 

Article 33. 

My thesis concludes that the requirements of post-amendment Article 33 lie in the 

aspiration to balance social justice and market forces in the economy, as indicated in the ‘just 

efficiency’ term, and how those principles apply to the oil and gas legal framework. This 

finding is important to fill the gap in the existing literatures by focusing more on the pre-

amendment Article 33 sections (2) and (3), notably on the definition of state control. Focusing 
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the discussion on section 4 of Article 33 brings new insight to the theoretical discourse as well 

as the practical policy-making discourse. 

The wording of section 4 of Article 33 includes the phrase ‘just efficiency’. I argue that 

this wording doesn’t just capture the original intent of the constitutional amendment of 2002, 

but also captures the intent of Mohammad Hatta’s social democracy ideal laid out in the 

‘original’ phrase of Article 33. I have extracted two key constitutional requirements of 

Article 33 from exploring thehistorical trajectory of the development of Article 33 and the 

precedent developed by the Constitutional Court. First, the operation of the market is 

permissible if it is proven to produce both a ‘just’ and an ‘efficient’ outcome. If these two 

criteria clashes and cannot be reconciled, then the ‘just’ requirement – as an embodiment of 

the greatest possible prosperity for the people – should prevail over the ‘efficient’ requirement. 

Second, the ‘just’ outcome in Article 33 can be achieved via two avenues: the role of 

government in controlling the price of goods and services in the key economic sectors; and the 

participation of the public in economic development – notably, the indigenous/local people in 

the vicinity of natural resources or economic development. A robust and stable application of 

Article 33 in the key economic sectors should therefore be based within the ‘just efficiency’ 

perspective. 

Finally, the application of the requirements of Article 33 suggest that the current Oil 

and Gas Bill 2017 being debated in the Court does not fall within the requirements parameter. 

Instead, the Oil and Gas Bill 2017 makes the same mistakes as the previous law regime during 

the Suharto era, which potentially leads to further corruption and the continuation of an 

inefficient system in the oil and gas sector. 
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Chapter 1 

The Amendment of Article 33 of the Indonesian 

Constitution and Economic Liberalisation 

This thesis aims to identify and analyse the constitutional requirements of Article 33 of the 

Indonesian Constitution,1 which underpins the legal framework of Indonesia’s oil and gas 

sectors. The search for these constitutional requirements is approached within the context of 

the recent Indonesia constitutional amendment of Article 33 and the seemingly inconsistent 

interpretations of Article 33 by the Indonesian Constitutional Court (Mahkamah Konstitusi, 

MK). The study is conducted in three ways: a doctrinal analysis on interpretation of Article 33; 

an analysis of Court’s decisions related to Article 33; and an application of Article 33 

interpretation in the oil and gas sector. This thesis offers a systematic analysis of Article 33 and 

its application to the oil and gas sector in light of the 2012 MK decision on Law Number 22 

Year 2001;2 this was the Oil and Gas Law Case III, which abolished the Indonesian oil and gas 

upstream regulatory agency (Badan Pelaksana Minyak dan Gas, hereafter BP Migas). This 

 
1  Undang-Undang Dasar Republik Indonesia 1945 [Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia 

1945] (Indonesia) (hereafter, the 1945 Constitution). 

2   The MK had review the Oil and Gas Law 2001 five times. These law cases are:  

1 Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision No. 002/PUU-

I/2003 [Indonesia Republic, 2003] 

Oil and Gas Law Case I  

2 Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision No. 20/PUU-

V/2007 [Indonesia Republic, 2007]  

Oil and Gas Law Case II  

3 Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision No. 36/PUU-

X/2012 [Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

Oil and Gas Law Case III  

4 Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision No. 65/PUU-

X/2012 [Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

Oil and Gas Law Case IV 

5 Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision No. 04/PUU-

XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 2015] 

Oil and Gas Law Case V  

 In this research only three law case are discussed. These law cases are: Oil and Gas Law Case I, 

Oil and Gas Law Case III, and Oil and Gas Law Case IV.  
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analysis advances our understanding of the constitutional ambiguities raised by the 2002 

amendment of the Constitution and offers an avenue by which opposed interpretations by the 

MK can be reconciled. 

I Introduction 

In 2012, the MK delivered a decision – Oil and Gas Law Case III – that sent shock waves 

through Indonesia’s upstream oil and gas industry. It declared that the existence of BP Migas 

was unconstitutional due to its limited authority to exercise direct managerial power over 

Indonesia’s oil and gas industry.3 The existence of BP Migas was a key feature in liberalising 

the Indonesian oil and gas law sector through Oil and Gas Law 2001.4 Arguably, the Oil and 

Gas Law Case III decision is problematic because it does not reflect the original intent of the 

2002 constitutional amendment. Furthermore, it has also deviated from the MK’s previous 

position, as stated in Oil and Gas Law Case I, that upheld the constitutionality of BP Migas.5 

The Oil and Gas Law 2001 was passed as part of liberal economic reform after 

Indonesia’s 1997 economic crisis. This liberal economic reform was driven by the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF). The passing of the oil and gas law was part of Indonesia’s commitment 

to the IMF, outlined in Indonesia’s Letter of Intent (LoI) to the IMF dated 20 January 2000. 

The LoI stipulated the Indonesian Government’s commitment to developing a new oil and gas 

law, which involved 

replacing existing laws with a modern legal framework; restructuring and reforming 

Pertamina [the Indonesian Oil and Gas State Owned Enterprises]; ensuring that fiscal 

terms and regulations for exploration and production remain internationally 

 
3  Oil and Gas Law Case III, par [3.13.3]  105. 

4  Undang-Undang Nomor 22 Tahun 2001 tentang Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Law Number 22 Year 

2001 on Oil and Gas Law] (Indonesia) (hereafter, Oil and Gas Law 2001).  

5  Oil and Gas Law Case I, 224 – 225.   
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competitive; allowing domestic products prices to reflect international market levels; 

and establishing a coherent and sound policy framework for promoting efficient and 

environmentally sustainable patterns of domestic use.6 

The LoI then explained the measures that would be taken to achieve such objectives, including: 

to establish a special purpose agency to allocate acreage and supervise exploration and 

production contracts; the establishment of an independent agency; the enabling of 

effective competition in the supply of fuels to the domestic market; and the 

transformation of Pertamina into a limited liability enterprise.7  

This oil and gas sector liberalisation contradicted Article 33 of the Constitution.8 Before the 

amendment, Article 33 consisted of three sections, which read:9 

(1) The economy shall be structured as a common endeavour based upon the family 

principle. 

(2) Branches of production that are important to the state, and that affect the public’s 

necessities of life, are to be controlled by the state. 

(3) The earth and water and the natural resources contained within them are to be 

controlled by the state and used for the greatest possible prosperity of the people. 

On its face, Article 33 provides that the key economic sectors are to be controlled by the state 

(dikuasai negara, state control) as stipulated in section 2 and 3. State control had been 

 
6  Indonesian Government Letter of Intent to IMF and Memorandum of Economic and Financial 

Policies (MEFP) (20 January 2000), point 80.  

7  Ibid, point 81. Author’s emphasis. 

8  Susan Sim, ‘IMF Reforms “Against Family Spirit of Article 33”’, The Straits Times (Jakarta, 

9 March 1998). 

9  The 1945 Constitution, Art 33 (1), (2) and (3) [Simon Butt and Tim Lindsey trans]. 
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interpreted to give unfettered power to the state to oversee the economy through state-owned 

enterprises (SOEs).10 Article 33 put SOEs in a ‘commanding heights’ position that dominated 

key economic sectors, such as the oil and gas sector, the telecommunication and postal sector, 

the mining sector, and the infrastructure and utilities sectors.11 The domination of SOEs in key 

economic sectors was structured into two dominant forms: (1) to oblige private enterprises to 

partner with a designated SOE to the sector;12 and (2) to give preferential treatment to SOEs’ 

operations, with limited operation of private enterprise that were independent of the SOEs.13 

In the oil and gas sector, the SOE domination was accomplished through the first dominant 

form, in which private enterprises wishing to operate in those sectors must cooperate with a 

designated SOE linked to the sector, through production sharing contracts (PSC).14 This market 

control was carried out by an Indonesian SOE, Pertamina (Perusahaan Tambang Minyak dan 

 
10  Andrianti Fitrianingrun, ‘Are State-Owned Enterprises Successful Vehicles for Attaining Their 

Government Stated Objectives?’ (PhD thesis, Australian National University, 2015), 5, 

<https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/95264>; Applicants’ argument in Oil 

and Gas Law Case I, 94–5. 

11  The Court gives discretion for the President and Parliament to include or exclude a sector as a 

key economic sector under Article 33. An indication of whether a sector is part of a key economic 

sector under Article 33 can be seen in the dictum of mengingat (recalling) in the preamble of the 

law, which stipulates clearly that Article 33 is the basis for the law. See Oil and Gas Law Case 

2001, 209–10.  

12  An example of this model was the arrangement of the previous oil and gas law regime. See, for 

example, Undang-Undang Nomor 44 Prp. Tahun 1960 Tentang Pertambangan Minyak dan Gas 

Bumi [Government Regulation in Lieu of Law (Prp) Number 44 Year 1960 on Oil and Gas 

Mining] (Indonesia), Art 6.  

13  An example of this model was the arrangement of the previous Telecommunication Law. See, 

for example, Undang-Undang Nomor 3 Tahun 1989 Telekomunikasi [Law Number 3 Year 1989 

on Telecommunication] (Indonesia), Art 2 (2). 

14  The partnership was structured through a Production Sharing Contract. Undang-Undang Nomor 

8 Tahun 1971 Tentang Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak dan Gas Bumi Negara [Law No 8 

Year 1971 on Oil and Gas Companies] (Indonesia) (herafter, Pertamina Law 1971) Art 12. 
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Gas Negara, hereafter Pertamina) based on the Pertamina Law 1971. In oil and gas sector 

discourse, this SOE is commonly referred as a National Oil Company (NOC). 

The liberalisation of oil and gas law that followed the Asian economic crisis required a 

new interpretation, if not complete elimination, of the wording of the ‘state control’ in 

Article 33. In 2002, an attempt was made to resolve the issue through the amendment of 

Article  33;15 nonetheless, the amendment proved inconclusive with regard to the issue of the 

liberal reforms vis-à-vis the statist interpretation of Article 33. The amendment did not change 

any part of Article 33’s original language, which was retained verbatim. Instead, the 

amendment added two sections – 4 and 5 – to Article 33: 

(4) The national economy is run on the basis of the economic democracy, and the 

principle of togetherness, just efficiency, sustainability, environmentalism, 

independence, with a balance between advancement and national economic unity. 

(5) Further provisions to implement this provision will be legislated.16  

The awkward amendment of Article 33 does not seem to explicitly prioritise either a command 

economy or a free market economy for Indonesia. Instead, it creates an internal tension 

surrounding the meaning and application of the amendment. It raises crucial questions about 

which economic approach is constitutionally required, if at all, and in what circumstances.  

 
15  W.S. Koentjoro et al., Comprehensive Manuscript on the Amendment of Indonesia Republic 

Constitution 1945: Background, Process, and Deliberation Result 1999–2002 Book VII Finance, 

National Economy and Social Welfare [Naskah Komprehensif Perubahaan Undang-Undang 

Dasar Negara Republik Indonesia Tahun 1945: Latar Belakang, Proses, dan Hasil Pembahasan 

Buku VII Keuangan, Perekonomian Nasional dan Kesejahteraan Sosial]. (Secretariat General of 

Indonesia Republic Constitutional Court, 2010), 512, 518, 584, 642.  

16  The 1945 Constitution, Art 33 (4) and (5) [Bivitri Susanti trans]. 
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The Article 33 amendments were intended to lessen government intervention in the key 

economic sectors through the stipulation of ‘just efficiency’ in section 4 of Article 33.17 The 

idea of efficiency as a building block of economic liberalism is well-documented in much of 

the economic literature.18 The basic premise of economic liberalism is to guarantee that all 

exchanges of resources in the market are conducted freely and voluntarily through competition, 

which leads to the efficient allocation of resources.19 Government interventions in the free 

exchange of resources are deemed to hamper market efficiency.20 Within this construction, the 

proponents of economic liberalism intended that the inclusion of ‘just efficiency’ in Article 33 

would lessen government power over the economy.21 Additionally, the effective function of 

free exchange of resources depends on the guarantee of property rights. The property rights 

protection guarantees the exclusive enjoyment of the property and the ability to exchange those 

rights on a voluntary basis through assignment of monetary prices to the property.22 The 

assignment of monetary prices leads to more efficient resource allocation and expanding 

 
17  See e.g, Bivitri Susanti, ‘Neoliberalism and Its Resistance in Indonesia’s Constitution Reform 

1999–2002’ (Masters thesis, Warwick University, 2002) and Tri, ‘Ada Perubahan Paradigma 

Sistem Ekonomi Konstitusi’ [There is a Change in Our Economic Constitution System], 

Hukumonline.com, 24 January 2018. 

18  See, e.g., R. Bush, Poverty and Neoliberalism: Persistence and Reproduction in the Global South 

(Pluto, 2007); Talbot Page, Conservation and Economic Efficiency: An Approach to Materials 

Policy (Routledge, 2011); T.I. Palley, From Keynesianism to Neoliberalism: Shifting Paradigms 

in Economics, in Neoliberalism: A Critical Reader (A. Saad-Filho and D. Johnston, eds) (Pluto, 

2005), pp 20–7. 

19  Gerald P. O’ Driscoll Jr and Lee Hoskins, ‘Property Rights the Key to Economic Development’ 

(2003) Cato Institute Policy Analysis 482/2003, 

<https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/pa482.pdf> accessed 19/05/2015> 9. 

20  Ibid. 

21  This view has been promoted by Sri Adiningish, one of the economists who sat on the expert 

committee panel in economic matters during the amendment debate. Tri, ‘Ada Perubahan 

Paradigma’. 

22  O’Driscoll and Hoskins, ‘Property Rights the Key to Economic Development’. 
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wealth.23 According to Sri Adiningish, it is this construction that connects the adoption of the 

property rights guarantee in Article 28H, section 4 of the Indonesian Constitution as being 

instrumental in lessening government intervention, and changing the statist paradigm of 

Article 33.24 

I argue that the inconclusiveness of the Article 33 amendment has contributed to the 

Oil and Gas Law Case III outcome that reflects MK’s inconsistent interpretation of Article 33. 

The Oil and Gas Law Case III outcome that abolished BP Migas can be seen as the Court’s 

rejection of the liberal reform in the oil and gas sector. Arguably, the establishment of BP 

Migas via the Oil and Gas Law 2001 was one of the key institutional reforms intended to 

liberalise the Indonesian oil and gas sector. BP Migas was designed as an independent agency 

intended to promote good governance and to enable competition.25 The existence of BP Migas 

dismantled Pertamina’s monopolistic power in the oil and gas sectors. However, the 

dismantling of Pertamina’s monopolistic power was considered to offend the state control 

provisions enumerated in sections 2 and 3 of Article 33.26 

The Oil and Gas Law Case III was not the first attempt to challenge the constitutionality 

of Oil and Gas Law 2001, which created BP Migas. Previously, several other cases challenged 

the constitutionality of the law.27 The most relevant case to the question of BP Migas’s 

constitutionality, and thus liberalisation of Indonesia’s oil and gas upstream sector (the 

 
23  Ibid. 

24  Tri, Ada Perubahan Paradigma Sistem Ekonomi Konstitusi’. 

25  Indonesian Government Letter of Intent to IMF and Memorandum of Economic and Financial 

Policies (MEFP). 

26  See, for example, the applicants’ argument in Oil and Gas Law Case I, 50, 52–3; and Oil and 

Gas Law Case III, 18.  

27   See List of Oil and Gas 2001 Law Cases above.  
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upstream sector) is Oil and Gas Law Case I.28 The Oil and Gas Law Case I was brought by a 

group of Pertamina union workers and several Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) to 

challenge the constitutionality of Oil and Gas Law 2001.29 Unlike the Oil and Gas Law Case 

III, in the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the MK upheld the constitutionality of Oil and Gas Law 

2001, except for few minor changes to the law.30 Similar to the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the 

constitutional question to which the applicants in this Oil and Gas Law Case I sought answers 

was whether the market liberalisation and the lessening of state control adopted in Oil and Gas 

Law 2001 offended the requirements of Article 33.31 In answering this question, the MK upheld 

the constitutionality of the Oil and Gas Law 2001; thus the adoption of liberal reform in the 

upstream sector is justifiable.32 To justify this position, the Court relied on section 4, notably 

the ‘just efficiency’ provision.33 The Court’s use of section 4 indicates its receptiveness to the 

government’s readings of section 4 as intending to ‘give equal opportunity for all business 

entities, SOE, private business, and cooperatives alike to do business in the oil and gas sector’.34 

As will be discussed later in this thesis, I argue that the Court’s reliance on section 4 was an 

appropriate, and indeed the best, post-amendment interpretation of Article 33, accounting for 

section 4’s intended allowance of the operation of liberal reforms in Indonesia’s key economic 

natural resource sectors. 

 
28  The Oil and Gas Law Case II does not possess a significance relevant to this thesis. The Oil and 

Gas Law Case II specifically questions the constitutionality of oil and gas contractual 

arrangement that does not involve parliamentary endorsement, only informing the parliament of 

the enactment of the contract. Oil and Gas Law Case II, 9–10. 

29  Oil and Gas Law Case I, ibid., 1–2.  

30  Ibid., 231–2. 

31  Ibid., 69. 

32  Ibid.  

33  Ibid., 211. 

34  Ibid., 138.  
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This thesis analyses the implications of section 4 of Article 33 for the contemporary 

and future design of Indonesia’s oil and gas legal framework in light of these two seemingly 

inconsistent MK decisions. The thesis is structured in two parts. The first part focuses on the 

analysis of Article 33 interpretation developed by the Court. The analysis includes investigating 

the historical trajectory of Article 33; exploring the 1999–2002 constitutional amendment, 

specifically the Article 33 amendment; and examining the Court’s decisions related to Article 

33 in a search for the underlying constitutional principles of the interpretation of Article 33. 

The second part applies the underlying principles in the interpretation of Article 33 that were 

examined and justified in the first part of the thesis to the Indonesian oil and gas legal 

framework. The application focuses on three key regulations of the oil and gas legal 

framework: (1) the institutional arrangement of government supervising the oil and gas sector; 

(2)  the model contract that defines the relation between the government and private sectors; 

and (3) public participation in the oil and gas project. 

This thesis contributes to knowledge in both theoretical and practical aspects. Its 

theoretical contribution lies in the way it intends to close a gap in the literature regarding the 

discourse surrounding Article 33 in relation to section 4. To date, the discussion about the 

implications of section 4 of Article 33 has been significantly limited. Almost all of the existing 

literature discussing Article 33 focuses on sections 2 and 3, notably on the meaning of ‘state 

control’.35 The little discussion there has been of section 4 is limited to its enactment during 

 
35  Simon Butt and Tim Lindsey ‘Economic Reform When the Constitution Matters: Indonesia’s 

Constitutional Court and Article 33’ (2008) 44 Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies 239; 

Atip Latipulayat, ‘State Control and the Privatisation of the Indonesian Telecommunications 

Industry: From Ownership to Regulation’ (2010) 5 Journal of International Commercial Law 

and Technology 58; Simon Butt and Fritz Edward Siregar, ‘State Control over Natural Resources 

in Indonesia : Implications of the Oil and Natural Gas Law Case of 2012’ (2013) 31 Journal of 

Energy & Natural Resources Law 107. 
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the constitutional 1999-2002 debates.36 My review of the literature review reveals an absence 

of any deep analysis of the implications of section 4, especially from the perspective of the 

Court’s decisions. This thesis contributes to closing this gap in the Article 33 discourse by 

providing a penetrating examination and a suggested road-map for moving forward. 

Apart from this theoretical contribution, this thesis also aims to contribute to the current 

debate on a draft oil and gas law that has been slowly moving through the Indonesian legislature 

over the last several years. After the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the Indonesian Petroleum 

Association (IPA), at its Annual General Meeting 2012, commented specifically on the need 

for the government to establish a secure constitutional foundation of Production Sharing 

Contracts (PSC) through the amendment of Oil and Gas Law 2001.37 For the last four years, 

the President and the Indonesian Parliament (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat, hereafter DPR) have 

been debating a draft law38 that is intended to replace the Oil and Gas Law 2001.39 The most 

contentious debate related to the current draft relates to the discussion of institutional 

arrangements that will govern the oil and gas sector, with the options of establishing a new 

institution outside SOE to control the oil and gas sector, or to return to the previous Indonesia 

 
36  Bivitri Susanti, ‘Neoliberalism and its Resistance’. 

37  Indonesian Petroleum Association, Annual Report 2013 (42nd General Meeting, 4 December 

2013), <http://ipa.or.id/#>, 5. 

38  The currently wide circulated draft was produced by the 7th Commission of DPR in 2017 

(hereafter, Oil and Gas Bill 2017). It is difficult to search the latest Oil and Gas Draft. It is possible 

that a new draft has not been produced as it is currently put on hold waiting for President response 

from the President. See Verda Nano Setiawan, ‘Pembahasan RUU Migas Tunggu Keputusan 

Jokowi [Oil and Gas Bill Deliberation is Waiting for Jokowi Decision], Katadata,co,id, 12 

February 2012, <https://katadata.co.id/berita/2019/02/12/pembahasan-ruu-migas-tunggu-

keputusan-jokowi>.   

39  Verda Nano Setiawan, Pembahasan RUU Migas Tunggu Keputusan Jokowi [Oil and Gas Bill 

Awaiting Jokowi’s Decision], katadata.co.id, 12 February 2019, 

<https://katadata.co.id/berita/2019/02/12/pembahasan-ruu-migas-tunggu-keputusan-jokowi>. 

https://katadata.co.id/berita/2019/02/12/pembahasan-ruu-migas-tunggu-keputusan-jokowi
https://katadata.co.id/berita/2019/02/12/pembahasan-ruu-migas-tunggu-keputusan-jokowi
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National Oil Company, Pertamina, by reviving the defunct Pertamina Law.40 As discussed in 

Chapter 5, I argue from the perspective of Article 33 that the focus when discussing the law 

should not be limited to the institutional arrangements and model contracts  per se, but also 

needs to be broadened to other constitutional principles, namely, public participation in 

decision-making related to the oil and gas development project.  

II The Research Questions 

Based on the foregoing discussion, this thesis examines and answers the following research 

questions: 

I. What was the original meaning of Article 33?; Has the interpretation of Article 33 

evolved over time, both before and after it was amended? 

II. What, if anything, can we learn from the history, including the drafting history, of the 

amendment of Article 33? 

III. What did the drafters of the 1999 – 2002 amendment intend in terms of Indonesian 

economic reform, specifically what was intended by the amendment of Article 33 

amendment? 

IV. What are the precedents developed by the Court in the interpretation of Article 33?; and 

How should theses precedents be applied to Indonesia’s oil and gas regulatory 

framework? 

 
40  See, e.g., Anastasia Arvirianty, ‘RUU Migas, ESDM Ingin Lembaga Hulu-Hilir Migas Terpisah’ 

[Oil and Gas Draft Law, The Ministry of Energy Wants Separate Upstream-Downstream 

Regulatory Institutions], cnbcindonesia.com, 8 January 2019, 

<https://www.cnbcindonesia.com/news/20190108203721-4-49671/ruu-migas-esdm-ingin-

lembaga-hulu-hilir-migas-terpisah>; Anggita Rezki Amelia, ‘Sembilan Poin Penting yang 

Disepakati Badan Legislasi dalam RUU Migas’ [Nine Important Points Agreed in Legislative 

Panel on Oil and Gas Draft Law], katadata.co.id, 10 September 2018, 

<https://katadata.co.id/berita/2018/09/10/sembilan-poin-penting-yang-disepakati-badan-

legislasi-dalam-ruu-migas>. 
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III The Neoliberal State, the Constitutional Interpretation and the Oil and Gas Legal 

Framework 

There are three theoretical frameworks relevant to this research: the concept of the neoliberal 

state; modes of constitutional interpretation; and the elements of an oil and gas legal framework 

that are most effective in delivering prosperity to the wider economy and the public. These 

three frameworks help to clarify the research issue and structure the analysis of this thesis.41 

First, the concept of the neoliberal state is relevant to understanding the theoretical aspect of 

the IMF’s influence in the structural adjustment of Indonesia’s economic and political 

organisation. It most certainly lies behind the debates over the amendment of the Indonesian 

Constitution that ran from 1999–2002. Second, identification of modes of constitutional 

interpretation serves to identify the MK’s approach to constitutional interpretation of Article 

33 and to locate error, if any. This aids in considering the body of precedent that exists in the 

interpretation of Article 33. Finally, the oil and gas legal framework serves to structure key 

regulatory aspects in the design of the legal framework that are affected by constitutional 

requirements of Article 33. 

The Neoliberal State 

As noted previously, the motivation to amend Article 33 was partly due to the IMF’s loan 

conditionality imposed on Indonesia,42 also known as the Structural Adjustment Program 

(SAP). The SAP’s aim was to introduce a market-based economy in Indonesia, including 

 
41  Cynthia Grant and Azedah Osanloo, ‘Understanding, Selecting, and Integrating A Theoretical 

Framework in Dissertation Research: Creating the Blueprint For Your “House”‘ (2014) 4 

Administrative Issue Journal: Connecting Education, Practice and Research 12, 12–14. 

42  Susan N. Engel, ‘The World Bank and the Post-Washington Consensus in Vietnam and 

Indonesia’ (PhD thesis, University of Wollongong, 2007), 233–42, 

<https://ro.uow.edu.au/theses/707>; Bivitri Susanti, ‘Neoliberalism and Its Resistance’, 12–13; 

R. Herlambang Perdana Wiratraman, ‘Good Governance and Legal Reform in Indonesia’ 

(Masters thesis, Mahidol University, 2006), 88–90. 
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private initiative, competition, transparency, good governance and property rights protection.43 

This objective has driven a host of other reform agendas imposed by the IMF on recipient 

countries. To implement the objectives, the recipient countries are required to structurally 

reform their political and economic institutions. This institutional reform is designed to 

restructure state controlled institutions into a neoliberal state, with market-controlled actors.44 

The neoliberal state aims to limit a state’s role to simply providing rules and oversight 

institutions, within which other now private activities, such as the provision of goods and 

services, exploitation of natural resources, and so on, are provided either by or through the 

market.45 In this concept, the state functions as ‘a partner, catalyst and facilitator’, not as a 

direct provider of growth,46 and operates in the context of market values and market 

discipline.47 

 
43  Indonesia’s obligation to produce policy commitments were contracted under the Extended Fund 

Facility Arrangement 1998–2003. The last LOI Indonesia sent to the IMF was dated 

10 December 2003. See IMF Press Release No. 06/215, ‘IMF Welcomes Indonesia’s Decision 

to Repay Early its Outstanding Obligation to the IMF’ (IMF, 6 October 2006), 

<https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2015/09/14/01/49/pr06215>; Indonesia Letter of Intent 

to IMF dated 10 December 2003; Gordon Crawford and Yulius P Hermawan, ‘Whose Agenda? 

“Partnership” and International Assistance to Democratization and Governance Reform in 

Indonesia’ (2002) 24(2) Contemporary Southeast Asia 203, 213.  

44  See generally, Stephen Gill, The Global Panopticon? The Neoliberal State, Economic Life and 

Democratic Surveillance (1995) 20(1) Alternative: Global, Local, Political 11. 

45  Linda Weiss, ‘The Myth of the Neoliberal State’, in Chang Kyung-Sup, Linda Weiss and Ben 

Fine (eds), Developmental Politics in Transition: The Neoliberal Era and Beyond (Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2012), 28–9; Ajay Chibber et al, World Bank Development 1997: The State in a 

Changing World (World Bank 1997), 1. 

46  Ajay Chibber et al, World Bank Development 1997. 

47  Stephen Gill, ‘New Constitutionalism, Democratisation, and Global Political Economy’ (1998) 

10 Pacifica Review, 23, 25.  
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The state’s role in the neoliberal state is different from the other paradigmatic state 

forms, notably ‘classic’ liberalism and state-led interventionism (developmentalism).48 

‘Classic’ liberalism holds that the state ought to be a minimal presence in practically everything 

except the armed forces, law enforcement and other ‘non-excludable goods’. Everything else 

should to be left to the free dealing of its citizens.49 Unlike this ‘classic’ liberal state concept, 

the neoliberal state does not advocate a minimum state – indeed, it even argues against the 

minimalist state.50 Instead, the neoliberal state focuses on strengthening certain state powers to 

enforce market discipline and credibility.51 Nonetheless, the strengthening of state powers to 

enforce market discipline and credibility signifies the difference between the neoliberal state 

and the developmentalist state. Like the neoliberal state, the developmentalist state advocates 

state intervention in the economy as essential for economic growth. However, unlike the 

neoliberal state, the developmentalist state does not use the market as the driving force of 

growth; rather, it priorities state actions through law, planning, SOEs and various other 

instruments to catalyse growth.52 Again, this is distinguished from the neoliberal state, which 

elevates the market mechanism as the principal driving force for society.53  

The move to neoliberalism requires a restructuring of the state, which occurs through 

three ‘productive’ measures designed to reconfigure state apparatuses, construct and extend the 

 
48  Linda Weiss, ‘The Myth of the Neoliberal State’, 27.  

49  Stephen Gill, ‘New Constitutionalism’, 4. 

50  Linda Weiss, ‘The Myth of the Neoliberal State’, 32.  

51  Ibid. 

52  David M. Trubek, ‘Developmental States and the Legal Order: Towards a New Political 

Economy of Development and Law’. Paper presented to Conference on Social Science in the Age 

of Globalization National Institute for Advanced Study on Social Science, Fudan University, 

Shanghai, December 2008. 

53  Ajay Chhibber et al., World Bank Development 1997: State in Changing World, 1.  
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liberal capitalist market, and deal with dislocations and contradictions.54 Stephen Gill links 

these productive measures to the neoliberal state’s aspiration to produce good public policy. 

The World Bank defines this as ‘a way that governments seek to prove their credibility, and of 

the consistency of their policies according to the degree to which they inspire confidence of 

investors’.55 Furthermore, the implementation of these three productive measures creates what 

Stephen Gill terms ‘New Constitutionalism’.56 

The first measure of the new constitutionalism, that of reconfiguring state apparatuses, 

aims to make governments operate as facilitators and subjects of market discipline.57 This is 

done through isolating economic decisions from politics. The most tangible expression of this 

measure is the establishment of independent regulatory agencies (IRAs) and the 

constitutionalising of central bank independency. The IRAs largely depoliticise economic 

management by transferring economic decision-making from government officials prone to 

political intervention to non-elected technocrats.58 This institutional design means that the 

decisions of IRAs are protected from political pressure, absent regulatory capture, creating a 

policy that invokes the confidence of both the public and investors.59  

 
54  Stephen Gill, ‘The Constitution of Global Capitalism’. Paper presented at The Capitalist World, 

Past, and Present at the International Studies Association Annual Convention, Los Angeles, 2000, 

14–15. 

55  Ibid., 11.  

56  Ibid. 

57  Stephen Gill, ‘New Constitutionalism‘, 25. 

58  James S. Davidson, ‘The Demise of Indonesia’s Upstream Oil and Gas Regulatory Agency: An 

Alternative Perspective’ (2015) 37(1) Contemporary Southeast Asia 109, 115. 

59  Richard Robinson and Vedi R. Hadiz, Reorganising Power in Indonesia: The Politics of 

Oligarchy in an Age of Markets (Routledge Curzon, 2004), 40. 
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This measure also functions to ensure consistent implementation of the policies 

produced – that is, it restrains any impulse to depart from announced policy commitments.60 

To achieve this end, the World Bank suggests a self-imposed restraint mechanism that provides 

rigidities in policy changes by creating multi-veto points in the decision-making process.61 To 

establish this self-imposed restraint, the World Bank has proposed three elements of restraint: 

(1) judicial independence and effectiveness; (2) separation of powers; and (3) external pressure 

through international agreements. The first two elements of restraint are drawn from the 

American constitutional model.62 The adoption of a US constitutional approach provides 

checks and balances through a diverse number of decision-making agencies (that veto points), 

to be navigated in order to change any policies that are in place. The judicial independence and 

effectiveness serve as restraint mechanisms through their power to hold the executive and 

legislature accountable. The separation of powers, both horizontal (among the three branches 

of government – the judiciary, executive and legislature) and vertical (centralisation/ 

decentralisation), is a powerful means of locking in the commitments because it provides 

rigidity to any rule-based commitment changes. Thus, the separation of powers increases 

confidence in the stability of rules.63 The external use of international agreements also serves 

as a restraint mechanism, in which the agreement provides policy conditionality, as in the case 

of the European Union and NAFTA.64  

The second measure that new constitutionalism uses to move a state to a neoliberal 

posture is to construct and extend liberal capitalist markets through commodification and 

 
60  Stephen Gill, ‘New Constitutionalism’, 34. 

61  Ibid. 

62  Ibid. 

63  Ajay Chhibber et al., World Bank Development 1997, 49. 

64  Stephen Gill, ‘New Constitutionalism’, 34. 
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privatisation of land, labour and money.65 This means pushing the state not only away from 

participation in markets, but also from arenas that traditionally belong to the state, through 

privatisation.66 This measure includes rewriting laws and statues to enable privatisation of state 

assets, common lands and public services such as water or publicly-owned natural resources.67 

Finally, the new constitutionalism also establishes measures to deal with dislocation 

and contradiction. The retreat of the state from areas that traditionally have been regulated by 

the state impacts the most vulnerable segments of society. For instance, the privatisation of 

public services can isolate poor people, preventing them from accessing such services. The 

answer to this problem is to ensure social safety nets are put in place and to ensure public 

participation in the process by empowering NGOs through democratic participation.68 

The accommodation of the neoliberal state requires constitutional change, such as in 

the Eastern Bloc after the collapse of communist rule in early 1990s, Latin America in the 

1980s,  and East Asia at the end of the 1990s.69 Indeed, the World Bank – as outlined in its 

World Development Report 1997 – emphasises a similar conclusion by saying ‘to be enduring 

and credible these (productive measures) must be anchored in core state institutions’.70 

Arguably, as I discuss in Chapter 3, the imposition of the neoliberal state has also influenced 

 
65  Stephen Gill, ‘The Constitution of Global Capitalism’. 

66  See David Schneiderman, ‘Constitutional Approaches to Privatization: An Inquiry into the 

Magnitude of Neoliberal Constitutionalism‘ (2000) 63(4) Law and Contemporary Problems 83. 

67  Stephen Gill, ‘Market Civilization, New Constitutionalism and World Order’, in Stephen Gill 

and Claire Cutler (eds), New Constitutionalism and World Order (Cambridge University Press, 

2014), 56. 

68  Stephen Gill, ‘The Constitution of Global Capitalism’, 17.  

69  Ibid., 12 

70  Ajay Chhibber et al., World Bank Development 1997, 99.  
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the 1945 Amendment to the Constitution, hence the adoption of new constitutionalism during 

the 1999–2002 constitutional amendment.  

Constitutional Interpretation 

The next theoretical framework employed in this thesis relates to constitutional interpretation. 

As mentioned earlier, one focus of this thesis is finding the way to reconcile seemingly 

inconsistent Court precedent. This framework is used to consider modes of interpretation and 

examine the MK’s interpretative approach(es) in reading the Constitution.71 All of this is 

necessary to move forward in elaborating a consistent, best approach in the interpretation of 

Article 33 in light of the addition of section 4 in 2002. 

Reading a Constitution can be divided into two different strands. The first focuses on 

the definitive meaning of the constitutional provisions – such as what the Constitution requires 

for the state to control the key economic sectors, and the meaning of ‘just efficiency’ and the 

like – these are substantive questions. The second strand focuses on the interpretative 

approaches used, such as original intent evidenced by drafting history and background, the 

plain meaning of the text, teleological purpos(es) of a provision, structuralist construction, and 

so on, in answering questions about substantive constitutional meaning – these are 

interpretative questions.72 This section considers the interpretive questions to be answered in 

determining constitutional meaning, since the substantive question of a constitutional provision 

– Article 33 – is discussed throughout this thesis. 

 
71  Michael Kirby, ‘Constitutional Interpretation and Original Intent: A Form of Ancestor Worship’ 

(2000) 24 Melbourne University Law Review 1, 8. 

72  Sotirios A. Barber and James E. Fleming, Constitutional Interpretation (Oxford University Press, 

2007), 60. 
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For our purposes, two main broad discourses characterise the interpretation of 

constitutional provisions.73 The first revolves around questions of the legitimacy and function 

of constitutional interpretation.74 This discourse has created two camps of scholars, which are 

different and contrasting: the originalist and non-originalist.75 The second discourse relates to 

a technique of reasoning in constitutional interpretation.76  

Originalists versus Non-Originalists 

The debate between originalists and non-originalists revolves around the legitimacy of 

constitutional interpretation.77 The originalists assert that the legitimacy of constitutional 

interpretation is based on the framer’s intentions, in which the interpretation of constitutional 

texts is anchored to the framers’ ideas and time.78 The meaning intended by the framers is 

paramount, but originalism assumes certain ‘pre-approach awareness’ of the existence of 

interpretative principles that framers themselves used to interpret and apply the constitutional 

provision.79 Thus, according to this view, the most legitimate answer to a substantive 

constitutional question should come from the application of that particular interpretative 

principle.80 In contrast, the non-originalist scholars view a constitution as a living entity. 

 
73  Jeffrey Goldsworthy, in Amelia Simpson, Dean Meagher et al, HANKS Australia Constitutional 

Law Materials and Commentary (Lexis Nexis Butterworths, 2016), 241. 

74  Philip Bobbitt, Constitutional Intepretation (Blackwell, 1991), 119. 

75  See, for example, Jeffrey Goldsworthy, ‘Interpreting the Constitution in Its Second Century’ 

(2000) 24 Melbourne University Law Review 677; Michael Kirby, ‘Constitutional Interpretation 

and Original Intent’. 

76  Dean Meagher et al, HANKS Australia Constitutional Law Materials and Commentary, 237–8. 

77  Ibid., 6–10. 

78  Jeffrey Goldsworthy, ‘Interpreting the Constitution’, 677. 

79  James E. Fleming, Fidelity to Our Imperfect Constitution: For Moral Readings and Against 

Originalism (Oxford University Press, 2015); Michael Kirby, ‘Constitutional Interpretation and 

Original Intent’, 10. 

80  James E. Fleming, Fidelity to Our Imperfect Constitution. 
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A living constitution will continue to grow in accordance with the contemporary needs and 

values of today’s society. Thus it cannot be held back by the framers’ interpretative principles.81 

To evaluate the merit of those two opposite views, I sketch a conversation between two 

Australian constitutional scholars: Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy, representing the originalist 

theorists; and Justice Michael Kirby, representing the living constitution theorists. In one of his 

essays, Justice Kirby attacks the originalists for engaging in a ‘ritual of ancestor worship’ in 

their interpretive approach.82 One of Justice Kirby’s main criticisms of the originalist approach 

is its inadequacy with regard to providing answers for ‘contemporary needs and values’.83 For 

the living constitution theorists, the constitutional interpretation should answer the 

contemporary needs and values of the society. Only within this frame can interpretation be 

justified. In pointing out its arguments, Justice Kirby suggests that the originalists’ view of the 

framer’s ideas is pointless. He bases his opinion on Sue v Hill.84 According to Justice Kirby, in 

this case, the changing nature of the relationship between Australia and the United Kingdom 

should affect the application of section 44(i) of the Australian Constitution in defining the 

meaning of ‘subject or citizen of a foreign power’ – that is, to interpret the United Kingdom as 

a foreign power.85 From the originalist perspective, this interpretation would be incorrect, since 

the framers at that time viewed Australia as part of the British Empire, with the United 

Kingdom at its head, regardless of the changing relationship between Australia and the United 

Kingdom.86 
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Justice Kirby’s characterisation of originalism invited strong comments from another 

prominent Australian constitutional academic, Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy, who rejected 

Justice Kirby’s characterisation of originalism as a form of ‘ancestral worship’ ritual. Professor 

Goldsworthy points out that originalism does not come from ‘misplace[d] respect for people in 

the past’; rather, it is motivated by the three principles of democracy, the rule of law and in the 

Australia context federalism.87 Originalism’s main concern is to ensure that if a constitution is 

to be amended, the consent of a majority of the electors must first be directly and expressly 

obtained.88 The constitutional changes should not be based on the presumptions of unelected 

judges, who are authorised only to interpret the constitution, but who purport to read the 

electors’ minds or speak on their behalf.89 Furthermore, originalism is also motivated by a 

respect for the rule of law – that is, it honours the constitutional provision that contains 

procedure to amend the constitution: section 128 of the Australian Constitution90 or Article 37 

of the Indonesian Constitution.91 

From an Article 33 perspective, an argument akin to that proposed by the originalists is 

more appealing. Any discussion of Article 33 is contentious because it involves the competing 

views about the ideological fabric of Indonesian society. An interpretive argument based on a 

adhering to changing situations and contemporary needs has less credibility and persuasiveness 

for an Indonesian general audience and constitutional scholars, especially amidst the rise of 

nationalistic populism.92 Furthermore, this type of argument was used without success during 
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the Oil and Gas Law Case I.93 Arguably, interpretive fidelity to the intent of the founding 

‘fathers’ (including those responsible for drafting amendments that have been adopted) carries 

more weight in Indonesian legal circles.94  

Accordingly, in my search for a legitimate interpretation of Article 33, I look to the 

founders. In particular, I use Mohammad Hatta’s philosophical approach in drafting Article 33 

in reading the original intent of the constitutional provision.95 In constitutional law discourse, 

philosophical approach focuses on embodying abstract moral and political principles in the 

Constitution. This philosophical approach rejects reading the constitutional provisions as a 

codification of concrete historical rules and practices. Moreover, the philosophical approach 

also requires normative judgement about how the provisions are to be understood, not merely 

historical research to discover relatively specific original meanings.96 As discussed in 

Chapter 4, this research applies Hatta’s abstract moral and political principles underlying 

Article 33 to critique the rationale behind the Oil and Gas Law Case II decision. 

 
93  This is evident in MK’s discussion of the government’s argument in relation to changing 

economic conditions – that is, globalisation that requires the government to become only a 

facilitator in the interpretation of Article 33. MK refuses this argument. Oil and Gas Law Case I, 

115, 208.  
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publication] in Saafroedin Bahar, Risalah Sidang Badan Penyelidik Usaha-Usaha Persiapan 

Kemerdekaan Indonesia [Minutes of Meeting of Indonesia Independence Attempt Investigation 

Agency] (Indonesia State Secretariat, Jakarta, 1995), xiii. 
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Modalities of Constitutional Interpretation 

Another important element in the discussion of constitutional interpretation is the technique of 

reasoning and sources of law that determine the form of constitutional arguments.97 Philip 

Bobbitt refers this constitutional argument as ‘constitutional modalities’, in which legal 

arguments are characterised as true from a constitutional viewpoint.98 Bobbitt asserts that there 

are at least seven constitutional modalities of interpretation: historical, textual, teleological, 

structural, doctrinal, ethical and prudent. Apart from these modalities, Jackson and Greene 

observe that there is another approach that combines two or more of the six modalities in 

interpreting constitution. This approach is known as a multi-valanced modality.99  

A multi-valanced modality is not looking for the existence of a single right answer. 

Multi-valanced interpreters focus on assessing how the various sources within the interpretive 

canon ought to be weighted or understood together in particular cases,100 rather than spending 

their time on methodological discussion.101 The multi-valanced approach can also be seen from 

the High Court of Australia’s position rejecting ‘the adoption and application of any particular, 

all-embracing and revelatory or doctrine of interpretation’, as expressed by Gummow J in SGH 

v Federal Commissioner of Taxation.102 Thus, at least in some contemporary instances, the 

constitutional interpretative approach in the Australian context is to use a range of accepted 

principles that the High Court of Australia has applied when approaching constitutional 
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meaning.103 As Jackson and Greene comment, ‘the (High) Court’s approach remains firmly 

ensconced in the multi-valanced tradition of common law constitutionalism’.104 

In Indonesian constitutional discourse, some researchers have explored the MK’s 

interpretative modalities.105 Fritz Edward Siregar106 examined the Court’s modality in the 

Electricity Law Case I107 and found that it employed an historical modality to interpret 

Article 33 by reference to Hatta’s own interpretation of Article 33.108 Although Siregar’s 

characterisation is valid, to say that the MK has only used a single modality to interpret 

Article 33 in the Electricity Law Case I is somewhat incomplete. The Court’s approach in 

interpretative modality is outlined in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. In this case, the Court refused 

to use a single approach in interpreting articles of the Constitution.109 As discussed in Chapter 
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4, this approach has been utilised in interpreting article 33, and thus is instrumental in cascading 

constitutional requirements from article 33.  

The Oil and Gas Legal Framework 

The third theoretical aspect underpinning this thesis is the Indonesia’s oil and gas legal 

framework. This analysis helps to identify parts of the oil and gas legal framework that should 

be affected by the constitutional principle outlined in Article 33. The oil and gas legal 

framework establish a set of rules that includes laws and subsidiary instruments – the petroleum 

law, regulations and model contracts. It is:  

a set of rules for how state institutions are structured, how companies acquire and 

manage licences, the fiscal terms between companies and state, environmental 

management, relationship between extractive projects and neighbouring communities, 

the behaviour of public officials active in the sector, public information disclosure, and 

accountability, and how the government will manage natural resource revenue.110  

For this research, the legal framework is defined as the law and its subsidiary instruments that 

regulate state institutions, oil and gas companies, and the relationship between state institutions 

and oil and gas companies in the upstream sector. This definition leads to two important aspects 

of oil and gas regulation: the state institutional design of the managed oil and gas sector and 

the model contract governing relations between the state and private oil companies. 

Additionally, for the last 25 years, in many jurisdictions across the globe, public participation 
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has become an integral part of the entire natural resource project through the need to provide 

greater protection to the environment.111 

This section discusses three essential parts of the oil and gas legal framework that 

should be affected by the constitutional principle outlined in Article 33: (1) the institutional 

design of the agency supervising the oil and gas sector; (2) the model contract that defines the 

relationship between private enterprises and the government; and (3) public participation in the 

development of oil and gas projects. 

The Institutional Design 

The institutional design of oil and gas governance can be divided into three main governance 

functionalities. These include: (1) a policy-making function; (2) a regulatory function; and 

(3) a commercial function. All the currently available institutional design models are framed 

within the above divisions. The difference among the various models is how, if at all, they 

situate these functionalities within the structure of oil and gas governance. 

Three institutional design models are used to manage the oil and gas sectors. The first 

is a separation model, in which the three governance functionalities mentioned above are 

administered and regulated by three distinct government bodies: a national company engaged 

in commercial hydrocarbon operations; a government ministry to direct policy; and a 

regulatory body to provide oversight and technical expertise. This model is distinctively known 

as the Norwegian ‘separation’ model.112 The second is an integrative model that consolidates  
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two of the governance functionalities, notably, the commercial and regulatory functions to a 

National Oil Company (NOC) or other government designated institution, whereas the policy 

function is allocated to a minister.  The dominant role of NOC in this model – due to the 

consolidation of the two governance functionalities – thus often refer as the NOC- Dominated 

Model.113 The third model is the ministry-dominated model, where the petroleum ministry or 

an equivalent executive body is charged with regulation and oversight.114 

The separation model (Figure 1.1) has been praised and promoted as good bureaucratic 

design for the oil and gas sectors, especially by development agencies.115 Furthermore, it has 

been considered as a route to better performance and enhanced transparency in the oil and gas 

sectors.116 The separation model has two distinctive features. First, it separates the state-

controlled institutions into three functions – the policy, commercial and regulatory functions – 

each of which has its own distinct role.117 The policy-making functions set goals for the sector, 

and design strategy to realise these goals.118 The commercial functions are assumed by state-

owned enterprises in collaboration with private enterprises.119 Finally, the regulatory function 

develops the technical guideline and regulations, as well as collecting fees from oil operators 

and compiling data from the project activities.120 Second, the separation has induced good 
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governance through clarity of goals, roles and responsibilities among the government bodies 

that have assumed these three functions.121 Furthermore, this narrative of separation model 

mimics the narrative of new constitutionalism, notably the idea of check and balances that leads 

to the creation of an IRA.122 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The Separation Model 

 

The state control imposed by the NOC model (Figure 1.2) is an institutional design that has 

been used in developing countries to oversee their oil and gas sectors. Unlike the separation model, 

the integrative model puts two of the oil and gas management functions – the regulatory and 

commercial functions – in one place, generally an SOE.123 This enables the integrative model to 

pool all resources and administrative capability in a single entity. One example of this model is 
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Indonesia’s Pertamina structure based on the old Pertamina Law. In this model, Pertamina assumed 

two functions: the supervisory/regulatory function; and the commercial function.124 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 The Integrative Model 

 

 Hults, Thurber and Heller suggest that the best model for a particular country depends on 

two factors: institutional capacity; and political competition.125 The institutional capacity refers to 

bureaucratic capability to deliver effective policies and services in a durable way, providing 

continuity even in the face of changes in political leadership.126 The political competition refers to 

the possibility that the executive will lose power through democratic processes.127  
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In their article, Hults, Thurber and Heller argue that the separation model works best in 

a strong institutional context, where there are diverse and abundant, competent and professional 

technocrats and vibrant competitive political system. This strong institution will shield an NOC 

from the competing demands of different political actors by synthesising those demands into a 

coherent policy for the NOC to follow.128 In contrast, countries that have characteristics of low 

institutional capacity and a vibrant competitive political system are better off adopting an 

integrative model.129 The separation model is regarded as a ‘second-best’ institution for 

countries with low institutional capacity that lack a competitive political system. Thus, while 

the separation of powers is considered as the best institutional design, in certain contexts the 

integrative model will result in better outcomes.130  

The idea of a separation of functions was strongly ingrained in the Oil and Gas Law 

2001 institutional reform. This was done through transferring the managerial role of Pertamina 

in supervising the private oil companies to BP Migas.131 This transfer of power had been central 

to the debate over ‘state control’ in the interpretation of Article 33 and became the most 

prominent issue in the Oil and Gas Law Case III.132 

In a different article, Heller and Valerie have proposed that the NOC-dominated or 

Ministry-dominated model might be the optimum policy choice as opposed to the adoption of 

the separation model in low capacity countries. One of the most important advantages of these 

models is that they allow much more focus on developing capacity in regulating and conducting 
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oil and gas operations.133 The ministry-dominated model has vested the primary regulatory 

responsibility in a ministry that oversees the oil and gas sector (Figure 1.3). This arrangement 

means that the policymaking function and the regulatory/monitoring functions are embedded 

in a ministerial agency. Heller and Marcel identified one of the strong points in both the 

ministry-dominated and NOC-dominant models. In both cases, the state can pool its resources 

in building capacity, rather than struggling with three separate functions in the separation 

model.134 As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the Indonesian House of Representative (Dewan 

Perwakilan Rakyat hereafter DPR) proposed the ministry-dominated model, as an alternative 

to the separation model adopted in Oil and Gas Law 2001.135 
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Figure 1.3 The Ministry-Dominated Model 

The Model Contract 

The second aspect of the oil and gas legal framework governs the legal arrangements between 

host countries, mostly represented by the NOC and International Oil Company/ Foreign Oil 

Company (IOC/FOC) (Figure 1.4). The legal arrangements define the role of the host countries 

and the IOC/FOC in an oil and gas project development. One crucial element, apart from the 

fiscal terms, in the discussion over the legal arrangements in the oil and gas sector, is the 

government control over project development. This has led to two oil and gas legal 

arrangements: concessionary; and the contractual arrangements.136 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Smith (2010) and Johnson (1992). 
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Figure 1.4: Petroleum legal arrangements 

The Concessionary Arrangements 

The concessionary arrangements have the least state ownership claim to oil and gas reserves, 

and hence experience the least operational control from government. In concessionary 

arrangements, the state an grants oil and gas development licence to an IOC/FOC in exchange 

for royalties. The IOC/FOC extensively controls the details of the operation, in which the oil 

and gas reserve are developed during the term of the licence.137 The concessionary model has 

been perceived as unfair because it essentially strips the host countries of their sovereignty over 

their natural resources – oil and gas. In the 1950s, rising nationalism and political events in 

many oil and gas production countries increased ownership claims over natural resources 

(resource nationalism).138 This resulted in two important developments that changed the global 

oil and gas legal landscape. The first was the establishment of Organisation of Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC), which served to defend the interests of the host countries and 

increase their bargaining position against IOC/FOC. The second was the adoption of the United 

Nations General Assembly Resolution 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962 on ‘Permanent 

sovereignty over natural resources’.139 These developments were parallel to the rise of resource 

nationalism that led to numerous resource nationalisation policies in many developing 

countries.140 During this time, Indonesia managed to force IOC/FOC to concede to Indonesia’s 

request to allow a greater share of operational control through the application of a Contract of 
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Work (CoW) based on the Oil and Gas Law 1960.141 This put Indonesian oil and gas SOEs in 

a position to dominate the development of oil and gas, as I show in Chapter 2.  

The resource nationalism diminished the popularity of the concessionary model and 

replaced it with a contractual model. However, some countries still maintained the 

concessionary model, with some modifications of the terms and conditions to allow greater 

state participation in oil and gas development.142 The modification of the concessionary terms 

and conditions resulted in a modern concession model, which is characterised as part of an 

administrative contract. An administrative contract differs from a private contract in terms of 

the parties’ positions. In an administrative contract, the government is not equal to other 

contracting parties in terms of control over profits.143  

The Contractual Arrangements 

The contractual arrangements allow for the government to acquire greater control over the 

operation and development of the oil and gas projects. This is an important concept with regard 

to resource ownership under Article 33. As I explain further in Chapters 4 and 5, the decision 

in the Oil and Gas Law Case 2012 relates closely to resource ownership: the higher the degree 

of control, the more constitutional it becomes.144 Generally, three model contracts operate in 

the oil and gas industry,145 each of which offers a different form of ownership, and thus 

different operational control for the state. The model contracts are the participation agreements 

(PA), the production sharing contracts (PSC) and the service contracts (SC).146  
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The SCs offer the greatest operational control for the state and the most resource 

ownership, since the private enterprises serve only as the contractors that develop the projects, 

providing technical know-how, equipment, financing and so on.147 The SCs avoid viewing the 

private oil companies as investors;148 rather, the oil companies are seen as contractors that are 

merely providing a service for which they will be compensated financially.149 There are two 

types of SCs: the pure SCs and the Risk Service Contract. The pure SC require the private 

company to perform specific tasks, such as drilling or general contractor operations of oil and 

gas project development. In a pure SC, the compensation provided to the company does not 

depend on the successful completion of the project; instead, the company is compensated based 

on the completion of the specific task performed.150 The risk service contract provides for 

compensation on the basis of the successful completion of the oil and gas project; if the project 

fails to produce, the loss will be absorbed by the company. However, if the project succeeds, 

the company will be compensated based on the terms agreed.151 

Participation Agreements (PA) were developed as an alternative to nationalisation of the 

oil and gas projects based on concessionary model arrangements. They were intended to pursue the 

maximum possible investment into oil and gas resources, and to seek and exercise full control over 

operations, productions, management and marketing.152 There was no clear formula for defining 

and structuring ‘participation’. Thus, the participation concept is referred to in one of documents 
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setting out the terms on which the host country participates in the venture with the foreign 

operator.153  

Generally, the PA are embodied in the form of Joint Venture Agreements (JV). The 

JV agreements in oil and gas, which embody PA, are commonly structured into two broad joint 

venture agreements: the equity/contractual JV; and the corporation JV.154 In the 

equity/contractual JV, the parties define their relationship through contractual arrangements 

without establishing a separate legal entity. In this type of joint venture, one of the parties acts 

as the operator in the oil and gas development, whereas other parties contribute financial or 

capabilities/technology to the project. The decision-making process in this type of JV is 

generally done through a management committee known as ‘the Operating Committee’.155 The 

Operating Committee comprises all co-ventures with a vote proportionate to the size of their 

ownership.156 Under the corporation JV, the parties establish a jointly owned company to carry 

out the oil and gas development project. This type of JV is governed by the corporation law of 

the relevant state. The host countries’ control will be defined in the shares of the corporation 

proportional to the capital contribution of each co-venture.157 

Unlike other model arrangements, the PA model require host countries to carry some 

of the financial burden and risk. This has become a source of dissatisfaction for host countries. 

Additionally, the PA are considered to have fallen short of fulfilling the host countries’ desire 
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for full sovereignty over their oil and gas resources, notably because the ownership and 

management were still in the hands of the private oil companies.  

The PSC model is one alternative that was developed to replace the concessionary model. 

This was first developed and applied by Indonesia and Iran in the 1950s and early 1960s.158 In a PSC, 

the host country gives a contractual right to an IOC/FOC to develop natural resources in a specific 

area (working area); hence the IOC/FOC is viewed as a government contractor. The PSC sequences 

the oil and gas project into two phases: the exploration and exploitation phases. In the exploration 

phase, all costs and risks are assumed by the contractors. If the working area is unproductive, the 

contractor bears all the risks of loss.159 However, if the working area is proven to be productive, the 

PSC allows companies to claim reimbursement of all their costs from the government (cost recovery), 

in addition to the production profit split determined in the PSC..160 In this model contract, there are 

two essential mechanisms by which the government exercises its control: the management and work 

program; and expenditure clauses. In the management program, the government reviews all decisions 

of private oil companies through appointed personnel/institution in the project.161 Additionally, 

during the project’s execution, the PSC requires the companies to submit annual working and budget 

plans to be approved by the appointed personnel.162 

The Oil and Gas Bill 2017 advocates the use of PSC and risk service contract as the preferred 

model to be adopted.163 As will be discussed in Chapter 5, this preference not constitute a violation 

of constitutional requirement, however, I argue the regulatory framework that limits the adoption 
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only to this two model contracts is problematic from international best practices perspective that 

indicate s the adoption of JV model contract can result in better performance for the upstream sector.    

Public Participation 

Public participation has become one of the key prerequisites for achieving sustainable 

development.164 The strong connection between sustainable development and public 

participation was explicitly stipulated in the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and 

Development. Principle number 10 of the Declaration rightly asserts that ‘environmental issues 

are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level’.165 Public 

participation is a key element of environmental protection that redefines the parties controlling 

natural resource project development.166 Typically, the controlling parties consisted of a project 

developer, financier, landowner and the government.167 Public participation in environmental 

protection adds additional ‘stakeholders’, including environmental and human rights 

organisations, local communities, and Indigenous peoples and their advocates.168 

Public participation in the regulation in the oil and gas legal framework is important for 

the post-amendment interpretation of Article 33. Apart from ‘just efficiency’, section 4 of 

Article 33 contains ‘environmentalism’ – that is, an environmental protection principle – which 
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should be considered in the development of the Indonesian national economic system.169 

Furthermore, as discussed further in Chapter 4, the Coastal and Small Islands Management 

Law Case170 has also outlined the requirement for public participation as part of the 

constitutional dictate contained in Article 33, as amended.171 

Three key-aspects pertain to public participation in natural resources development. 

Public participation acts to (1) define the stakeholders involved in the decision-making process; 

(2) structure the mechanism by which the public receives notice and provides input; and 

(3) facilitate genuine participation by requiring it be meaningfully informed about the decision 

to be made. The question of who will participate in the decision-making process is a key issue 

to be addressed in the public participation legal framework. The choice in defining the 

participants in the public participation process relates to whether public participation implies 

the participation of everybody or only stakeholders who are believed to represent ‘the 

public’.172  

The identification of participants is situated at the nexus of state, community and individual. 

The emphasis on whether to define participants as merely a state representative, or as a selected 

community/group or individual, will depend on the political, social and philosophical context of a 
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country.173 This nexus has created a spectrum in terms of defining participants. It lies between 

limiting participants to just state apparatuses or their appointees, and full inclusion or representation 

of all individual interests that come forward.174 At one end of the spectrum, there is a rational elitism 

that emphasises expertise in limiting who can participate in the decision-making process.175 Under 

this approach, the experts involved are assumed to act for the overall benefit of society. Rational 

elitism sees no merit in involving the public at large.176 Conversely, at the other end of the spectrum, 

there is a pluralist approach that rejects the idea of an objective expert basis for social choice – an 

objective ‘public interest’. Thus, it is not possible for all interested parties to be represented adequately 

by certain groups or experts. The pluralist approach advocates the full inclusion of all interested 

parties, including extending the range of persons whose interests have to be considered.177 

Apart from the influence of political thinking, practical considerations are involved in 

defining the participants in public participation. While  the general public involvement in public 

participation – as advocated by the pluralist approach – possibly enhances democratic capacity and 

creates a wider legitimacy, it is costly and time consuming to record and categorise all voices of the 

general public.178 An alternative is to formulate complete representation of interests, with a legal 

mechanism required to accurately assess the participants and their interests.179  

Next, consideration needs to be given to the approaches that define the permissible 

input by the public participating in a decision-making process. The regulatory framework based 
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on rational elitism focuses on ensuring that input is limited to and decisions taken on science-

based technocratic considerations, regardless of the public outcry and political response.180 One 

key feature in a law that mandates science-based planning is a practical or even legal 

requirement to use complex simulation modelling. The technical details in this science-based 

planning may hamper wider public participation due to limited public understanding of the 

technical issues.181 

The regulatory framework based on the pluralist approach is concerned with facilitating 

competing interests in the decision-making process through regulation. Consequently, the 

Courts have shifted the focus from preventing unauthorised intrusions of private autonomy to 

assuring fair representation for all affected interests. The legal framework is simply there to 

guarantee that the government’s decisions about natural resource projects reflect compromises 

struck between competing interest groups.182 

The Mechanism 

The mechanism by which public participation takes place raises two issues: (1) when the public 

participation should be conducted; and (2) how it will be conducted.183 The first question has 

been answered with the development of two types of ‘triggers’. The law can set out a list of 

activities that automatically require public participation. Alternatively, or in addition, the law 

can require all activities that may have a ‘significant impact’ on the environment, economy, 

society and so on, to involve public participation before a decision is made. Once it is decided 

that participation should happen, there must be meaningful participation in the decision-making 
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process. It has been suggested that to provide meaningful participation, participants need to be 

involved as early as possible. This early involvement can give participants opportunities to 

influence decisions, and the government a chance to harvest local knowledge and expertise, 

and stimulate social learning.184 In contrast, later involvement in the process can be considered 

to test the robustness of information from other sources; however, it can also be used as window 

dressing to legitimate a predetermined outcome.185 

The answer to the second question relates to procedural aspects of public participation. 

In this context, the key regulatory aspect is to govern the mechanism by, and forum in which, 

participants can contribute their opinions and determine their degree of influence over the 

decision-making process.186 This includes a legal requirement to publish a notice of intent of a 

proposed project, allowing access to adequate information about the project, thus determining 

the way in which the public can respond to the proposed project, and regulating the responses 

of government agencies to the public comments.187  

Genuine Participation 

The final key regulation of public participation in a natural resources project is to ensure that 

the participative process is effective and genuine. The idea of genuine participation relates to 

the engagement level of the participants in the decision-making process. Genuine participation 

requires the process to be conducted at the highest degree of citizen participation, in which the 

participants are empowered to contribute and influence the decision-making.188 Genuine 
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participation is differentiated from tokenistic participation, where participants only receive 

information and are unable to affect the outcome.189 

To achieve genuine participation, the design of the regulatory framework ascribes several 

rights to participants, with the aim of empowering the affected parties during the participative 

process, particularly their right to influence the outcome of the process.190 This includes the right 

to be notified during the initial project development, the right to request and access files, and the 

right to submit arguments and documents.191 Additionally, genuine and meaningful participation 

also requires the design of the regulatory framework to empower participants with the right to a 

legal remedy whenever the ascribed rights have been breached.192  

As further discussed in Chapter 5, the regulatory framework for public participation in the 

Oil and Gas Bill 2017 does not facilitate genuine participation as part of the constitutional 

requirements contained in Article 33. Although, the Court did not give a detailed explanation of 

the full extent of what constitutes appropriate public participation under Article 33, I argue that in 

order to achieve ‘greatest possible prosperity of the people’, a genuine participation structure 

should be a criterion in defining regulatory framework proposed in Oil and Gas Bill 2017. 

IV Research Method 

In addressing the research questions above, this thesis employs a tradition legal research 

method with comparative analysis. Traditional doctrinal analysis is used to examine legislation 
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and case law. The aim is to untangle the confused and inconsistent readings of Article 33 by 

the MK and provide a systematic understanding of Article 33 as amended.193 The relevant 

constitutional cases are scattered in various MK decisions across key economic sectors. 

Therefore, the decisions of the Court that will be analysed are not limited to those in the oil and 

gas sectors, but also include other cases related to Article 33. This research found 91 cases 

post-amendment cases decided by the MK related to Article 33 between 2003 and 2018.194 

These cases question the constitutionality of 33 laws across numerous economic sectors. All 

cases were systematically analysed and categorised. From the 91 cases, I selected decisions 

that have significantly affected or shed light on the meaning of Article 33. Two criteria were 

used to sort the decisions: (1) the cases where the MK answered key questions about the 

interpretation of Article 33 based on value judgements; and (2) the cases where the MK 

consistently referred to the cases to decide other cases. From the sorting process, I found ten 

law cases that are seminal in the interpretation of article 33. These law cases are shown in 

Table 1.1. 

Additionally, I have also employed comparative law analysis in the context of 

Indonesia’s oil and gas law framework. This comparative perspective is intended to identify 

best practices in regulating the upstream sector.195 I choose Norway, and in the context of 

model contracts, Malaysia, as comparative jurisdictions. There are two reasons for this. First, 

Norway, Indonesia and Malaysia have two similar conceptual foundations in their regulatory 

frameworks. These states historically have owned their own natural resources and have utilised 
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NOCs as the means of conservation and exploitation of such resources. These similarities serve 

as the tertium comparationis, and make these jurisdictions comparable.196 Second, the 

Norwegian system has become a canonical model, as it has been promoted by international 

agencies as the best regulatory system practice in the oil and gas industry.197 Likewise, 

Malaysia has also been considered as successful in managing it resources, notably, in its PSC 

implementation.198 These two jurisdictions  function as benchmarks in evaluating Indonesia’s 

Oil and Gas Bill 2017, in addition to the constitutional requirements outline in Article 33. 

Table 1.1: Law cases 

No Law Cases The Court Case Registration Number  

1 Electricity Law Case I Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 001-021-

022/PUU-I/2003 [Indonesia Republic, 2004] 

2 Oil and Gas Law Case I Indonesia Constitutional Court Number  002/PUU-

I/2003 [Indonesia Republic, 2004] 

3 Water Resource Law Case I Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 058-059-

060-063/PUU-II/2004 and Number 008/PUU-

III/2005 [Indonesia Republic, 2005] 

4 Investment Law Case 2007 Indonesia Constitutional Court, Number 21-

22/PUU-V/2007 [Indonesia Republic, 2008]  

5 Limited Liability Law Case  Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 53/PUU-

VI/2008 [Indonesia Republic, 2009]  

6 Coastal and Small Islands 

Management Law Case 

Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 03/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 2011] 

7 Fiscal Balance Law Case 2011 Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 71/PUU-

IX/2011 [Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

8 Shipping Law Case 2010 Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 74/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, December 2011]  

9  Forestry Law Case Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 72/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 2011].  

10 Oil and Gas Law Case II Indonesia Constitutional Court Number 36/PUU-

X/2012 [Indonesia Republic, 2012].  
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11 State Law Audit Case  Indonesia Constitutional Court Number  62/PUU-

XI/2013 [Indonesia Republic, 2014].  

V Research Scope 

This research analyses the application of the new paragraph of Article 33 to the oil and gas 

legal framework. However, there are two limitations to the scope of this study. First, the 

discussion focuses on the upstream oil and gas legal framework. The reason for this focus is 

because the Oil and Gas Law Case III decision only annulled the existence of BP Migas in the 

oil and gas sectors, whereas it still maintains the downstream regulatory agency (Badan 

Pengatur Hilir Migas, or BPH Migas). Therefore, this research assumes that the liberal reform 

in the downstream sector is still deemed constitutional and reflects the Article 33 amendment.  

Second, with regard to the Court cases that are analysed, this research employed an 

online search through the MK’s directory using several key words such as ‘Pasal 33’ (Article 

33), ‘dikuasai negara’ (state control), effsiensi berkeadilan (just efficiency) and other wording 

contained in Article 33. These key words were inputted in to a case tracking website of the 

Court (https://search.mkri.id). Despite the researcher’s best efforts to meticulously capture 

every post-amendment Article 33 decision, there is a possibility that decisions that would 

otherwise contribute to Article 33 interpretation were missed because search terms were not 

expansive enough. Additionally, the decisions gathered were brought down between 2003 and 

2018, so further developments after 2018 are beyond the scope of this research. 

VI Thesis Structure 

This thesis comprises six chapters, as follows. This chapter has explained the aims and background 

of this thesis. It elaborates the relationship between Indonesia’s national economy and Article 33 as 

the context of this research. Additionally, it has examined the research problems that motivated the 

research questions, the methodology and the theoretical framework used to guide the analysis of this 

thesis.  

https://search.mkri.id/
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Chapter 2 discusses the trajectory of Article 33’s interpretation and meaning. It covers the 

discussion of the philosophical, political economy and legal discourse in the historical development 

of Article 33’s institutional design. It explains the original intent behind the original Article 33 

adopted in 1945 and its subsequent development. The chapter shows how the interpretation of 

Article 33 departs from Hatta’s interpretation, which was ascendant in the first half of the 1950s with 

Indonesia’s parliamentary democracy, to adopt Soepomo’s statist interpretation in subsequent 

periods – Sukarno’s Guided Democracy and Suharto’s developmentalism periods – up to the 2002 

amendment. Arguably, these two eras resulted in the distortion of Article 33 from its key objective 

of providing the greatest possible prosperity for the people. 

Chapter 3 explores the 1999–2002 constitutional amendment of the 1945 Constitution. It 

discusses the role of the neoliberal disciplinary agenda in shaping the constitutional amendment, 

notably its impact on Article 33. I argue that the influence of the neoliberalism led to the adoption of 

a form of New Constitutionalism in the amendments to the 1945 Constitution. The discussion is not  

limited to the Article 33 amendments, but also discusses other New Constitutionalism measures in 

restructuring state power, such as the establishment of a national judicial review mechanism, the 

adoption of property rights protection, the constitutionalisation of central bank independence, and the 

adoption of the doctrine of the separation of powers.  

Chapter 4 discusses the MK’s judicial review cases focused on Article 33 issues. This chapter 

locates a body of precedent developed by the MK in its interpretation of Article 33. As noted, this is 

done by analysing 91 cases related to Article 33 that this research has found, dating from the Court’s 

establishment in 2003 to 2018. From 91 cases, the analysis focuses on a few select cases that 

significantly contributed to, and became precedents for, Article 33 interpretation. I identify at least 

11 law cases that significantly shaped Article 33 interpretation. One critical argument made in this 

chapter is that the Oil and Gas Law Case II departs from and contradicts the established precedent 

of Article 33.  
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Chapter 5 deals with the application of the body of precedent related to Article 33,  to the oil 

and gas legal framework in Indonesia. Additionally, this chapter also applies a comparative analysis 

in commenting on the Oil and Gas Bill 2017 and its associated document, i.e., the formal academic 

study (naskah akademik). This includes a discussion about the appropriate institutional model for 

Indonesia, model contracts between the government and private sectors for the Indonesian oil and 

gas legal framework, and the framework for public participation. This chapter also analyses the Oil 

and Gas Bill 2017 being discussed in the Indonesian parliament. In this chapter, I highlight several 

problems in the Oil and Gas Bill 2017, both from constitutional requirement as well as comparative 

perspective.   

Chapter 6 summarises the findings of the thesis and makes recommendations for further 

reforms to the existing oil and gas law using post-amendment Article 33 interpretation. These 

recommendations include the design of the future of oil and gas law based on ‘just efficiency’ 

principles, requiring a guarantee of some sort of competition in the upstream oil and gas sector, and 

the development of a set of legal principles to be included in the future oil and gas to guarantee the 

genuine participation of the public – notably, the communities impacted by the development of the 

oil and gas development project. Furthermore, the conclusion also speculates about whether the post-

amendment interpretation will eventually become the dominant interpretation of Article 33. 

Arguably, with the current Joko Widodo administration developmentalist policy, it is less likely that 

the interpretation will be dominant. 
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Chapter 2 

The Shifting Meaning of Article 33 Before the Indonesian 

Constitutional Amendment of 1999–2002 

This chapter discusses the interpretative trajectory of Article 33 before its amendment by 

applying Historical Institutionalism Analysis (HIA). HIA assumes that every social institution 

is shaped by ‘critical junctures’ in the historical development of the institution. A critical 

juncture is a concept that describes a situation in which an institution is experiencing a crisis 

or profound change and a decision must be taken to deal with the event. HIA theorises that the 

decision taken to solve the institutional crisis is often deeply entrenched and subsequently 

places institutional arrangements in different paths which are then difficult to alter.199 The 

application of HIA in constitutional discourse, especially in the United States, has been defined 

as ‘constitutional moments’.200 In this thesis, the application of HIA helps to identify the 

original intent of the Article 33 drafters and how the Article 33’s interpretative trajectory has 

evolved across time. 

Situated in Indonesian constitutional law history, my goal here is to identify the 

constitutional moments that have shaped the interpretation and reinterpretation of Article 33. 

As I elaborate, the initial meaning of the article arose from an interpretation attached to 

Mohammad Hatta’s idea of social democracy, which was receptive to the operation of the free 

market. Subsequently, several constitutional moment crisis points were to alter this meaning 
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so that Article 33 became to be interpreted to give priority to Soepomo’s concept of integralism, 

which led to a statist meaning of Article 33. This statist trajectory became further entrenched 

during Soekarno’s guided economy era. It seemed to abate during Suharto’s developmentalism 

era, but in fact, Article 33 was not used to justify the role of private enterprises in the economy. 

Rather it was used to justify political patronage, the only objective of which was to maximise 

rent seeking-activities for the benefit of Suharto and his cronies. Furthermore, the absence of a 

judicial review power and the weak separation of powers system in Indonesia’s pre-amendment 

1945 Constitution structure contributed to the shift of Article 33’s trajectory from Hatta’s social 

democracy to Soepomo’s statist interpretation.  

This chapter comprises four sections. The first section explains the idea of HIA and its 

application in analysing the meaning of Article 33 over time. The second section sketches the 

constitutional interpretation of Article 33 before its amendment. The third section expounds 

the interpretative trajectory and dissects the effect of Indonesian political economy events on 

the interpretative trajectory. The final section concludes the discussion of this chapter.  

I Constitutional Moments in Article 33 

The term ‘constitutional moments’ was introduced by an American constitutionalist, Bruce 

Ackerman. In We the People: Foundations,201 Ackerman argues that constitutional moments 

exist in US constitutional history that altered the meaning or application of the American 

Constitution without any formal amendment.202 Walter Dean Burnham identifies two key 

concepts from Ackerman’s theory to explain such phenomena. He asserts that Ackerman 
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distinguishes between two ‘states of affairs’ in American politics: the normal state of affairs; 

and the rare state of affairs, in which constitutional moments occur.203 

In the normal state of affairs, changes to a government policy that relate to 

constitutional provisions are well within the dominant interpretation of the constitutional 

provisions. The government policy therefore does not require any reinterpretation of the 

constitutional provisions. Although policy changes are never without challenges, during a 

normal state of affairs’ these challenges are contained within the parameters of the dominant 

interpretation of the constitutional provisions.204 In contrast, the constitutional moments are a 

rare state of affairs involving the overthrow of preceding constitutional interpretation.205 These 

constitutional moments are necessarily extremely volatile, and tend to sweep across the whole 

political system, with political forces advancing the change in intense combat with those 

resisting it. These dynamics then alter the practical and ideational meaning of the constitutional 

provisions, with the new practical and ideational meaning replacing the preceding dominant 

constitutional interpretation.206 

To apply Ackerman’s constitutional moments analysis to Indonesia, one needs to 

acknowledge the difference between the Indonesian and US constitutional and political 

structures. Unlike the US system, before the constitutional amendment in 2002, Indonesia did 

not empower its judiciary with judicial review power, nor did it have strong democratic 

institutions. Consequently, the new dominant constitutional interpretation attained after the 

constitutional moments did not come from judicial decisions or ballot boxes, but emerged 
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through war, armed rebellion and political violence that resulted in regime changes.207 These 

Indonesian versions of constitutional moments then altered the constitutional interpretation of 

Article 33. Some of those constitutional moments were:  

• the defeat of the Japanese force in the Pacific, which led to a birth of a new nation and 

its Constitution; 

• the revolutionary war between 1945 and 1949, which ended with the Round Table 

Conference Agreement that infused parliamentary democracy into the 1949 

Constitution and its subsequent replacement, the 1950 Provisional Constitution; 

• the armed rebellion of PRRI/Permesta as a response to the Java Central Government 

nationalisation of the Dutch companies, which led to the return of the 1945 Constitution 

and Sukarno’s authoritarianism; 

• the alleged 1965 Communist coup, which resulted in years of political tension between 

the army and the Communists, as well as between the Communists and the Nahdatul 

Ulama (NU) over land reform; these led to a full commitment to applying the ‘purest’ 

interpretation of the 1945 Constitution and Suharto’s authoritarianism; and 

• the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997 and the violent overthrown of Suharto, which led to 

the 1999–2002 amendments to the 1945 constitution. 

As discussed later in the chapter, based on these constitutional moments, I divide the 

interpretation of Article 33 into five historical periods. These periods began and ended with 

critical junctures for Indonesia. They are: the revolutionary period (1945–49); the economic 

decolonialisation period (1949–57); the guided economy period (1957–65); Suharto’s 

developmentalism period (1965–98); and the reform period (1998 to the present). However, 

before I discuss these critical junctures further, I must first explain the context in which the 

1945 Constitution was situated prior to the 1999–2002 constitutional amendment. This 
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explanation is important to understand how the constitutional interpretation played out in the 

rare state of affairs that marked the change of each era. 

II The Constitutional Interpretation Before the Indonesian Constitutional Court: An 

Extrajudicial Interpretation 

As discussed in the previous section, before the 1999–2002 constitutional amendment, the 

Indonesian constitutional system did not recognise a judicial review power, including a 

constitutional judicial review, except for an insignificant and brief period in 1949.208 To 

understand how the Article 33 interpretive trajectories were shaped during this long pre-

amendment period, it is important to sketch the role of what I term ‘extrajudicial constitutional 

interpretation’.209 In this section, I argue that even before a power of constitutional judicial 

review constitutional was recognised interpretation took place extrajudicially.  

In this period of extrajudicial constitutional interpretation, the Constitution played a 

role, although in Indonesia the context was often nominal, with the Constitution used as an 

instrument of justification as opposed to an instrument of restraint.210 In producing their 

policies, each of the political factions tried to justify their positions based on constitutional 

provisions and argued for interpretations that supported their political agendas. Nevertheless, 

extrajudicial constitutional interpretation has been criticised as ‘irrational’, because it sacrifices 

the rule of reason (rule of law) to the rule of will (politics).211 Still, it was within this informal 
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(and politically contested) constitutional structure – before the 2002 amendment – that Article 

33’s trajectory was shaped. 

The extrajudicial Indonesian constitution as it existed before 2002, can be divided into 

two different constitutional interpretation systems. The first was the parliamentary centre of 

the 1950 Provisional Constitutional system. The second was the legislative review of the 1945 

Constitution and its People’s Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat, 

hereafter MPR). Before continuing to explain these two pre-amendment systems of 

constitutional interpretation, a brief historical account of the various constitutions that have 

governed Indonesia is necessary. 

Indonesia has been governed by three constitutions: the 1945 Constitution (1945–1949 

and 1959–present); the 1949 RIS (Republik Indonesia Serikat, RIS) Constitution (December 

1949–August 1950); and the 1950 Provisional Constitution (1950–1959). The 1945 

Constitution has been in force the longest; however, its enforcement has been intermittent, as 

it ceased to be enforced for a decade from 1949 to 1959. During this time, Indonesia was 

governed by two constitutions: the 1949 RIS Constitution; and the 1950 Provisional 

Constitution. The 1949 RIS Constitution was enforced for a brief period, around eight months, 

and was replaced by the 1950 Provisional Constitution. On 5 July 1959, the 1945 Constitution 

was re-enacted. It remains Indonesia’s constitution and was amended four times in the 1999–

2002 constitutional amendments. 

Of the three constitutions, the 1949 RIS Constitution was the only constitution that 

empowered the judiciary to review laws for their constitutionality.212 Nonetheless, due to its 

short-lived term, the 1949 RIS Constitution did not have any effect on the Article 33 

interpretation trajectory, nor did the 1949 RIS Constitution contained Article 33. Therefore, the 
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most relevant to the discussion here are changes to the Article 33 interpretation under the 1950 

Provisional Constitution and the 1945 Constitution.  

The 1950 Provisional Constitution and the 1945 Constitution had different constitutional 

structures, affecting how the extrajudicial constitutional interpretation was carried out. The 1950 

Provisional Constitution adopted a parliamentary system of government.213 In this system, termed 

‘parliament-centred interpretation’, the parliament directly interprets the constitution as necessary 

when enacting legislation.214 

Unlike the 1950 Provisional Constitution, the pre-amendment 1945 Constitution 

adopted a presidential system. However, the 1945 Constitution’s presidential system was 

characterised as an unorthodox presidential system that differed significantly from other 

presidential systems, such as that of the United States.215 One of the unorthodox characteristics 

of the old presidential system is that it contained elements of the parliamentary system, in which 

the president was elected and responsible to the MPR.216 The MPR was put above all other 
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primary state institutions, such as the president, DPR and the Indonesian Supreme Court 

(Mahkamah Agung, MA), with all state institutions obliged to carry out MPR decisions.217 

Within this constitutional system, extrajudicial constitutional review was done by the MPR.  

The two systems, the parliament-centred interpretation of the 1950 Provisional 

Constitution and the MPR system, share similar characteristics, with a review process that is 

political in nature. The interpretations made by those two institutions were influenced by 

political interest, as opposed to the rule of law, and normative legal interpretation, which offers 

more fidelity to the interpretation of constitutional provisions. As discussed further in section 

III of this chapter, the absence of constitutional fidelity in the extrajudicial interpretation 

system contributed to the Article 33 shift in meaning from Mohammad Hatta’s concept of 

social democracy, inclusive of private enterprise, to Soepomo’s idea of statist control. 

The Parliament-centred Interpretation of the 1950 Provisional Constitution 

The term ‘parliament-centred interpretation’ was introduced by Gabrielle Appleby and Adam 

Webster to characterise parliament’s role in constitutional interpretation in Australia. They 

argue that, while the final word of constitutional interpretation remains with the High Court, 

the act of legislating requires individual parliamentarians to consider the constitutionality of a 

Bill using the precedents provided by the courts.218 Thus  constitutional interpretation takes 
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place in parliament during policy debates, in which the meanings of constitutional provisions 

are weighed.219 This characterisation can also be applied to the constitutional interpretation 

during the 1950 Provisional Constitution. Nevertheless, unlike the Australian system, the Court 

in the 1950 Provisional Constitution could not offer a ‘Court-centred interpretation’ that was 

used as reference to consider the constitutionality of Bills being debated. This was because the 

1950 Provisional Constitution, as stated, did not empower the Court with judicial power.220  

Theoretically as discussed by Appleby and Webster the ‘parliament-centred 

interpretation’ is based on two arguments: the generality of the Constitution’s language and the 

oath taken by a member of parliament.221 In the first argument, Appleby and Webster theorise 

that, due to generality of the Constitution’s language, what Robert Cover refers to as ‘a 

community of interpretation’ has been created.222 Generally, a constitution is designed in broad 

and general language that does not provide specific instruction by which the constitutional 

provisions powers shall be carried into execution.223 Consequently, the generality of 

constitutional language requires an interpretation to apply constitutional provisions to 

individual circumstances.224 This leads to the creation of a community of interpretation, in 

which constitutional interpretation is not exclusively an act of judges, but is also of legislators 

or presidents, law drafters and even citizens.225 Thus, under the constitution, each arm of 
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government – including the parliament – has a constitutional obligation to interpret the 

constitution in its policies – albeit the parliament or other arms of government may have a 

different role and authority in constitutional interpretation due to differences in their roles in 

the constitutional structure and in their democratic legitimacy.226 The second argument, the 

idea of parliament-centred interpretation, comes from the obligation of a member of parliament 

to take an oath in upholding and defending the constitution or law.227  

In the 1950 Constitutional, members of parliament were sworn to ‘preserve the 

Constitution and all laws that are in force in the Indonesian Republic’.228 Therefore, a 

constitutional provision becomes crucial to justifying any policy proposal put forward by a 

member of parliament. This observance of constitutional provisions led to the characterisation 

of the 1950 Constitutional provision as representing an era of constitutional democracy.229 The 

late Adnan Buyung Nasution – a prominent human rights lawyer – notes that one of the 

democratic characteristics to emerge in this era was that ‘most members of the political elite 

had some sort of commitment to symbols connected with constitutional democracy’.230 

Furthermore, Herbert Feith – a prominent political scientist known for his account of 

Indonesian politics in this period – explains that generally the Indonesian leaders had a nominal 

understanding of how democratic institutions such as parliaments operated.231 However, there 

were also some Western-educated and modern Islamic politicians committed to the value of 

Western-type democracy. Moreover, ‘these men believed public liberties and the rule of law to 
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be of great importance, and many of them saw parliamentary institutions as necessary 

safeguards against a possible development of authoritarianism, fascism or demagogue rule’.232 

The operation of Western democratic institutions therefore accorded with the value of some of 

the men in power in 1949 and with their interests; they included Hatta, Natsir, Sjahrir, Sultan 

Hamengku Buwono, Wilopo, Djuanda, Leimena, Sjafruddin Prawinegara and Colonel 

Simutapang. As discussed later, men like Hatta, Sjafruddin Prawiranegara and Natsir were 

instrumental in maintaining the operation of private enterprises in the key economic sectors 

that reflected their administration and political orientation. 

The Legislative Review of the MPR System 

The legislative review model was rooted in the structure of the pre-amendment 1945 

Constitution. It has been argued that the pre-amendment 1945 Constitution gave the power to 

review laws against the Constitution to the MPR, not the Supreme Court (MA) as demonstrated 

in the Legislative Review MPR Decree 1966,233 which ordered the president and parliament to 

rescind objectionable laws from Sukarno’s authoritarian era.234 This idea came partly from 

refusing the adoption of judicial review power in Indonesia’s legal system after the end of 

Sukarno’s authoritarianism.235  

The legislative review mechanism was an alternative model of judicial review proposed 

by Oemar Seno Adjie of the Ministry of Justice, who in later years became the MA Chief 
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justice.236 The proposal for the adoption of a power of judicial review and judicial 

independence had taken centre stage in the struggle to implement negara hukum (rechstaat).237 

Indeed, the struggle to adopt judicial review in Indonesia’s legal system stretches back to the 

early drafting of the 1945 Constitution. Judicial review was first proposed by Muhammad 

Yamin, one of the drafters of the 1945 Constitution.238 Yamin’s proposal was rejected by 

Soepomo, who cited two arguments for the rejection. First, he considered that the review of 

laws against the Constitution was a political matter, not a judicial one. Second, Soepomo 

asserted the lack of expertise of Indonesian lawyers in raising claims within a system of judicial 

review, suggesting that Indonesia was not ready for such a system.239  

However, after its rejection in 1945, the pursuit of a judicial review power as part of 

the implementation of negara hukum never went away. After Sukarno’s era of authoritarianism 

ended, the demands to adopt judicial review power were revived. Dan S. Lev asserts that the 

demands for implementation of negara hukum idea were pushed by three socio-political 

conditions of Indonesia societies: ethnic and religious pluralism; a changing class structure; 

and the need for political legitimacy.240 For instance, in the context of ethnic and religious 

pluralism, the negara hukum is seen to offer some degree of protection, through consistent and 

predictable norms, for minority groups from the domination of any single group – almost 50 per 

cent of Indonesia’s population is Javanese and 89 per cent of Indonesians are Muslims. Thus 

the idea of Negara Hukum has obvious appeal for non-Javanese ethnic groups and the Christian 
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and Catholics minorities, making them very strong supporters of negara hukum.241 The 

changing class structure expanded the social ‘middle group’ in Indonesia, although Lev is 

cautious about using the concept of the ‘middle group’ as a conscious middle class. This 

‘middle group’ consisted of young intellectuals and professionals who pushed for their social 

mobility by protesting about social issues, such as corruption, that they thought hampered these 

aspirations. They sought recruitment by merit, fairer economic distribution, and more effective 

control over bureaucratic institutions.242 For this group, the idea of negara hukum can 

assumingly deliver all these aspirations and protect their critical attitude towards authority.243 

Finally, during the early years of Suharto when the army ascended to power, the support of 

civilians for the regime was ambivalent. To spread the base of his support, Suharto therefore 

leaned heavily on promises of constitutionalism and a negara hukum, which distinguished the 

regime from the guided democracy of the overthrown Sukarno.244 

The MPR legislative review was grounded on its power to establish and amend the 

constitution.245 With this power in hand, the MPR took a position as the interpreter of the 

constitution that made decisions about the implementation of several constitutional provisions. 

The existence of the MPR in the Indonesia constitutional system created what prominent 

Indonesian constitutional scholar Padmo Wahyono terms an MPR system.246 One of the 

characteristics of this system was the power to pass a directive regarding the interpretation of 
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a constitutional provision,247 as well as ordering the president and House of Representative 

(Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat, DPR) to review all related laws to comply with the directive.248 It 

thus created certain review mechanisms to guarantee laws or government policies using the 

constitution, a process that was then called a legislative review.249  

Judicial empowerment with the guarantee of judicial independence and a power of 

judicial review fell within this social-political context. The main driving thrust of judicial 

empowerment was a ‘middle group’ of professional judges and private lawyers. The aspirations 

of the judges were channelled through the Association of Indonesian Judges (Ikatan Hakim 

Indonesia, IKAHI) and those of the private lawyers through their association, the Indonesian 

Advocate Union (Persatuan Advokat Indonesia, PERADIN).250 The question of whether to give 

a court the power to review laws against the Constitution became a fundamental issue in the 

debate regarding the Basic Judiciary Power Bill, which became Basic Judicial Power Law 
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1970. 251  During the debate of this law, Oemar Seno Adjie proposed an alternative reading to 

the 1945 Constitution that he considered already contained a review mechanism to protect the 

constitution, embedded within the power of the MPR. This alternative proposal was part of his 

refusal to accept the more explicit and formal judicial review power proposed by the IKAHI 

and PERADIN. Seno Adjie’s argument for supporting the MPR legislative review was directed 

at the fact that the power to review had been embedded in the MPR. He pointed to Legislation 

Hierarchy MPRS Decree 1966252 as the highest constitutional instrument; thus the MPR had 

practically become the arbiter of constitutional interpretation.253 

In subsequent years, Seno-Adjie’s colleague Padmo Wahyono, a professor from the 

University of Indonesia, provided a theoretical justification for this view. Padmo also 

characterised Indonesia’s constitutional structure as the MPR System.254 Under this system 

Indonesia had adopted ‘distribusi kekuasaan’ (distribution of powers), which is different from 

‘pemisahan kekuasaan’ (separation of powers).255 The distribution of powers assumes that the 

constitutional organs are vertically distributed from a single entity that has supreme status. In 

the MPR system, the MPR had the status of being the highest constitutional organ (Constit 

tertinggi negara)256 and the powers of other ‘high’ constitutional organs (Lembaga constit tinggi 
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negara), flowed from the MPR. These high constitutional organs were the President, DPR, MA, 

Supreme Audit and Advisory Council (Badan Pemeriksa Keuangan, BPK) and the Grand 

Advisory Council (Dewan Pertimbangan Agung, DPA).257 Thus all other high state organs, 

including the MA, it was argued, were obliged to implement the decisions of, and were accountable 

to, the MPR.258 From the perspective of the distribution of power, it is illogical to allocate the 

judicial review power to the MA, since the president and DPR are equal to the MA and the source 

of power from all branches of government was the MPR. Thus the most logical way to hold the 

President and the DPR accountable for the laws they produced was to give the review power to the 

MPR as the highest constitutional organ. 

 

Figure 2.1: The schematic of distribution of power in the pre-amended 1945 Constitution 

Based on MPR Decree III/MPR/1978 
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After the downfall of the Suharto regime, this legislative review was formalised through 

the enactment of Legislation Hierarchy MPR Decree 2000,259 which was repealed with the 

establishment of the MK by the third amendment to the 1945 Constitution during 1999–

2002.260  

In the MPR system, the interpretation of Article 33 was subjected to political 

factionalism. In this era, the advent of the Western-educated technocrats replaced the social 

democratic politicians in defending private roles in the key economic sectors. As discussed 

later, this technocrat faced challenges from oligarchical coalitions consisting of the military, 

bureaucrats and private entrepreneurs, who operated in closed political circles that harnessed 

and defended the statist political sentiment of the pre-amendment Article 33 interpretation.261  

III The Trajectory Interpretation of Article 33 through Critical Junctures 

The extrajudicial constitutional interpretation – the parliamentary-centred interpretation and 

MPR system – makes political factionalism and rivalry influential in determining the meaning 

of Article 33. Over time, power relationships and political actors changed following the 

political events that created constitutional moments during five periods. These moments 

impacted the interpretation of Article 33. This section discusses in detail how the political 

factionalism and rivalry within these constitutional moments affected Article 33. 
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The Revolution Period, (1945–1949) 

The first constitutional moments came in the final months of Japanese occupation of the 

archipelago. Since the early months of 1945, the demand for independence had increasingly 

heightened among Indonesian nationalist leaders. In response, the Japanese colonial forces 

established a committee called the Investigating Committee for Preparatory Work for Indonesia 

Independence (Badan Penyelidik Usaha-Usaha Persiapan Kemerdekaan Indonesia, 

BPUPKI).262 This committee consisted of 69 prominent people who represented a diverse range 

of Indonesian ethnicities, races and religious groups.263 The committee’s mandate was to 

investigate the possibility of Indonesian` independence, notably to draft a constitution as a 

foundation for the new republic. The committee worked for three months from 28 May until 

22 August 1945. During that time, the committee held two official sessions (28 May to 1 June, 

and 10–17 July); between the two sessions, the committee also held an unofficial session.264 

Apart from the BPUPKI sessions, the deliberation of a new constitution also happened through 

another committee, established on 7 August 1945, which was named the Preparatory 

Committee for Indonesian Independence (Panitia Persiapan Kemerdekaan Indonesia, PPKI). 

The PPKI had a session on 18 August 1945, a day after the independence proclamation on 

17 August 1945. During this PPKI session, the 1945 Constitution was passed as the constitution 

of the newly proclaimed Republic of Indonesia.265 

Through the deliberations of these two committees – the BPUPKI and the PPKI – the 

changing trajectory of the meaning of Article 33 began. The initial contest for the scope of Article 
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33 came from political divisions in the deliberation processes within the two committees. These 

divisions were driven by a split on the question of adopting individual human rights: Soepomo’s 

statist political view versus Mohammad Hatta’s social democrat idea.266 

Soepomo’s statist view rejected the idea of including individual rights in the 

constitution. Soepomo argued that individual rights were incompatible with the collective spirit 

of Indonesian society.267 The collective spirit of Indonesia is manifested in the total unity 

between the people and the ruler (integralistik). For those who hold this view, it is illogical to 

adopt protection of the rights of the people against the ruler because, in Indonesia, the interests 

of the ruler and the people are one.268 Mohammad Hatta challenged this view and advocated 

for the protection of rights, arguing that rights protection was needed in the Constitution to 

prevent abuses of power. He further elaborated that without the protection of rights, the state 

would eventually be based on power (machststaat).269 Hatta saw an uncontrolled state as 

potentially leading to oppression rather than prosperity. Even though Hatta aspired to see the 

state as an agent for wealth distribution, he adhered to the principle of liberalism and the rule 

of law, in which the role of the state has limits in the economy.270 

The above division significantly influenced how different political views might be 

applied to Article 33. Soepomo’s world-view saw the language of Article 33 as giving full 

control over the key economic sectors to the state. For Soepomo, the participation of private 
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ventures in key economic sectors could be allowed as long as it was in the best interests of the 

state, meaning the best interest of the people.271 Soepomo’s reading of Article 33 would 

prioritise state power over free enterprises, with the state determining the details of their 

operation. Soepomo dubbed the implication of his statist interpretation sosialisme negara (state 

socialism).272 David Bourchier identifies in Soepomo’s idea a version of an organicist 

philosophy,273 one of the main premises of which concerns the relationship between the state 

and society. It assumes that the state is a thorough representation of the whole of organised 

society, thus functioning to shape and articulate the common interests of the people.274 

In contrast, Hatta’s interpretation of Article 33 was more flexible regarding the 

operation of free enterprises. Hatta suggested using efficiency as a criterion to define the role 

of the state and private initiative.275 The use of efficiency as a criterion for determining the role 

of the state and private initiatives in the economy is an indication of Hatta’s thinking about 

certain operations of market-based competition in key economic sectors under article 33. 

After final deliberations, the BPUPKI managed to produce the 1945 Constitution. The 

end result of the debate between the two camps was mixed. Marsilam Simanjutak sees 

Soepomo as having been defeated in the deliberation. Marsilam points out the acceptance of 
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people’s sovereignty, freedom of assembly, and freedom of expression as part of a rejection of 

Soepomo’s integralism idea in the 1945 Constitution.276 While the 1945 Constitution 

acknowledged certain forms of human rights and people’s sovereignty, it contained structural 

flaws that allowed their repression under the exercise of a statist, undemocratic power – 

Soepomo’s integralism. Accordingly, integralism became dominant in the interpretation of the 

Constitution, and thus in the interpretation of Article 33.277 In subsequent periods, this political 

division shaped the discourse surrounding the scope of Article 33, which swung from Hatta’s 

social democratic view to Soepomo’s statist interpretation, something that was further 

entrenched in subsequent constitutional moments. 

Apart from the BPUPKI deliberation, no significant event influenced the trajectory of 

Article 33 until decolonisation. The implementation of Article 33 was limited due to the Dutch 

attempt to regain control over Indonesian territory. In 1949, after more than four years of war, 

Indonesia and the Netherlands ended the costly war through a bilateral agreement known as 

the Round Table Conference Agreement (RTC Agreement).278 

The Economic Decolonisation Period (1949–1957) 

In 1949, the Netherlands formally transferred de jure control over the West Dutch Indies 

colonial territory to the Republic of Indonesia under the RTC Agreement, which allowed 

Indonesia to effectively control its territory. From this time Indonesia exercised its sovereignty 
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in all aspects of life, including creating and controlling the economy of the territory.279 As 

discussed earlier, in this era two constitutions were enforced consecutively: the 1949 RIS 

Constitution (December 1949 to August 1950) and the 1950 Provisional Constitution (August 

1950 to July 1959). Despite the differences between the two constitutions in terms of the system 

of government – the 1949 RIS adopted federal states, while the 1950 Constitutional Provision 

adopted unitary states – the two constitutions were similar in terms of the form of government;  

both the 1949 RIS and the 1950 Constitutional Provision adopted a parliamentary government 

system. It was within this parliamentary system that the trajectory of Article 33’s interpretation 

was next shaped. In this second constitutional moment, the struggle was between social 

democrat political factions and statist-nationalists inspired by Soepomo. The statists were 

seeking to build a national economy through the nationalisation of the Dutch private economic 

interests. The end result of this struggle was the defeat of social democrats and the rise of statist 

nationalist political factions, which, as a matter of course, resulted in a more statist approach 

to the interpretation of Article 33.   

During the struggle, Indonesian founding father Agus Salim said that ‘the revolution 

has yet to begin in the economy’. This statement has been used by Thomas J. Lindblad to 

portray the aim of economic decolonisation after the transfer of sovereignty in 1949.280 The 

economic decolonisation was governed by the RTC Agreement. The RTC Agreement did not 

just contain a declaration of transfer of sovereignty; it imposed terms and conditions that 

affected the political and economic structure of Indonesia profoundly as part of the 
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conditionality in the transfer of sovereignty, and thus governed the  nationalisation of Dutch 

assets as part of major economic decolonialisation attempt. 

The RTC Agreement consisted of two big clusters in sovereignty transfer terms, one 

political and one economic. One important political term outlined in the RTC Agreement was 

the imposition of a constitution that needed to be adopted by Indonesia. That was the 1949 RIS 

Constitution.281 The principal economic term was designed to, among other things, protect 

Dutch economic interests in the new republic. A subsequent agreement imposed a limitation 

on Indonesia arbitrarily expropriating, nationalising, liquefying, compulsorily ceasing or 

transferring property rights. This agreement is known as the FINEC.282 

The 1949 RIS Constitution and the 1950 Provisional Constitution were in essence 

liberal democratic constitutions that provided for a vibrant democratic parliamentary system 

and allowed for a competing political faction. Their lives were too short, however, to allow for 

the entrenchment of Hatta’s ideas about liberalism and the rule of law, in which the role of the 

state has limits in the economy.  The 1949 RIS Constitution lasted less than a year and was 

soon replaced by the 1950 Provisional Constitution, which only lasted nine years. Arguably, 

the 1950 Provisional Constitution was still a suitable medium for encouraging a vibrant 

democratic parliamentary system. The liberal parliamentary system provided some kind of 

safety net for the protection of Dutch property rights that is the operation of private business 

by allowing competing political factions to drive economic policy of the nation, including the 
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application of Article 38, as a replacement of Article 33.283 Additionally, even though the main 

thrust of RTC Agreement’s political terms had been abrogated by the repeal of the 1949 RIS 

Constitution, the FINEC terms were still enforced – including the Dutch property rights 

protection clauses. Thus, FINEC together with the operation of parliamentary system became 

instrumental in defending private business, in light of the statist reading of Article 38284 by 

Soepomo-leaning political groups, at least until the abrogation of the RTC Agreement in 1956. 

During this era, most political parties cited Article 38 in their political platforms 

concerning economic issues.285 There were cross-parties understanding that Article 38 set the 

stage for a regulated economy.286 The political factions varied somewhat in the place that was 

explicitly left to private initiative. This variation in the interpretation of Article 38 led to two 

groups of political factions regarding Indonesia’s push towards economic development 

policy:287 ‘socialist democrats’ and ‘statist-nationalists’.288 

 
283  See, e.g., Benjamin Higgins, Indonesia’s Economic Stabilization and Development (Greenwood 

Press, 1957); Bruce Glassburner, ‘Economic Policy-Making in Indonesia 1950–1957’, in Bruce 

Glassburner (ed.), The Economy of Indonesia (Cornell University Press,1971), 72–3; Thomas J. 

Lindbland, Bridge to New Business : The Economic Decolonization of Indonesia (KITLV Press, 

2008). 

284  Article 38 of the Provisional Constitution of 1950 provided for the national economy to be 
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The ‘socialist democrats’ had a much more moderate view regarding the interpretation 

of Article 38. They were known for emphasising legality and the maintenance of control in 

developing their policy.289 As with other socialist democrats, this group was moderate in term 

of its policy. On nationalisation issues, the socialist democrats maintained a liberal and 

pragmatic tendency that used foreign capital and allowed for the Dutch firms to retain most of 

their economic interests.290 This group consisted of individuals in and around Masjumi 

(Islamist Party) and PSI (Socialist Party).291 On the opposition side, there were the ‘statist-

nationalists’ inspired by either Soepomo integralism or Communism, who had a long-term 

vision that sacrificed the current economic progress.292 Furthermore, the statist-nationalists 

were much more concerned about converting the colonial economy into a national economy.293 

The statist-nationalist camp was known for its populist nationalist propaganda, which was anti-

foreign (against those of Dutch and Chinese descent), anti-capitalist, and hostile to Western 

constitutional democracy.294 This group was comprised radical nationalists in and around the 

Indonesia National Party (PNI) and Indonesian Communist Party (PKI).  

In the first half of this period, the socialist democrats-controlled government policies. 

Government policy during this era was a reflection of an ideological position that was receptive 

to private initiative and that conducted nationalisation according to the rule of law. John 

 
(Feith, 1970) and the ‘Masjumi’ and the ‘PNI’ period (Sutter, 1959), the ‘economic-minded’ and 

‘historical minded’ (Higgins, 1957), the essence of these names was the same, with the first group 

seen as moderate and the second group as more populist in economic policies. Bruce Glassburner, 

‘Economic Policy-Making in Indonesia 1950–1957’, 72–3. 
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Lindblad characterises nationalisation during this era as ‘proper, fair and just’.295 The operation 

of private initiative in the key economic sectors under Article 33 was apparent in the 

transportation sector. For instance, the government applied what is known today as the Public 

Service Obligation (PSO) Scheme to subsidise Jakarta’s bus transportation.296 In 1953, the 

power shifted to the statist nationalist group, which treated foreign economic interests with 

harassment and political bullying, and the constant threat of nationalisation. The political 

harassment of Dutch private business increased with the failure of Indonesia to persuade the 

United Nations to pass a declaration regarding the transfer of sovereignty of West Papua. The 

rise of the statist political faction diminished not only private property protection in the key 

economic sectors, but also that in the non-key economic sector as a whole. 

In 1956, the Indonesian government abrogated the RTC Agreement unilaterally, which 

meant private enterprises lost the protection of the FINEC agreement. This was followed by 

full nationalisation of Dutch private companies in December 1957. These nationalised Dutch 

companies were transformed into SOEs or placed under the supervision of the military,297 

notably, in many Dutch plantation estates.298 These events occurred in parallel to the 

diminution of the parliamentary system and the increasing  extra-parliamentary power of 

President Sukarno and the armed forces, which led to the authoritarian rule of Sukarno’s guided 

Indonesia. 
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The full nationalisation of Dutch interests affected Article 33’s trajectory significantly. It 

deepened the role of state power in controlling the economy;299 furthermore, the nationalisation 

also started the statist interpretation that made SOEs the legitimate and ultimate representative of 

the state in controlling economic power, thus achieving its ‘commanding heights’ position. This 

development marked the end of the decolonisation period and began the guided economy era.  

The Guided Economy Period (1957–65) 

Sukarno’s guided Indonesia consisted of guided democracy (Demokrasi Terpimpin) and a 

guided economy (Ekonomi Terpimpin), in which Sukarno concentrated all economic, political 

and cultural power in his own hands. The guided economy was Sukarno’s authoritarian policy 

in the economic field, whereas guided democracy was its sibling in the political field. The 

statist interpretation of Article 33 reached its peak in the guided economy. In this period, the 

intrusion into free enterprise was not only prohibited in the key sectors of the economy under 

Article 33, but also in other economic sectors. The statist interpretation of Article 33 was 

reinforced by the re-enactment of the 1945 Constitution on 5 July 1959, which completely 

abolished the nascent liberal parliamentary democracy of the 1950 Provisional Constitution. 

The pre-amended 1945 Constitution had been fertile soil for the establishment of a 

statist interpretation of Article 33 due to its shortcomings in limiting state power. The absence 

of individual rights and the unchecked presidential power were the two major shortcomings 

that created the unchecked power of the state.300 During the guided economy period, it was not 

only private initiative in the economy that was repressed by Sukarno, but also political liberty 

under guided democracy. Furthermore, the guided economy initiated the strategic role of SOEs 
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in the application of Article 33. Many laws that related to natural resources, notably, on mineral 

resources and oil and gas mining, were mandated to be carried on exclusively by SOE.  

The Article 33 statist trajectory in positioning SOEs at the commanding heights of the 

economy deepened in the era of the guided economy, which made SOEs the driving force in 

carrying out government planning. In the non-key economic sectors, the government clustered 

private businesses into a group of corporatist organisations known as Organization of 

Homogeneous Enterprises (Organisasi Perusahan Sejenis, OPS). The OPS contained all the 

firms – large and small, and incorporated or not – in a particular branch (for instance, the OPS 

Rokok Kretek was for the clove-flavoured cigarette business). The OPS was intended to be an 

instrument of government control over private business. The government gave the OPS the 

function of allocating raw materials for production, negotiation of labour contracts, and the 

collection of ‘voluntary contributions’ for patriotic and charitable purposes.301 In most cases, 

the private enterprises were overshadowed by larger state enterprises; thus the decisions taken 

within each corporatist institution can be expected to have reflected the government’s view.302 

The statist interpretation of Article 33 was also prominent in the natural resources 

sector. In this era, the government passed two important natural resources laws: the Mining 

Law 1960303 and the Oil and Gas Law 1960.304 The Mining Law 1960 was more statist than the 

Oil and Gas Law 1960. The Mining Law 1960 disallowed private enterprises from developing 
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mineral resources. Private initiatives were allowed only if established as joint venture 

companies with an SOE; the SOE had to have the controlling interest in the company.305 Private 

companies could not operate independently in developing mineral resources. 

In the Oil and Gas Law 1960, a different approach was taken. Private concerns were 

allowed to participate in the development of oil and gas in cooperation with a SOE. The 

cooperation between the two was bound by a Perjanjian Karya (Contract of Work, CoW), an 

administrative contract in which the SOE acted as a public institution supervising the private 

enterprise, which was referred to as a ‘contractor’. This legal arrangement signified the superior 

position of the SOE in controlling every aspect of the operation of the contractor in terms of 

developing the oil and gas field. The CoW was not the only legal arrangement that existed in 

the oil and gas sector, though – a PSC was also developed under General Ibnu Sutowo.306 The 

position of the contractor was slightly better in a PSC than in a CoW: the contractor owned 

part of the production and had a certain degree of independence in investment and operation 

decisions. As part of the cost-recovery mechanism, the contractor needed to submit a work plan 

to be approved by their partner SOE.  

 
305  Article 5, section 3, Government Regulation in Lieu Law Number 37 Year 1960 on Mining 

(Indonesia Republic) (The Mining Law 1960). 

306  Prior to the passing of the Pertamina Law in 1970, the legality of the PSC was doubtful because 
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Guided democracy deepened the entrenchment of SOEs as the legitimate representative 

of the state in terms of Article 33 interpretation. As in the latter period, despite an attempt to 

achieve economic liberalisation, the role of SOEs in many key economic sectors remained 

dominant in controlling these sectors.  

Suharto’s Developmentalism Period (1965–1998) 

In 1966, Sukarno’s guided Indonesia authoritarian rule ended. The failure of Sukarno’s guided 

economy policy meant Indonesia’s economy was in a devastated economic position. The 

deteriorating economic conditions and violent clashes between Sukarno’s political pillars – 

notably, the communists and the military – contributed to Sukarno’s impeachment. 

Subsequently, Suharto, an army general who had led the communist purge of 1965, was 

appointed to replace Sukarno as president.307 The severe economic conditions represented a 

significant challenge for the Suharto regime, forcing Suharto to prioritise the stabilisation and 

rehabilitation of the Indonesian economy. For help, Suharto turned to group of educated 

Western economist at University of Indonesia.308 In collaboration with the Inter-Governmental 

Group on Indonesia (IGGI), which consisted of donor countries and agencies, the economist 

developed rehabilitation and stabilisation programs. The program objectives were to encourage 

market forces and create equal opportunities for participation in the development of the 
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Indonesian economy using all creative efforts – state and private, domestic and foreign – to 

achieve a balanced budget system and a prudent credit policy, and to link the Indonesian 

economy to the global market.309 In Suharto’s words, the economic policies were intended to 

‘decontrol the economy, and provide the opportunity for private creativities and public 

initiatives to take place’.310 

Suharto portrayed his regime as returning to the ‘purest’ interpretation of the 1945 

Constitution, including Article 33. The ‘pure’ interpretation of Article 33 was outlined in Economic 

Policy Renewal Decree 1966.311 This MPRS decree was one example of the MPR exercising its 

power to give interpretation to the 1945 Constitution provision. 

The Economic Policy Renewal MPRS Decree 1966 denounced Sukarno’s guided economy 

as ‘deviating from the pure and consistent application of the 1945 Constitution’. The Economic 

Renewal Decree 1966 emphasised the regulatory function of government. Its stipulated 

commitment to the de-bureaucratisation and independence of SOE to enable them to operate as 

business entities. One of the important aspects of the Economic Policy Renewal Decree 1966, 

intended to foster private initiative, was the stipulation that property rights and the efficiency 

principle be acknowledged even further by saying that diversions from the efficiency principle 

should be penalised.312 Despite the liberal tone of the Economic Policy Renewal Decree 1966, the 
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element of statism remained strong. For instance, the need to maintain government control in key 

economic sectors continued to be emphasised.313  

Herbert Feith characterises Suharto’s rule as a repressive developmentalist regime.314 

This type of developmentalist regime combined repressive political control with state 

intervention in pushing economic growth. For state developmentalists, strong state intervention 

was essential to generate growth due to the weak, risk-averse and under-capitalised private 

sector. Developmentalist policies utilise law and state action, state planning, SOEs, detailed 

regulation, high tariffs and import-substitution industrialisation.315 Suharto’s developmentalism 

did lessen the statist interpretation of Sukarno’s guided economy. Market forces were allowed to 

run with more freedom as long as they did not hamper the social objectives of the state.316 Suharto 

tried to balance statist and market-friendly policies; however, the balance was often not constant, 

swinging from statist to market policies, and back again. The policy swing depended on the flow 

of revenue to support the regime’s operations. In the initial five years, Suharto’s commitment to 

market-oriented policies was high, mainly because the Suharto regime was highly dependent on 

the political support of international communities and international aid in the national budget. In 

the 1970s, due to an influx of oil money in to Pertamina and consolidated political power, Suharto’s 

regime started to leave market policies and leaned more towards a statist, nationalist approach. This 

resulted in various policies via an ambitious state-led, import-substituting industrialisation effort 
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and the establishment of large-scale state owned-basic industries – notably, Habibie’s venture in 

developing state-owned strategic industries.317  

The change of direction to a statist, nationalist policy hardened the entrenchment of SOEs 

as by now they had become the legitimate representative of state control in Article 33. Suharto’s 

regime legitimised the economic role of the state as a part of ensuring that the national interest was 

served.318 In the 1980s, the policy direction swung back to market-oriented policies due to the drop 

in the oil price. However, as Robinson and Hadiz suggest, the 1980s liberalisation process did not 

entirely shift public monopolies into private hands. The government still maintained an important 

role through the distribution of contracts, licences and distribution rights, and many private 

enterprises close to the government had been appointed and were allocated monopoly power to run 

specific sectors of the economy.319 Previous public monopolies then transformed into private 

monopolies, closing the political circle.320 

In this era, the scope of Article 33 moved to allow greater private initiative in economic 

activity; nonetheless, the statist, nationalist character remained strong. The state remained the 
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dominant force that controlled the economy through various instruments, such as licences, 

procurement contracts, distributorships and credit. The SOE still played a ‘commanding 

heights’ role, even though there was also strong involvement of private entities in the supply 

chain of many SOEs operations. Nonetheless, this relationship between SOEs and private 

enterprises was not based on competition, but rather collusion, corruption and nepotism. 

Consequently, Article 33 was not used to maximise the welfare of the people; instead, it was 

used to facilitate the rent-seeking activities of the privileged league of oligarchs close to 

Suharto’s power circle.321 Accordingly, these practices undermined the economic resilience of 

the country, which erupted in the AFC in 1997–98. 

The Reform Period (1998–present) 

The next constitutional moment was the downfall of Suharto and the subsequent four constitutional 

amendments in 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2002 that aimed to democratise the country.  In the wake of 

Suharto’s downfall, the majority of East Asia Countries were hit hard by the Financial Crisis (Asian 

Financial Crisis 1997, the AFC). The AFC had a devastating impact on Indonesia. The economic 

crisis rapidly became a political crisis. On 21 May 1998, after a 32-year reign, Suharto resigned 

from the presidency. This sparked fundamental changes in Indonesia. Before his resignation, 

Suharto requested that the IMF assist Indonesia to overcome its economic problems. For the next 

years (1997–2006), the IMF played a crucial role in directing Indonesian economic reform.322  

In this period, the meaning and avenues for interpreting Article 33 changed significantly 

on account of its amendment. The amendment of the 1945 Constitution has been seen as an 
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attempt to create economic reform along neoliberal lines.323 Although the amendment failed to 

clearly alter the provisions of Article 33, the participation of free market actors has been 

considered justified under section 4.324 This argument has been used by the government to 

justify liberalisation in the oil and gas sector and the electricity sector.325 Chapters 3 and 4 

discuss this in more detail. 

IV Concluding Remarks 

The interpretation of the Article 33 trajectory is situated within dynamics of state control and 

private roles in the economy. The discussion in this chapter showed that the interpretation of 

Article 33 has shifted periodically within the spectrum of state control and private initiative. This 

political spectrum relates to a political and ideological cleavage that has existed since the beginning 

of the Republic of Indonesia: Hatta’s social democracy versus Soepomo’s integralism.  

The social-democrats represented the moderate view of Article 33 interpretation that allows 

private entities to operate in key economic sectors under Article 33 to achieve efficiency, whereas the 

statist interpretation represented the statist integralism view of Article 33 interpretation that upheld 

the primacy of state over private interests in the operation of private entities in key economic sectors 

under Article 33. Hatta’s social democracy used efficiency as a criterion to allow the involvement of 

private business, whereas Soepomo’s integralism used state interests to allow the involvement of 

private business. These two competing paradigms had a practical consequence. Social democracy 

still allowed the independent operation of private business, and acknowledged private ownership 

provided it followed requirements, policies, and regulations outlined by the government. The statist 
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integralism put private entities under the direct control of government; in its extreme form of guided 

economy, daily business decisions and operation were subjected to controls and supervision. 

Initially, social democracy took control over the interpretation of Article 33; however, the 

statist nationalists then gained a stronger political foothold due to constitutional moments in Indonesia 

history. The Article 33 interpretative trajectory thus shifted from social democracy to statist 

interpretation. Furthermore, the statist interpretation then deeply entrenched Article 33 interpretation 

during the guided economy era. Finally, as evident in Suharto’s developmentalism era, the Article 33 

interpretative trajectory before the amendment is a textbook example of a constitutional structure 

failing to enforce constitutional limits on the power of the state, which then created a predatory state 

where the state power granted by Article 33 was abused to extract ‘the maximum continuing flow of 

resources for the members of Government and its associates’.326 This economic model then collapsed 

when the 1998 financial crisis swept Asia, which led to political and constitutional crisis. In this 

political and economic climate, Indonesia decided to change its Constitution, as discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

New Constitutionalism in Indonesia and the Neoliberal 

Reform in its Upstream Oil and Gas Sector 

This chapter makes the case that a New Constitutionalism, discussed in Chapter 2, was 

transplanted in Indonesia during the four amendments to the Indonesian Constitution between 

1999 and 2002. It then considers the neoliberal reform that took place in Indonesia’s key 

economic sectors under Article 33, focusing specifically on the Indonesian oil and gas upstream 

sector. Both of these developments were driven by the economic havoc wreaked on the 

Indonesian economy by the Asian financial crisis and the conditional loans from the IMF that 

followed. The loan conditions required Indonesia to structurally adjust its economy in return 

for the IMF loan assistance.327  

I argue that the New Constitutionalism transplanted in Indonesia was aimed at 

restructuring Indonesia’s constitutional system along neoliberal state lines outlined in the 

World Bank’s World Development Report 1997.328 Stephen Gill argues that to implement New 

Constitutionalism required a restructuring of the state structure through three ‘productive’ 
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measures: reconfiguring state apparatus; constructing and extending capitalist markets; and 

dealing with the unavoidable dislocation and contradictions created by the neoliberal change 

(negative effects of the reforms).329 I argue that the amended 1945 Constitution contains at 

least two  of these three productive measures: (1) measures designed to reconfigure the 

apparatus of state through the adoption of separation of power and judicial review mechanism; 

and (2) measures to construct and extend a capitalist market through the section 4 ‘just 

efficiency’ amendment to Article 33 and the adoption of a bill of rights in Chapter XA, sections 

28–28J of the Constitution, including a property rights guarantee. Although the measure to deal 

with dislocation and contradiction was not explicitly adopted in the constitutional amendments, 

as I discuss in Chapter 4, this measure has emerged through the MK’s reading of Article 33. 

Additionally, the neoliberal reform in the oil and gas upstream sector was designed on the basis 

of those measures. 

The experience of New Constitutionalism in Indonesia has had significant impact. Its 

transplantation has provided another constitutional moment.  While the restructuring of the 

constitutional system ran relatively smoothly because of its alignment with the aspirations of 

most Indonesians for the establishment of negara hukum (rule by law), the attempt to expand 

the meaning of Article 33 to loosen state control met with resistance and resulted in an 

inconclusive amendment.330 Furthermore, the implementation of changes along neoliberal state 

lines required changes at both the technical and operational levels of government. These took 

place through the amendment of several statutes that restructured and privatised Indonesian 

key economic sectors, one of which was the upstream oil and gas sector. In this case, the 
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neoliberal reforms loosened the requirements of state ownership under the state control clauses 

of Article 33. In the context of the oil and gas sector, the law reform restructured the 

institutional arrangements by transferring and separating the supervisory/regulatory role of the 

SOE to an Independent Regulatory Agency, BP Migas. 

I The 1999-2002 Constitutional Amendment: Process and Result 

The four constitutional amendments that took place from 1999-2002 began after the first general 

election of the post-Suharto era. Based on Article 37 of the 1945 Constitution, the power to amend 

the constitution belonged to the MPR. Thus the complete amendment process took place in the 

MPR sessions. To carry out the amendment, the MPR established a working group (Badan Pekerja 

MPR, BP MPR), consisting of 90 MPR members.331 Furthermore, to further effectively deliberate 

on the amendment, the BP MPR established an Ad Hoc Committee (Panitia Ad Hoc, PAH), which 

was named PAH III in the First Amendment process. This Ad Hoc Committee was subsequently 

renamed PAH I in the latter amendments (2000–02).332 The PAHs consisted of 25 MPR 

members.333 Apart from the MPR’s institutions, during the amendment process, the MPR also 

established an Expert Panel and a Constitutional Commission to help formulate the draft 

constitution.334 These constitutional amendments were adopted over four years. They are the First 

Amendment (1999); the Second Amendment (2000); the Third Amendment (2001); and the Fourth 

Amendment (2002). 
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The First Amendment (1999): Limiting the President’s Power and Empowering the Other 

State Institutions 

The MPR started the amendment deliberations in October 1999 by establishing BP MPR and the 

PAH III.335 Due to time limitations, the PAH III only managed to formulate a few changes to the 

1945 Constitution. The first change related to limiting the President’s power;336 The second 

concerned the empowerment of other state institution in relation to adopting a  system of checks and 

balances, including notably stronger power for the DPR in the law-making process.337  

The Second Amendment (2000): Decentralisation, the Separation of Power, the Bill of 

Rights and the Role of the Military 

The MPR decided to extend the mandate of the BP MPR to prepare and continue the amendment 

process, followed by the establishment of the renamed Ad Hoc Committee PAH I.338 During the 

7–18 August 2000 MPR Annual Session, the BP MPR presented its work to the MPR. The BP 

MPR presented 21 chapters in the 1945 Constitution to be debated. However, only twelve were 

actually debated, and of these, only seven chapters were finally ratified at this session.339 Many of 
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the amended articles were related to a decentralisation of power to the regions,340 the adoption of a 

Bill of Rights, including the guarantee of a property right,341 the further strengthening of the 

separation of powers through checks and balances, and limiting military powers.342 

From the New Constitutionalism perspective, the adoption of a guarantee of property rights 

is an important element in extending the capitalist market.343 The majority of the ‘productive’ 

measures required by the IMF’s structural adjustment were adopted by the second amendment in 

2000. The decentralisation of power to the regions constituted a vertical separation of powers. The 

adoption of property rights supported the creation of a nascent capitalist market paradigm in 

Indonesia. And, the horizontal separation of powers and checks and balances established by the 

amendment created multi-veto points in the policy and law-making process. 

The Third Amendment (2001): The End of MPR System; Judicial Review and Judicial 

Independence, and the Election 

For the third round of amendments, after much public criticism of the MPR’s performance over 

the two previous amendments, the MPR decided to establish an expert panel to assist the 
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deliberations. The expert panel comprised 30 eminent individuals344 across five fields: politics, 

economics, religion, social and culture, and education.345 

A significant number of amendments were adopted in 2001. The most significant of 

these amendments was the abolition of the MPR as the highest state institution. This allowed 

constitutional checks and balances to function more effectively and strengthened the 

democratic character of the 1945 Constitution.346 Furthermore, a number of constitutional 

features associated with the rule of law were established – for instance, the establishment of 

the MK and constitutional judicial review,347 the guarantee of judicial independence through 

the establishment of a judicial commission (Komisi Yudisial, KY),348 the limitation of the 

MPR’s power,349 and the adoption of a provision on direct presidential elections.350 Finally, 

this amendment also introduced general elections, including the establishment of an 

Independent Election Commission (Komisi Pemilihan Umum, KPU) to monitor general 

election fairness and regularity.351 This 2001 amendments were essential for the transplantation 
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of a New Constitutionalism in Indonesia. The establishment of the MK in particular is a key 

feature of judicial independence and to the extent it is effective, it will serve as a restraint 

mechanism as prescribed in the World Bank’s World Development Report 1997.352 

The Fourth Amendment (2002): The National Economy Clauses, MPR Composition, 

Second Round Presidential Election and the Other Sectors 

The Fourth Amendment was the last in the series of 1999–2002 Constitutional Amendments. 

This amendment was concluded at the MPR annual session 2002, held from 1–12 August 2002.353 

The amendment process was similar to the previous amendment processes. Additionally, an 

economic team of experts conducted extensive debates in this session, notably on the existing and 

proposed amendments to the economic clauses of Article 33. The amendments resulted in several 

changes, including restructuring the MPR’s composition,354 a second-round for inconclusive 

presidential elections,355 the liquidation of the Supreme Advisory Council (Dewan Pertimbangan 

Agung, DPA),356 the establishment of a national currency and Central Bank,357 the liberalised 

economic provision of Article 33’s new section 4,358 the amendment procedure,359 education and 

culture provisions,360 and transitional and additional clauses.361 
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From a New Constitutionalism perspective, the amendment of Article 33 was an 

important element in attempting to limit the power of the state to directly intervene and control 

key economic sectors.362 Additionally, to insulate macroeconomic policy from politics, the 

amendments established the independence of the Central Bank, which can be seen as the 

embodiment of a New Constitutionalism productive measure.363 

II The Transplant of New Constitutionalism 

One of the big questions surrounding the four constitutional amendments is whether they were 

intended to implement New Constitutionalism or were driven by the idea of New 

Constitutionalism. Like any other country, Indonesia’s constitutional amendment was heavily 

influenced by various interests and involved many actors and factors, including the historical 

context, and political, economic, and social configurations surrounding the amendment 

process.364 Nonetheless, as discussed in later in this section, the outcome of the amendments 

indicates strong currents of influence by ideas found in New Constitutionalism. The question 

of whether the New Constitutionalism found in the amendments were externally imposed – as 

was the case of 1949 RIS Constitution – is another question to analyse. How organic can the 

New Constitutionalism of 1999-2002 be seen, given the structural adjustments demanded by 

the IMF as a condition for loans needed to overcome the Asian financial crisis? 

In this section, I attempt to identify the actors who carried out – intentionally or 

unintentionally – the transplantation of the ideas contained in New Constitutionalism. 

I differentiate between the actors who supported the adoption of classic constitutional reform 

centred exclusively on reconfiguring the apparatus of government, and actors who supported 
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the constitutional entrenchment of a liberal market economy as part of a way to limit state 

power and construct and expand capital markets in Indonesia. First, the adoption of ‘classic’ 

constitutional reform was supported by various NGOs, and academics. Rather than highlighting 

a need to subordinate the state to the market forces, these NGOs, and academics were arguably 

advancing the case for ‘classic’ constitutional reform in order to more fully entrench a nation 

of laws governed democratically by the people, and the supremacy of law. Second, the adoption 

of the amendments promoting economic liberalisation were pushed primarily by technocrats 

and experts who held key positions in the government bureaucracy and academia. Their 

influence was exercised during MPR hearings and within the expert teams that assisted the 

MPR in formulating these amendments.  

A number of accounts have been given about what motivated the politicians in the MPR 

in making decisions on the various amendments, especially, in the adoption of classic 

constitutional reform as part of a New Constitutionalism for Indonesia.365 Donald Horowitz, 

for instance, posits that strong historical contexts largely drove the constitutional amendments 

on key issues. This history included mass violence, territorial separatism, deliberative 

deadlock, and legislative fragmentation and dysfunction.366 Horowitz also demonstrates that, 

at this critical juncture, Indonesian politicians had a strong desire for the outcomes of the 

amendment process to be respected and seen to be legitimate by the international 

community.367 In the context of the establishment of the MK, Hendrianto explores various 
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scenarios, and concludes that the most likely motivation for its establishment by competing 

political blocs,368 including those that opposed its creation, was the way in which its jurisdiction 

was limited; this was in light of impeachment process of Abdurahaman Wahid from the 

Presidency taking place in 2001.369 Other motivations came from the outside pressure from 

international agencies. Benny K Harman suggests international financial institutions, for 

example, the World Bank and IMF, put pressure on politicians to establish a new legal order 

that was based on the tenants of New Constitutionalism.370 Hendrianto rebuffs this suggestion 

by arguing that there is no sufficient evidence to prove that international financial institutions 

‘coerced’ the amendment’s drafters to adopt anything other than structural economic 

adjustments.371 

While there was little evidence to support the claim that international financial 

institutions directly imposed a New Constitutionalism, there is, however, ample evidence to 

show that the international financial institutions indirectly influenced the amendments via 

coalitions of NGOs and experts involved in the constitutional amendment expert panels. Many 

of these NGOs were funded by donors who advocated a broader development agenda, 
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including neoliberalism.372 How much influence these NGOs had on the decisions of the MPR 

depends on the specific issue of the amendment in question. For instance, Hendrianto dismisses 

the influence of NGOs in the establishment of the MK,373 whereas Denny Indrayana suggests 

that there was strong influence from the NGO known as CETRO374 regarding the decision to 

establish the direct election of the President and do away with the election of the President by 

parliament.375  

The reception of New Constitutionalism in Indonesia also transmitted what Stephen 

Gill calls ‘the ideology of best practices’. In adopting new systems and forms of governance, 

states are not blind to the constitutional experiences of others. Indeed, states often review the 

comparative constitutional structures and experiences of other countries in order to locate the 

more effective ways to govern. Those practices that are replicated frequently become best 

practice standards for the international community.376 In amending the 1945 Constitution, the 

review of best practices related to governance was carried out by scholars and academics on 

the panel of constitutional amendment experts, as well as directly by members of the MPR 

through an international study mission.  

The comparative review of constitutional best practice by Indonesia was instrumental in 

contributing the debate on the constitutional amendments. For instance, in the establishment of 

the MK, Hendrianto posits that most of the members of the MPR had changed positions to 
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favour the establishment of the MK after their members conducted an international study 

mission in 21 countries between March and April 2000.377  

Even though there were strong influences from donor agencies regarding structural 

adjustment, much of the New Constitutionalism’s agenda for democratisation of the Indonesian 

Constitution came from the genuine aspirations of a group of NGOs, university lecturers and 

legal professionals – part of what Dan S. Lev calls the ‘middle group’.378 This middle group 

had initiated the push for constitutional democracy – that is, the establishment of negara hokum 

– in the early years of Suharto’s reign. The attempt to incorporate economic liberalisation in 

the Constitution by amending Article 33 was a different story. The supporters of these reforms 

were limited to several ‘cosmopolitan’ economists who sat on the constitutional amendment 

expert panel, as well as high-level technocrats within the government’s ranks.379 Wider 

community support was negligible.380 While the economic experts were influenced by these 

neoliberal ideas, the same could not be said of the ‘people’s economy’ experts.381 From this 

group, there was a strong rejection. Members of the MPR were also ambivalent at best. As a 

result, the constitutional liberalisation of Indonesia’s economic system remained subaltern and 

ambiguous.382 
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III The Reconfiguration of Governance Structures in the Amended 1945 Constitution 

As discussed previously, the reconfiguration of the form and apparatus of the Indonesian 

government had two objectives: (1) to create a state that produced good policies and effectively 

delivered public services and goods;383 and (2) to provide a self-imposed restraint mechanism 

so the announced policy commitments could not easily be reversed.384 Each objective had its 

own specific measures to facilitate their achievement. The first objective is to be accomplished 

by the creation of a process by which economic decisions are isolated from politics.385 In this 

way, it was hoped that the government functions only as regulator and catalyst.386 The second 

objective was to be facilitated by ‘classic’ constitutionalism: that is the separation of powers, 

both vertically and horizontally, and by judicial independence and effectiveness that is, a 

judicial review mechanism.387 Stephen Gill asserts that these ideas draw on the 

US constitutional model.388  

Constitutionalising Indonesia’s Central Bank Independence 

The constitutional insulation of economic decisions from political pressure in Indonesia applies 

to macroeconomic policies and microeconomic policies. One important macroeconomic policy 

is that of monetary policy, which has been assumed by the central bank. The goal to politically 

isolate the central bank is intended to allow for disciplined or ‘sound’ monetary policy to reduce 

the threat of politically motivated monetary expansion or capital control.389 This independence 
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also aims to limit the state’s capacity to install capital controls as part of its monetary policy.390 

The absence of politics leads to a technocratic-objective rationale for the macroeconomic 

decisions taken by the central bank.391 In the Indonesian context, the independence of the 

central bank is also intended to be used as a shield for the banking and the financial system in 

order to prevent rent-seeking predatory raids such as the corrupt political-business interests that 

existed during Suharto’s era, which incapacitated the supervisory power of Indonesia’s 

previous central bank (Bank Indonesia, BI).392 This plundering of Indonesia’s banking and 

financial system was notable for the misappropriation of Central Bank Liquidity Assistance 

(Bantuan Likuditas Bank Indonesia, BLBI).393 

Given the above background, the IMF required the depoliticization of the BI by 

separating the central bank from other branches of government, notably the executive. This 

requirement was highlighted in the 1997 Indonesian Government Letter of Intent to the IMF, 

which read: 

to improve the institutional, legal and regulatory framework for banking. For example, 

the laws and decrees governing the central bank and commercial banking operations 

will be revised to incorporate international best practice.394 

The reference to the Indonesian government’s commitment to ‘international best practice’ is a 

solid indication of the influence of New Constitutionalism. In this regard, Stephen Gill asserts 

that the idea of ‘international best practice’ promulgated by the international financial agencies 
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has become a standard tool to impose institutional reform in many countries.395 In the context 

of central bank reform, the push to establish the independent central bank as best practice is 

well-noted by the World Bank’s technocrats. One of the main arguments for Central Bank 

independence is its positive impact on price stability, as a more centralised central bank tends 

to perform well in controlling inflation compared with a less independent central bank.396 

To fulfil its commitment to Central Bank independence, Indonesia’s government first 

enacted a statute to this effect. In 1999, the Indonesia government passed Law Number 23 Year 

1999 on Bank Indonesia (BI Law 1999), which replaced Law Number 13 Year 1968 (BI Law 

1968).397 However, this statutory arrangement is insufficient to meet international best practice 

criteria. As suggested in the 1997 World Development Report, any important and significant 

institutional reform needs to be anchored in core state institutions through a constitution, to 

provide enduring and credible reform.398 Thus the Central Bank’s independence needed to be 

explicitly provided for in the constitution.399 This idea then inspired the formulation of 

Article 23D of the 1945 Constitution in 2002, which gives constitutional status to the BI and 

entrenches its independence. In one of sessions with the PAH I, the BI Governor at that time, 

Anwar Nasution, urged the PAH I to enshrine the independent status of the central bank in the 

constitution. He referred to ‘international best practices’ of other countries that had adopted 

independent status for their central banks; several of the countries used as examples were IMF 
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loan recipients from the former Soviet Eastern bloc.400 The constitutionalisation of Indonesia’s 

central bank attracted no resistance. The experience of the plundering of Indonesia’s banking 

and financial system due to weak BI supervision was one of the major reasons for its 

acceptance. One of the political party faction members, Abdul Khaliq Ahmad of the People’s 

Awakening Party (Partai Kebangkitan Bangsa, PKB), commented: 

the stipulation of BI in the Constitution, is intended to create stronger and freer central 

bank independence from any outside intervention. Recent banking fraud cases are 

awakening the call for us to increase BI performance by explicitly stipulating the BI’s 

power and independence in the Constitution.401 

The Promotion of Aspects of the US Constitutional System by the World Bank 

Chapter 6 of the 1997 World Development Report, released in the wake of the Asian financial 

crisis, includes an excerpt from James Madison, Federalist No. 15 (1788), which reads: 

in framing a government to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies 

in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next 

place oblige it to control itself.402 

In a subsequent passage, the World Bank emphasises the need for restraining state power if a 

country is to prevent abuses of power that create serious problems of credibility, the effects of 

which linger long after the event. The chapter of the Report citing Idi Amin’s rule in Uganda 

as an example shows how difficult it was for the subsequent government to attract private 
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investment after Idi Amin’s policy of expropriation and harassment of Asian entrepreneurs.403 

To prevent this from happening, the World Bank recommended provisions in the 

US constitutional system as one way to stem the misuse of state power. 

The World Bank, drawing on long and deep scholarship, cites two principal formal 

mechanisms of restraint found in the US constitutional system. These are a strong independent 

judiciary and the separation of powers, both vertically and horizontally.404 It is necessary that 

they be constitutionally entrenched to provide the greatest protection. It expected that by 

adopting these formal restraint mechanisms, Indonesia would create multiple veto points 

required to be navigated to change any rules developed during the reform period,405 thus 

increasing the stability of rules and guaranteeing consistency of policies.406 There are at least 

three constitutional dimensions to these mechanisms of restraint: vertical separation of powers; 

horizontal separation of powers (distribution of power); and judicial independence and its 

effectiveness.407  

Separation of Powers 

The adoption of the doctrine of the separation of powers is intended to prevent constant 

legislative changes, create stability and, thus, at least externally, boost a state’s credibility.408 

This can be done through creating a number of veto points that need to be surmounted in order 

to change any rules-based commitments.409 The separation of powers can occur horizontally 
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among the judiciary, the legislature and the executive, as well as vertically between central and 

local authorities.410 

The two forms of separation of powers appear in several constitutional provisions of 

the amendments to the 1945 Constitution. To start, however, the establishment of the separation 

of powers required first the dismantling of the supreme status of the MPR discussed in 

Chapter 2.411 As one of the MPR members from the Moon and Star Party Faction (Fraksi Partai 

Bulan Bintang, F-PBB), Hamdan Zoelva, observed, the MPR’s status as the highest state 

institution eliminated the existence of checks and balances.412 In this system, all political 

conflicts among the high state institutions were expected to be settled within the MPR through 

a process known as deliberation and consensus (musyawarah mufakat).413 Therefore, to 

establish checks and balances based on the doctrine of the separation of powers, the MPR 

system needed to be abolished. 

The MPR system was based on Article 1(2) of the pre-amendment 1945 Constitution, 

which stipulated ‘kedaulatan di tangan rakyat dan sepenuhnya dilaksanakan oleh MPR’ (the 

sovereignty is within the people and implemented fully by the People’s Consultative 

Assembly). To dismantle the MPR system, the amendment needed to reconstruct the idea of 

the people’s sovereignty within this provision.414 In the third amendment of 2001, the MPR 
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reformulated the Article 1 (2) of the pre-amendment 1945 Constitution. The amended article 

requires the implementation of the people’s sovereignty based on the Constitution and removed 

the power of MPR to act as the embodiment of the people.415 Arguably, this amendment ended 

the MPR system, which allowed the establishment of a checks and balances system based on 

the doctrine of the separation of powers, paving the way for the creation of checks and balances 

in the law-making process and the establishment of the MK, with its judicial review power.  

From the perspective of New Constitutionalism, the important aspect of the adoption 

of checks and balances and the separation of power doctrine was the creation of ‘multi-veto 

points’ in the law-making process. This is reflected in Article 20 of the 1945 Constitution, as 

amended, which regulates the power to pass a law. In Article 20 before the amendment, the 

law-making process was stipulated in two paragraphs, which contained a broad power of the 

DPR to either accept or reject a Bill, and prohibited the president from putting the a Bill that 

had been rejected to the parliament for the second time.416 Under Suharto’s authoritarian 

regime, the DPR was often positioned as only being able to approve the law – it was infamously 

known as the ‘rubber-stamp’ DPR.417 The amendment of Article 20 provides a more detailed 

process that describes the position of the DPR and the president in the law-making process. 

Under the new provisions, the legislative power of the DPR is explicitly affirmed. In this 

process, the law-making power is shared between the president and the DPR, and Bills need to 

be discussed and approved by both the DPR and the president.418 After the draft law is jointly 
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approved by the president and the DPR, the president must publish the law in the state gazette. 

If the president fails to publish the agreed law draft within 30 days, the draft automatically 

becomes the law.419 

The law-making process based on the amended Article 20 is much more elaborate than 

its predecessor. It reflects the multi-veto points that the World Bank suggested. Denny 

Indrayana asserts that the process itself mimics the US legislative process to some extent.420 

The president’s consent requirement, which is reflected in the requirement for a Bill to be 

jointly approved by both the DPR and the president, is basically the president’s ‘veto right’.421 

Nonetheless, this right is stronger than the veto right of the US president, since the DPR does 

not have a mechanism to overrule the presidential ‘veto’ if the president wishes not to continue 

the deliberation of the Bill or wants to reject the Bill.422 

Judicial Independence and Its Effectiveness 

In its 1997 Report, the World Bank highlighted two functions of judicial institutions important 

for the advancement of economic prosperity. The first function is to provide a forum for 

peaceful dispute-resolution among firms, citizens and government, as well as to clarify the law 

and enforce compliance.423 The second function relates to its [unique position]; to support 

sustainable development, by holding the other two branches, the executive and legislative 

accountable for their decision and underpinning the credibility of the overall business and 

political environment’.424 From the perspective of New Constitutionalism, judicial 
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independence helps guarantee the rule of law. Moreover, as Ran Hirschl explains, judicial 

independence and judicial review serve as insurance against the potential tyranny of the 

majority in protecting individual rights.425 When it is functioning properly, an independent  

judiciary is free from political forces, and does not represent any particular class but rather 

represents everyone and no one.426 It shields judicial decisions from ordinary politics that result 

in credible and consistent decisions. At least in theory, this protects property rights, thus 

enabling free movement of transnational capital as part of a neoliberal agenda. Indeed, this has 

been the main objective of the World Bank, as shown in Idi Amin’s nationalisation case in the 

Uganda, mentioned previously and discussed in the 1997 World Development Report.427 

In order to establish constitutional judicial independence in Indonesia, important 

amendments were made in 2001 and 2002. The Third Amendment in 2001 resulted in the 

addition of an explicit provision declaring that ‘[t]he  judicial power shall be independent”.428 

It also established the MK and a Judicial Commission.429 The MK has the jurisdiction to: 

(1) review laws alleged to violate  the constitution (constitutional review); (2) resolve disputes 

between state institutions under the jurisdiction of the Constitution; (3) decide political party 

dissolutions; (4) decide election disputes;430 and (5) impeach the president and the vice-

president.431 
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The most relevant power of the MK to this thesis relates to its power of judicial review 

of constitutional challenges. This power serves as a restraint on political power; intended to 

hold both the executive and the legislative accountable to behave in a constitutional manner. 

Additionally, constitutional review has introduced additional layers for multi-veto points that 

safeguard the announced rule-based commitment.432 As discussed in Chapter 2, the 1945 

Constitution before the amendment did not recognise judicial review. It had the MPR system 

of legislative review, but this was more akin to a political review process.433 

The adoption of judicial review also had as a prerequisite, the dismantling of the MPR 

system. This led to an amendment of Article 1 which now affirms the idea of constitutional 

democracy. This fundamental provision came from a suggestion by Soewoto Mulyosudormo, 

a member of the Expert Team in Law and Politics.434 According to Denny Indrayana, the 

acceptance of this proposal put by the Soewoto Mulyosudormo is one of the rare examples of 

the Expert Team directly affecting the amendment process.435 Jimly Asshiddiqie  explains that 

the formulation attempted to struck a balance between ‘democracy’ and ‘nomocracy’.436 

Arguably, the reference to the concept of ‘nomocracy’ is very much within the language of 

rule-based culture in a neoliberal state.437 
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IV The Construction and Extension of Liberal Capitalist Markets 

The construction and extension of liberal capitalist markets serves to guarantee the freedom to 

acquire, exchange or move interests in property.438 This has been done through establishing a 

guarantee of property rights and refocusing the role of the state from a direct provider of goods 

and services, to a partner and facilitator, regulating markets, enforcing contracts and providing 

a good policy environment.439   

In the four Indonesian constitutional amendments from 1999–2002, this idea was 

incorporated into constitutionally established rights and the amendment of Article 33 of the 

1945 Constitution. The adoption of a host of constitutional rights was part of the Second 

Amendment. The guarantee of property right, is explicitly stated in Article 28H(4) of the 

Amended 1945 Constitution. The Article 33 amendment was intended to strike a balance 

between two competing strands of economic thinking: the people’s economic camp and the 

neoliberal economic camp. However, as it will discussed in Chapter 4, this so-called balance 

resulted in an inconclusive outcome and created internal tension with regard to the meaning 

and interpretation of Article 33 read as a whole. 

Property Rights Protection 

In New Constitutionalism, property rights protection is central to the idea of free movement of 

transnational capital,440 which is not limited to the protection and promotion of free trade in the 

areas of portfolio investment or export/import trade from national interference, but also extends 

to the protection of tangible property rights due to an increasing number of foreign domestic 
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investments (FDI) situated in the host countries.441 From the perspective of IMF structural 

adjustments, the protection of property rights is important for reducing uncertainty for foreign 

investors arising from local instabilities, prejudices and vagaries of host state laws.442 It is 

therefore also important for disciplinary neoliberalism, not only to provide protection through 

external mechanisms, such as international treaties, but also to ensure transplanted internal 

property rights protection in the host countries. The World Bank asserts that the external 

mechanisms can only be a temporary substitute.443 

In Indonesian constitutional history, property rights, like other individual rights, have 

historically been attacked as unsuitable to the communitarian nature of Indonesian society.444 

Unlike other civil and political rights, such as freedom of expression and assembly, at the 

founding of Indonesia there was virtually no defender of property rights during the course of 

BPUPKI debate; even Hatta, a socialist democrat, suggested the recognition of property rights 

needed to be limited and subjected to the collective approval of the community.445 The only 

difference between the statist integralistik view of Soepomo and Hatta’s socialist democrat 

view lies in the form of collective ownership. In the statist view, collective ownership is 

situated in the state, while in the social democrat view, it is located at an independent non-state 
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community level, such as a cooperative group, customary group or any other non-state 

group.446  

Nonetheless, the RTC Agreement and the imposition of the short-lived liberal 1949 RIS 

Constitution introduced property rights protection to the early post-colonial legal and political 

landscape in Indonesia. During this era, the need to defend Indonesian independence from the 

returning Dutch, and particularly to appeal to the United States to support Indonesia’s 

independence cause, made socialist democrats such as Sjahrir and Hatta champions of property 

rights protection.447 However, as evident in the 1950 Provisional Constitution, this property 

rights protection was limited by a strong leftist influence. The protection of property rights was 

qualified by the greater importance of the social function of property.448 This subservience of 

private property rights appears also in in the Basic Agrarian Law 1960.449 According to the 

Basic Agrarian Law 1960 explanatory memorandum, property should not be used solely by an 

individual, but also needs to be used for the greater good of others – especially marginalised 

people.450 The idea of the social function of property is not a uniquely Indonesian leftist 

invention. It seems that the phrase has been taken from many other social constitutions of Latin 

America. The formulation of property rights as possessing a social function was inspired by 

Leon Duguit’s assertion in his famous 1912 lecture in Buenos Aires.451 The basic premise of 
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Duguit’s thinking is that ‘property rights should have their share of social responsibility’.452 

This notion runs counter to the liberal conception of more or less absolute property rights, in 

which the owner is free to do or not to do whatever they want with property (subject to the 

rights of others and reasonable regulation). In the modern neoliberal context of foreign direct 

investment, this absolute property right emphasises the protection of capital, especially from 

nationalisation, expropriation and other state limitations.453  

During the 2001 amendments to the Indonesian Constitution, the inclusion of human 

rights won overwhelming support from across the Indonesian political spectrum. Unlike in the 

BPUPKI debate during the early formulation of the 1945 Constitution, there was virtually no 

opposition to the inclusion of human rights in the constitution, even from those allied with 

Soepomo’s integralistik. The Golkar and TNI (military) factions454 also supported the adoption 

of human rights as an amendment to the Constitution. In its opening statement for the 

amendment session, the Golkar faction, through its spokesperson, explicitly advocated for the 

idea of human rights as being part of the Constitution and encouraged the expansion of the 

limited human rights guaranteed in the 1945 Constitution.455 Likewise, the TNI/Polri faction 

supported the inclusion of human rights in the Constitution.456 However, it is notable that the 
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TNI/Polri faction was eager to advocate for the limitation on governmental impingement of 

rights, rather than substantively guaranteeing them.457  

Ultimately, the human rights amendments to the Indonesian Constitution provided for 

the full guarantee of property rights and omitted mention of property’s social function. This 

deviates significantly from historical path that has defined the “bundle of sticks” that is 

property in Indonesian legal, economic and political discourse. The liberal attitude of the 

human rights amendment is also apparent in the limitation clauses, which establishes narrow 

confines under which rights can only be derogated from, which include security and public 

order needs.458 The most interesting aspect of the human rights amendment the cosmopolitan 

nature of the wording – ‘in a democratic society’ – which opens the door to interpreting human 

rights limitations based on the experience of other democratic societies. This has enabled 

Indonesia to embrace much cosmopolitan constitutional interpretation, providing leeway to 

transport ‘generic constitutional law’ into the application of the Bill of Rights.459  

Article 33 Amendment: An Inconclusive Result 

Neoliberal adherents often see the state as an impediment to the efficient operation of markets. 

The state is conceived as its own marketplace of transactions over political power by 

politicians, officials and lobbyists,460 and thus state intervention in commercial and financial 

markets provides the conditions for the rise of rent seeking-interests, preventing good policy 
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in the public interest, diverting scarce resources from productive investment, and strangling 

economic growth.461 Therefore, the restriction of the state in the economy is seen as imperative 

to foster sound economic policy and enhance growth.  

The original text of Article 33, which gave the state control over both the government 

and economy, clearly offended the neoliberal narrative. Therefore, attempts to dismantle 

Article 33 through the amendment process became essential to those seeking to liberalise 

Indonesia’s economy. The task of carrying out such undertaking fell to Western-educated 

economists and technocrats. This is evident from the debates held in the PAH I Expert 

Committee. While the original language of Article 33 survived the amendment and the 

proposals produced by the Expert Committee were rejected,462 the amendment did add section 

4 to Article 33. Sri Adingingsih, one of the economists who sat as an expert in constitutional 

amendment panel,  considers section 4 to have opened the window to change the socialistic 

paradigm of the 1945 Constitution and allow the Indonesian economy to meet the current 

global demands of the market economy.463  

Whether this is true depends on whether section 4 allows private enterprise to play a 

leading role in the ‘important branches of the economy’ and over ‘natural resources’. The 

amendment attempts to promote full participation of private initiatives in the Article 33 sectors, 

thus reducing the role of the state. The general comments of several political factions during 

the deliberations emphasized the need to amend the 1945 Constitution to provide a definite role 
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for economic actors – that is, the cooperative, state and private sectors of the economy.464 

Furthermore, there was strong support across political factions in the MPR to embrace the 

liberal approach to the economy through the promotion of efficient economic management and 

greater protection of private property.465 

The influence of multilateral agencies in the debate on the amendment – viewed both 

in term of pros and cons – is apparent in several comments of politicians in MPR. For instance, 

Januar Munir, a member of the Regional Representative Faction (Fraksi Utusan Golongan, F-

UG) warned about the influence of Multinational Donor Agencies (IMF and the World Bank). 

He referred to the bank as an ansor (the helper), that would drive economic policies through 

their advice that aimed to pave the way for globalisation.466 

The attempt by the IMF to infuse the Indonesian Constitution with neoliberal ideas was 

received by the economic Expert Panel with a divergence of views. The first indication of this 

comes from Mubyarto, the head of the Economic Expert Panel. In a report to the PAH-I he 

indicated a split between the Jakarta and Yogyakarta factions.467 Sri Mulyani, the secretary of 

the panel, affirmed the split in the team regarding how to correlate the economic crisis with the 

existence of Article 33, and whether Article 33 needed to be amended.468 The expert panel team 

was split into two camps. The first group comprised historically minded economists – 

Mubyarto and Dawam Rahardjo – who adhered to preserving the founding fathers’ ideas 
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contained in Article 33, notably those of Mohammad Hatta. The historically minded 

economists saw no correlation between Article 33 of the Constitution and Suharto’s policies 

that led to the economic crisis. Accordingly, they did not believe an amendment was necessary. 

This group explained that the problem with Suharto’s administration was the regime itself; 

whatever constitutional provisions were stated, the regime would have interpreted them 

according to its own interests.469 In contrast, the opposing group that Sri Mulyani described as 

‘cosmopolitan’ consisted of Sri Mulyani herself, Sjahrir, Sri Adiningsih, Dikdik J Rachbini and 

Bambang Sudibyo. In their view, the failure of Suharto’s economic policies was due to the 

government having too much power to control economic resources. The group believed that 

this excessive power was caused by the vague provisions of Article 33. Therefore, amendment 

to Article 33 was required to address this problem.470 

Arguably, the split had a strong ideological dimension. The historically minded group 

that refused the amendment deeply held to the historical ‘ideological’ character of Article 33. 

They argued that the existing provisions were an embodiment of Mohammad Hatta’s socialist 

ideas. To change Article 33 to embrace the market and eliminate the ‘familial principle’ (asas 

kekeluargaan), as proposed by the opposing group, would result in the loss of the 

Constitution’s historical connection with the founding fathers and Pancasila-Indonesian 

national ideology. This group saw the familial principle and its collectivist ideas as a 

fundamental building block of the national economy, rooted in Indonesian tradition and 

embodied in the Pancasila ideology.471 
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In contrast, the cosmopolitan group that advocated for the amendment of Article 33 

argued that the current economic situation required an adjustment in thinking about Indonesian 

economic development, especially in the context of globalisation and the operation of the 

market economy. In the heat of the debate, Sjahrir argued that Indonesia could not afford to be 

‘munafik’ (hypocritical) and turn a blind eye by refusing to accept the globally dominant market 

paradigm. This assertion was a response to Dawam Rahardjo, who argued by emphasising the 

social democracy aspect of Article 33 that a strong role for government was required in the 

market system.472 The end result of the debate was a standoff between the two camps. 

Frustrated by the direction being taken by the Article 33 deliberations, Mubyarto resigned as 

head of the Expert Panel473 and the panel produced an amendment proposal that reflected the 

cosmopolitan economists’ views that explicitly positioned the market as the backbone of the 

Indonesian economic system: 

Article 33 

(1) The economy shall be organized as a common endeavour based upon the 

principles of humanity, social morality, justice, benefit, sustainability, and 

consumer protection and preference to small and medium enterprises and 

economic democracy thorough market system that is efficient and competitive, 

open and fair competition for the greatest benefit of the people. 

(2) The land, the waters, including the seabed and soil therein, air thereupon and 

environment and natural resources contained in the sovereignty and authority of 
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Indonesia shall be controlled by the State and exploited to the greatest benefit of 

the people. 

(3) The plan and regulation of the national economy shall always protect and develop 

environmental management, take into consideration and value local rights and 

guarantee the development of all area of the state.474 

There was an ambivalent response by politicians in PAH I about whether to pursue further 

amendments by incorporating an explicit reference to the market economy. The politicians 

appear to have leaned towards the technocratic cosmopolitan economists’ idea, but were afraid 

of political backlash due to strong public politic sympathy for the historically-minded 

economists, especially after Mubyarto’s resignation.475 The result of the debate was the 

maintenance of the original text of Article 33, with the addition of two new paragraphs, 4 and 

5. They read as follows: 

(4)  The national economy shall be organised based upon economic democracy with 

the principles of togetherness, just efficiency, sustainability, environmental 

awareness, independency, and with protecting the balance, progress, and the unity 

of national economy. 

(5) Further conditions concerning this article shall be regulated by law. 

Bivitri Susanti considers the amendment to have been a failure for neoliberal proponents.476 

She argues that two important neoliberalists proposal did not appear in the amendment: the 

removal of state control; and there was no formal recognition of the market economy. In 

contrast, Sri Adininsih, a technocrat economist on the Expert Panel, argued that the amendment 
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had shifted the economic paradigm of Article 33 from its original socialist character to a 

capitalist conception. Sri Adiningsih argued that there were two reasons for this: first, the 

explicit reference to efficiency indicated the adoption of a market-based constitutional 

measure; and second, the incorporation of property rights as part of human rights in the 

Constitution was a sign of the changing paradigm. 

The incorporation of ‘just efficiency’ and human rights did reflect a shift in the Article 33 

economic paradigm. However, whether the amendment shifted Article 33 to require a recognition 

of unfettered liberal markets is open to debate. I argue that this is less likely to be the case. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, the failure to remove ‘state control’ from Article 33 is an impediment to 

transplanting the market economy constitutional requirements due to the lingering statist meaning 

embedded in the state control wording of the original stipulation of Article 33. 

V The Neoliberal Reform in the Upstream Oil and Gas Sector 

The implementation of neoliberal reforms at the technical level has been an enormous 

undertaking. Tim Lindsey identifies at least 200 statutes that have been passed as part of 

Indonesia’s compliance with the IMF’s SAP.477 I identified at least 30 laws that have been 

passed by the Indonesian Government as a direct result of its commitment to the IMF, outlined 

in various Indonesia LOIs as shown in Table 2.1.478  

Many of the reforms had been carried out even before the constitutional amendment. 

For instance, the assigning of BI’s independent status took place through the enactment of the 

BI Law 1999, which followed by its constitutionalisation in the fourth amendment 2002. In the 

oil and gas sector, the statutory change occurred in 2001 before the 2002 Fourth Amendment 

that amended Article 33.  
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Table 2.1: Laws passed by the Indonesian Government in response to its IMF 

commitment 

Areas  Laws 

State budget (budget planning, taxes, state 

revenues & state audit) 

9 laws 

Rule of law & anti-corruption  5 laws 

Trade & competition  5 laws 

Banking & finance 3 laws 

Utilities & natural resources  3 laws 

Industrial relations law  2 laws 

Local governance & decentralisation  2 laws 

Environmental law  1 law  

Total  30 laws  

 

The reforms that took place at a statutory level were also followed by productive 

measures generated by New Constitutionalism. One of the most distinguishable features of this 

reform was the establishment of Independent Regulatory Agencies (IRAs). The IRAs are 

designed to separate economic decisions from ordinary politics. In the context of Indonesia’s 

key economic sectors, the establishment of IRAs required two aspects of restructuring: the 

privatisation of public resources, and the diminishment of the ‘commending heights’ status of 

SOEs in Indonesia. 

In order to liberalise and privatise the oil and gas sector in Indonesia, meeting the 

requirements of Article 33 is imperative. As discussed extensively already, the pre-amended 

Article 33 made natural resources public goods, putting them under state control for the greatest 

benefit of the people. As discussed in Chapter 2, this led to the creation of SOEs and their 

representative status for the state in controlling natural resources, notably in the oil and gas 

sector. Under this arrangement, the state owns the resources, so the role of private enterprises 

is limited to serving as contractors of the state – that is, SOEs. Thus, partly to give a greater 
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role to private initiative, the liberalisation and privatisation of the oil and gas legal framework 

requires the restructuring of state control under Article 33 and the dismantling of SOE 

domination in the sector as part of the oil and gas legal framework.  

The Pertamina Model: Upstream Oil and Gas in Indonesia Before the Constitutional Reform 

Before the 1999–2002 amendments, the Indonesian oil and gas sector was marked by the 

domination of Pertamina. In this era, Pertamina assumed two out of three governance 

functionalities in the oil and gas sector: the commercial function, and the regulatory or 

supervisory function.479 This made Pertamina the most powerful institution in Indonesia, to the 

extent that it was referred to as the ‘state within’.480 The power of Pertamina was not limited 

to controlling the oil and gas upstream sector; its remit also included the oil and gas downstream 

sector. 

Pertamina’s domination of the oil and gas upstream sector was based on two laws: the 

Oil and Gas Law 1960481 and the Pertamina Law 1970. The Oil and Gas Law 1960 was based 

on the fact that SOEs were the legitimate representatives of the state under Article 33. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, this interpretation dominated after the Dutch Assets Nationalisation of 

1957 and the introduction of the 1959 guided economy, during which the Oil and Gas Law 

1960 was passed. The guided economy subordinated private enterprise in the key economic 

 
479  David R. Hults, Mark C. Thurber and Patrict R.P. Heller, ‘Exporting the “Norwegian Model”: 

The Effect of Administrative Design on Oil Sector Performance’ (2011) Energy Policy 1; 

Katarzyna Dospial-Borsyiak, ‘Model of State Management of Petroleum Sector’ (2017) 

20 International Studies, Interdisciplinary Political and Cultural Journal 97, 98. 

480  Bruce Glassburner, ‘In the Wake of General Ibnu: Crisis in the Indonesian Oil Industry’ (1976) 

16 Asian Survey 1099. 

481  Undang-Undang Nomor 44 Prp. Tahun 1960 Tentang Pertambangan Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Law 

Number 44 Year 1960 on Oil and Gas] (Indonesia Republic) (the ‘Oil and Gas Law 1960). 
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sectors to SOE supervision and control. Articles 2 and 3 of the Oil and Gas Law 1960 are telling 

about the place of SOEs during the period of the guided economy. Article 2 stipulated that 

all of the hydrocarbon contains within Indonesia territorial jurisdiction are national 

wealth controlled by the state (Segala bahan galian minyak dan gas bumi yang ada di 

dalam wilayah hukum pertambangan Indonesia merupakan kekayaan nasional yang 

dikuasai oleh negara).  

Furthermore, Article 3(2) stipulates that 

the development of oil and gas is done only through State Owned Enterprises (usaha 

pertambangan minyak dan gas bumi dilaksanakan oleh Perusahaan Negara semata-

mata). 

The pre-amendment posture of Article 33 as permitting SOE domination was conceptualised 

through the development of a legal concept known as kuasa pertambangan (mining rights). 

These mining rights were assumed by the government. Subsequently, the government 

delegated them to the SOE to be implemented, either independently or in cooperation with 

private entities through contracts of work.482 The existence of these mining rights was 

instrumental to what the MK has characterised as the ‘logical flow of state control’ in reviewing 

a law for compatibility with the amended Article 33. In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the MK 

used the logical flow of state control concept to evaluate the constitutionality of a law under 

Article 33 by asking how clearly ‘state control’ was defined in the logical flow of each of the 

Articles in question.483  

 
482  Oil and Gas Law 1960, Article 5(1). 

483  Oil and Gas Law Case I, 221.  
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The Oil and Gas Law 1960 allowed a limited role for the participation of private 

enterprises in the development of oil and gas, by serving as SOE contractors.484 The 

relationship between the private contractor and the appointed SOE485 was governed by 

Perjanjian Karya (Contract of Work, CoW).486 This CoW is a type of service contract in the 

oil and gas sector that gives full ownership of the resource to the host countries – that is, SOEs 

– with the private oil and gas companies acting as contractors to the SOEs.487  

During this time, Indonesia had three SOEs in operation: Pertamin, Permigan and 

Permina. In 1968, as part of a vigorous political campaign against Communist elements in the 

oil and gas industry, the government decided to merge two SOEs, Permina and Pertamin, which 

then became Pertamina. It dissolved the third SOE, Permigan, due to a strong Communist 

element thought to be present.488 

The merger increased the power of Pertamina as a SOE under the direction of General 

Ibnu Sutowo and it became an important source of revenue for Indonesian development.489 In 

 
484  Oil and Gas Law 1960, Article 6 (1) the Oil and Gas Law 1960. 

485  There were three SOEs during this era. Each was paired with foreign countries – for instance, 

PN. Pertamin (SOE) and PT Caltex (Foreign Oil Contractor); PN Permina (SOE) and PT Stanvac 

Indonesia (Foreign Oil Contractor); PN Permigan (SOE) and PT Shell Indonesia. Undang-

Undang Nomor 14 Tahun 1963 tentang Ratifikasi Perjanjian Karya Antara PN Pertamin dan PT 

Caltex Indonesia and California Asiatic Oil Company (Calastiatic); PN Permina dan PT Stanvac 

Indonesia; and PN Permigan dan PT Shell Indonesia [Law Number 14 Year 1963 (Indonesia 

Republic) on Ratification PT ‘Working Contract’ Between PN Pertamin and PT Caltex 

Indonesia; PN Permina and PT. Stanvac Indonesia’ PN Permigan and PT Shell Indonesia] 

(Indonesia Republic). 

486  Oil and Gas Law 1960,  Article 6 (3) the Oil and Gas Law 1960. 

487  Ernest E Smith, International Petroleum Transaction, 3rd ed. (Rocky Mountain Mineral Law 

Foundation, 2010), 482. 

488  Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract: An Investor’s 

Perspective (Kluwer Law, 2000), 28–30. 

489  Anthony Goldstone, ‘What was the Pertamina Crisis?’ (1977) Southeast Asian Affairs 122. 
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the1970s, Pertamina’s revenue increased significantly when the company became involved in 

several Indonesian mega-development projects, with rampant corruption in their tendering and 

contract activities.490 This corruption of Pertamina became a major public concern. The 

government then tried to respond by forming a team of five prominent Indonesians led by 

Mr Wilopo, who had been a Prime Minister during the 1950s constitutional democracy. The 

team produced several recommendations that led to the passing of the Pertamina Law 1970.491  

The Pertamina Law 1970 was intended to regulate Pertamina’s operations and increase 

the SOE’s accountability through various legal institutional changes. The Pertamina Law 1970 

also allocated Pertamina all oil and gas mining rights across Indonesian territory492 and 

legitimised the operation of PSC.493 The law made Pertamina consolidate three functions into 

two: the commercial function and the regulatory function. The commercial function included 

the following responsibility under Article 13 of the Pertamina Law 1970. Pertamina was 

to implement oil and gas development to achieve result that give the greatest possible 

prosperity for the people (melaksanakan pengusahaan minyak dan gas bumi dengan 

memperoleh bagi kemakmuran Rakyat dan Negara).  

The Pertamina regulatory and supervisory functions were outlined in the PSC. These functions 

came from the ‘management clause’, which was deemed to be an application of Article 33 state 

control in the PSC.494 This clause gave Pertamina power to manage oil and gas exploration and 

 
490  Norman Joshua, The Failure of Indonesia’s State Oil Monopoly: The Pertamina Crisis of 1975–

1978 (Northwestern University – ISRSF, 2016), 20. 

491  Ibid. 

492  Undang-Undang Nomor 8 Tahun 1971 tentang Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak dan Gas Bumi 

Negara [Law Number 8 YEar 1971 on Oil and Gas Mining Company] (Indonesia Republic) 

Article 11. 

493  Ibid. Article 12(1). 

494  Goldstone, ‘What was the Pertamina Crisis?’, 124. 
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production activities.495 The private oil companies functioned as contractors to Pertamina, 

responsible to Pertamina for the execution of oil and gas development, and for preparing and 

executing of the work program.496 

The management clauses allowed Pertamina to control the operation by approving the 

work program. The PSC required the contractor to outline the annual work program, including 

its budget, which was then subject to Pertamina approval. Another form of control concerned 

the human resources policy, in which Pertamina was deeply involved in hiring, promoting, 

dismissing and training personnel.497 These supervisory and regulatory functions of Pertamina 

were carried out by the Agency on Foreign Contractor Development (Badan Pembinaan 

Pengusahaan Kontraktor Asing, BPPKA). In the 2001 oil and gas sector reform, the BPPKA 

was separated from Pertamina and transformed into BP Migas. 

Aspects of Neoliberal Reform in Indonesia’s Upstream Oil and Gas Sector 

Like the classic constitutional reforms, the neoliberal economic reforms followed the narrative 

of New Constitutionalism. The neoliberal reform of the upstream oil and gas sector required 

the reconfiguration of the apparatus of the state and the extension of the capitalist market 

through privatisation. The first step was to privatise the sector by reconstructing the state 

control concept in the oil and gas legal framework. The reform then established several key 

institutions to further the neoliberal agenda, notably BP Migas as an independent regulatory 

agency (IRA). Arguably, all these neoliberal reforms were driven, or at least initiated, by a 

 
495  Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract, 86. 

496  Ibid. 

497  Ibid. 
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World Bank diagnostic report published in the year 2000 titled Indonesia Oil and Gas Sector 

Study (the Indonesian Oil and Gas Report 2000).498 

The neoliberal reform of Indonesia’s oil and gas sector was accomplished through the 

enactment of the Oil and Gas Law 2001, which replaced the Oil and Gas Law 1960 and the 

Pertamina Law 1970. The reform changed two crucial features in the oil and gas legal 

framework. First, the Oil and Gas Law 2001 restructured the concept of mining rights to allow 

greater participation of private actors in the sector. Second, it transferred and separated the 

regulatory and supervisory functions from Pertamina to BP Migas. 

The restructuring of mining rights is a form of privatisation. In this context, the 

definition of privatisation is much broader than privatisation as merely a divestment of state 

ownership in an SOE. Theoretically, there are two economic models of privatisation:  

privatisation as a reassignment of property right; and privatisation as a reallocation of economic 

functions.499 The Indonesian oil and gas sector privatisation falls into the second category. The 

reallocation of economic functions does not require a transfer of ownership; rather, it transfers 

management through contracts and leases (trying to simulate privatisation) by making public 

enterprises act as if they were private.500 The desired result of privatisation is always related to 

an increase in efficiency – either static or dynamic efficiency. Static efficiency pushes 

enterprises to operate cost effectively in their production, whereas dynamic efficiency refers to 

more macro objectives aimed at bringing new investment and innovation.501 

 
498  Mohammad Farhandi, Eric Daffern and William Onorato, Indonesia Oil and Gas Sector (World 
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The neoliberal reform in the oil and gas sector has been following the second model of 

privatisation. This privatisation has been accomplished by transferring the management of oil and 

gas to the private sector through leases and contracts, not reassigning ownership – assumed by the 

state – to the private oil companies. The restructuring of the mining authority concept in the Oil 

and Gas Law 2001 was achieved by moving the mining rights from Pertamina to the government. 

In the Oil and Gas Law 2001, the mining authority was moved to the government, which delegated 

it to BP Migas, to which Pertamina’s position was relegated. Consequently, this has ensured the 

participation of Pertamina in the upstream activities on an equal basis with the other private 

companies. 

The relegation of Pertamina’s position raised the question of who would assume the 

supervisory and regulatory role in the sector. In the Indonesian Oil and Gas Report 2000, the 

World Bank recommended to either to put the supervisory and regulatory role under the 

Ministry of Mining and Energy or establish a separate agency.502 Furthermore, the World Bank 

also highlighted, in the case that the latter policy choice was taken, the separate agency should 

be independent of political and governmental control through an independent funding 

system.503 Eventually, the government opted to adopt the independent agencies system in the 

oil and gas sector reform.504 

The new legal framework allows for competition in the upstream activities. Under the 

previous arrangement, as highlighted in the Indonesian Oil and Gas Report 2001, Pertamina 

assumed double functionalities, which created a conflict of interest between its supervisory 
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roles and commercial operation role.505 It is anticipated that the competition will eventually 

improve operating efficiency.506  

There were two rationales for the decision of the government and parliament to adopt 

the independent regulatory model. The first was that BP Migas as an independent regulatory 

agency would create credible regulatory commitments, restraining populist or opportunistic 

government actors from encroaching on the legitimate expectations of investors regarding the 

return on their investment.507 The World Bank and OECD suggested that pursuing this policy 

would reduce spending on fiscal resources, increase efficiency and attract much-needed private 

investments to these sectors and to the country as a whole.508 This line of policies was also 

adopted in other sectors. Between 2002 and 2010, Indonesia established at least eight IRAs as 

part of neoliberal reform of the key economic sectors, including BP Migas (Table 2.2).  

The second rationale was related to the reshaping of state roles in delivering economic 

development. As outlined in the World Bank Development Report 1997, for the state to 

function effectively in fulfilling its mandate, at least for neoliberalists, it must move from being 

a direct provider of public goods, to being a partner and facilitator, regulating markets and 

enforcing contracts.509 During the hearing on the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the government 

explicitly argued the design of the Oil and Gas Law 2001 reflected the intention of government 

to reduce its role to merely being the prime regulator in the economy.510 
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Table 2.2: IRAs established as part of neoliberal reform of the key economic sectors 

No IRA Legal framework Sector 

1 Bapetal (Electricity 

Supervisory Agency)  

Law Number 20 Year 2002 on 

Electricity  

Electricity  

2 BP Migas  Law Number 22 Year 2001 on Oil 

and Gas 

Upstream oil and gas 

3 BRTI (Indonesia 

Telecommunication 

Regulatory Agency)  

Law Number 38 Year 1999 on 

Telecommunication  

 

Telecommunication  

4 BPH Migas (Downstream Oil 

and Gas Regulatory Agency)  

Law Number 22 Year 2001 on Oil 

and Gas  

Downstream oil and gas  

5 KPI (Indonesia Broadcast 

Commission) 

Law Number 32 Year 2002 on 

Broadcast  

Broadcasting  

6  KPPU (Commission on 

Business Competition 

Supervision)  

Law Number 5 Year 1999 Anti-monopoly  

7 BPJT (Toll Road Regulatory 

Agency)  

Law Number 38 Year 2004 on 

Road  

Toll road 

8  Otoritas Jasa Keuangan 

(Financial Services 

Authority) 

Law Number 21 Year 2011 on 

Financial Service Authority 

(Otoritas Jasa Keuangan)  

Banking and financial 

services 

 

V Concluding Remarks 

There is ample evidence that the 1999–2002 constitutional amendments were influenced by 

ideas behind New Constitutionalism’s productive measures. The prompt, however, for 

Indonesia’s reconfiguration of its governance structures and introduction of neoliberal 

economic principles was a constitutional moment or critical juncture – the Asian financial 

crisis. While the adoption of ‘classic’ constitutionalism based on the US model enjoyed a 

significant amount of support due to its alignment with local aspirations regarding the idea of 

negara hukum, the extension of the capitalist market through the amendment of Article 33 met 

with resistance. The result was an inconclusive and ambiguous formulation of the amendment 
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to Article 33. Supposedly, the amendment intended to moderate, or even to eliminate, the statist 

interpretation of Article 33 to allow for a greater private role in the key economic sectors. The 

inconclusiveness is indicated by the maintenance of the original three sections of Article 33, 

which – as argued in Chapter 2 – had been entrenched with the statist interpretation based on 

Soepomo’s integralistik concept. The trace of liberalisation in the Article 33 amendment is 

only based on the vague phrase of ‘just efficiency’ added in section 4. As argued by Sri 

Adiningsih, the guarantee of property rights in Article 28D of the 1945 Constitution is 

supposedly also an indication of Indonesia embracing regulated market capitalism. 

Despite the failure to explicitly justify neoliberal reform through the complete 

amendment of Article 33, the neoliberal reform that occurred at the technical and operational 

levels has been successful. This was evident in the Oil and Gas Law 2001, which privatised 

the oil and gas upstream sector. Like the reform at the constitutional level, the Oil and Gas 

Law 2001 was designed to influence economic reform. One of the key features of this reform 

was the establishment of an IRA called BP Migas, which required a restructuring of how ‘state 

control’ of the Article 33 application was constructed in the Oil and Gas Law 2001. In the 

previous legal regime, ‘state control’ was assumed by directly by giving Pertamina an exclusive 

mining right across all Indonesian territory. The Oil and Gas Law 2001 changed the way state 

control was applied by transferring the control of mining rights to the government, not 

Pertamina. Consequently, this new arrangement has relegated the ‘commanding heights’ 

position of Pertamina in supervising and regulating upstream oil and gas. The Oil and Gas 

Law 2001 transferred Pertamina’s supervisory and regulatory functions to BP Migas. 

The inconclusiveness of the Article 33 amendment placed the basis for constitutional 

justification of the Oil and Gas Law 2001 on an unstable platform. In subsequent years, after 

the establishment of the MK in 2003, a group of civil society driven by Pertamina union 

workers requested that MK declare the Oil and Gas Law 2001 to be unconstitutional. This 
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application failed to convince the MK about the unconstitutionality of the law. For the next 

eight years, the Oil and Gas Law 2001 was subjected to review applications at least another 

four times. In 2012, Muhammadiyah – one of the biggest Islamic organisations – led several 

other Islamic organisations and petitioned to challenge the constitutionality of the law. In this 

judicial review case, the MK sided with the applicants and declared BP Migas, an important 

element of neoliberal reform, to be unconstitutional. As I argue in the next chapter, this 

development is due to the inconclusive amendment of Article 33 that allowed the raise of a 

statist interpretation of Article 33 based on Soepomo’s integralistik concept. 
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Chapter 4 

The Constitutional Interpretation of Article 33, Section 4 

Since its establishment, the Indonesian Constitutional Court (MK) has produced high-profile 

decisions that have had major political and economic impact. For instance, the Court 

condemned a government budget that failed to allocate education funds provided for in the 

Constitution, invalidated legislation that profoundly affects major economic sectors, and 

refused constitutional rights protection.511 The most notable of the MK’s decisions that have 

had major economic impact are those related to Article 33.512 

This chapter focuses on the Article 33 jurisprudence of the MK. It provides deep 

analysis of the Court’s interpretation of Article 33 over time, and in light of Article 33’s 

amendment. It begins with a general description of the case law. This consists of the 

identification and overview of foundational Article 33 cases and how the issues raised to date 

have been settled and the rationales provided by the MK to justify the decisions. Subsequently, 

this chapter turns its attention to the Oil and Gas Law Case III. It first seeks to explain and 

 
511  See, e.g., Electricity Law Case I; Education Budget Law Case, Putusan Mahkamah Konstitusi 

tentang Pengujian UU Nomor 16 Tahun 2008 tentang Perubahan Atas Undang-Undang 

Republik Indonesia Nomor 45 Tahun 2007 tentang Anggaran Pendapatan dan Belanja Negara 

Tahun 2008 terhadap UUD 1945 (Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesian 

Constitutional Court], No : 13/PUU-VI/2008; and Ex-Political Prisoner Political Rights Law 

Case 2003 (Putusan Mahkamah Konstitusi Nomor 011-017/PUU-I/2003 tentang Undang-

Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 2003 tentang Pemilihan Umum Anggota DPR, DPD, and DPRD 

Terhadap UUD 1945 (Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesian Constitutional 

Court], No : 011-017/PUU-I/2003). Bjorn Dressel and Tomoo Inoue, ‘Megapolitical Cases 

Before The Constitutional Court of Indonesia Since 2004: An Emperical Study’ (2018) 

4(2) Constitutional Review 158. 

512  Simon Butt and Tim Lindsey, The Constitution of Indonesia: A Contextual Analysis (Hart, 2012), 

250–67. 
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reconcile the inconsistency in outcome in this case (held: BP Migas’s establishment as an 

independent regulatory agency is unconstitutional) with the 2003 Oil and Gas Law Case I 

(held: BP Migas’s operation as an independent regulatory agency is constitutional). I identify 

two factors behind the opposing outcomes. The first factor is the changing stable of Justices on 

the MK bench during this time period. In considering the composition of the bench making the 

rulings, I borrow Stefanus Hendrianto’s characterisation of the Court’s periods. The second 

factor I identify, which has remained constant since Article 33 was amended, is the 

inconclusiveness in the meaning of Article 33 when the statist posture of sections 2 and 3 is 

juxtaposed with section 4’s reference to ‘just efficiency’ in the economy.  

After considering these factors behind the inconsistency of the MK’s Article 33 

jurisprudence, I systematically analyse the MK’s reading of Article 33 in precedents established by 

the Court prior to the Oil and Gas Law Case III.  I organise the case into two camps: (1) the cases 

that answer substantive constitutional questions; and (2) the cases that answer interpretative 

approach questions.513 Following this systematic analysis of Article 33 jurisprudence, I 

evaluate how the MK’s Oil and Gas Law Case III sits within this line of cases developed by 

the Court. The chapter concludes by suggesting that a different reading of amended Article 33 

is warranted based on the intention of the framers in adding section 4 to Article 33. 

I Article 33 Law Cases 

This section outlines the general characteristics of Article 33 cases that have come before the 

MK.514 This research defines Article 33 cases as any case that invokes Article 33 in a claim or 

 
513  Sotirios A. Berber and James E. Fleming, Constitutional Interpretation (Oxford University Press, 

2007), 5–6. 

514  The statistics used in this discussion are taken from Indonesia constitutional court case tracking 

management system. This data can be accessed at <https://search.mkri.id>. 
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arguments by the parties515 or in reasoning by any Justice in a judicial review case. As of December 

2018, the MK had produced 2948 decisions across its jurisdictions, of which 1351 decisions were 

within judicial review jurisdiction.516 The Indonesian Institute for Judicial Independence Advocacy 

and Studies (Lembaga Kajian dan Advokasi untuk Independensi Peradilan, or LEIP) estimates that 

between 2003 and 2017, the MK reviewed 234 laws, which involved 3480 articles, in which it 

clarified the interpretation of 74 laws and annulled four completely.517 

Following a comprehensive review of Article 33 cases, I identified 91 cases in which 

one of the parties utilised article 33 in a claim or argument in testing the constitutionality of a 

law. Furthermore, I pinpointed 11 cases that are seminal to the interpretation of Article 33. 

These foundational cases laid out the constitutional principles to be followed in reading 

Article 33, which have been identified by subsequent Court decisions or, based on my 

judgment, are important to the Article’s interpretation. These 11 cases are set out in Table 4.1. 

 
515  In the Court proceedings, there are three categories of parties: the applicants, a person or group 

that put an initial application to review law in question; the related parties, a person or group that 

does not have a direct interest in the matter under review but approaches the court to be heard in 

the proceeding as interested third parties; and the government, either the executive or parliament 

that defends the law in review. Peraturan Mahkamah Konstitusi Nomor : 06/PMK/2005 tentang 

Pedoman Dalam Perkara Pengujian Undang-Undang [Indonesia’s Constitutional Court 

Regulation Number 06/PMK/2005 on Procedural Guideline in Judicial Review Cases]. The 

applicants (Art. 3); The Related Parties (Art. 14); and President/Government or DPR/DPD (Art. 

13(1)(c). 

516  Article 24 C Para (1) and Article 7B (4) of the 1945 Constitution stipulates the MK has five 

jurisdictions: to review laws against the constitution; to decide a dispute between state 

institutions; to decide whether a political party must be abolished; to give recommendation on 

president impeachment; and to resolve election disputes.  

517  Aida Mardatillah, ‘Sejak MK Berdiri, Ini UU yang Terbanyak Diuji dan Dikabulkan [Since MK 

Establishment These are the Most Law Reviewed Laws]’, Hukumonline.com, 6 January 2018, 

<https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt5a50a563ae78e/sejak-mk-berdiri--ini-uu-yang-

terbanyak-diuji-dan-dikabulkan>. 
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Figure 4.1: Decisions of Indonesian Constitutional Court, 2003–18 

 

Table 4.1 Seminal Article 33 cases518 

No Law Cases 

1 Electricity Law Case I 

2 Oil and Gas Law Case I 

3 Water Resource Law Case I 

4 Investment Law Case   

5 Limited Liability Law Case  

6 Coastal and Small Islands Management Law Case  

7 Fiscal Balance Law Case  

8 Shipping Law Case  

9 Forestry Law Case  

10 Oil and Gas Law Case III 

11 State Audit Law Case 

 

The cases in Table 4.1 have developed constitutional principles that cover four issues 

in Article 33’s interpretation: (1) whether SOEs are the legitimate representatives of the state 
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in Article 33 sections 2 and 3; (2) whether central government or  local government should be 

looked to in defining the ‘state’ in ‘state control’ in Article 33 sections 2 and 3; (3)  whether 

the participation of private enterprises in the key economic sectors is permissible under Article 

33; and (4) whether public participation and the protection of people’s rights in the key 

economic sectors are covered by Article 33. 

The first issue relates to SOEs as the legitimate representatives of the state, giving them 

a legitimate authority to dominate a key economic sector. After the 1999-2002 constitutional 

amendment, the first Court decision that ruled in favour of the continued domination of SOEs 

in the key economic sector was the Shipping Law Case.519 In this case, the Court upheld the 

constitutionality of the expansion of the role of the SOE in question as a regulator as well as 

service providers in the stevedoring industry.520 The MK’s rationale in this case was sketchy. 

The Court stated that the decision to consolidate an SOE’s regulator and direct service provider 

roles in key economic sectors is permissible merely if it is stipulated within the law.521 A much 

more comprehensive argument was provided by the MK in the Oil and Gas Law Case III 

decision. In this case, the Court developed a theoretical foundation for the consolidation 

through a doctrine it called the ‘three-tiers of effectivity’, in reading the level of state control 

permitted by Article 33.522 Arguably, this principle is a continuation of the pre-amendment 

interpretation of the Article 33’s sections 2 and 3. Furthermore, as discussed in subsequent 

 
519  In the Oil and Gas Law Case I decision, the court emphasised the need for SOEs to have a certain 

privileges to be prioritised (voorecht) in managing Indonesian oil and gas – in this context, to be 

appointed as government agents to sell the government’s share of oil and gas generated from the 

oil field under PSC contracts. Arguably, though, this arrangement was in no way intended to 

return the SEOs to a position of dominance in the sector. See Oil and Gas Law Case 2004, 227  

520  Shipping Law Case, 96.  

521  Ibid. 

522  Oil and Gas Law Case III, 101. 
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sections, the three tiers of effectivity doctrine has departed from the MK’s precedents in reading 

Article 33. 

The second issue relates to the struggle between the central and local governments in 

claiming a position as the legitimate representative of the state under Article 33 sections 2 and 

3. This constitutional issue is intertwined with the question of Indonesian decentralisation and 

local government autonomy as stipulated in Article 18 of the 1945 Constitution. One of the 

most important cases on this issue is the Fiscal Balance Law Case 2004. This case dealt with 

an issue of distribution of proportional revenue from oil and gas income between the central 

and local governments. The local government challenged the Fiscal Balance Law 2004523 

because it gave the greatest proportion of the revenue to the central government. The Court 

affirmed the arrangement, invoking Article 33 section 4, notably, the phrase ‘to keep the 

balance of progress and national economic unity’ to justify the proportional distribution of 

revenue. Additionally, the Court reasoned that the role and responsibilities of the central 

government were greater than those of local governments, so the greater allocation of revenue 

from natural resources for central government was justified.524 This principle has also been 

applied by the Court with regard to zoning power of mining concession areas (wilayah 

pertambangan).525 The discussion of this issue is less relevant to this thesis, so will not be 

discussed further here.  

The third issue is a constitutional principle that empowers government to control prices 

for goods and services in what are deemed to be key economic sectors under Article 33. 

 
523  Law Number 32 Year 2004 on Fiscal Balance Between Central and Local Government [Indonesia 

Republic]. 

524  Fiscal Balance Law Case 2011, 261. 

525  Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesia Constitutional Court], No : 10/PUU-X/2012, 

95 and Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesia Constitutional Court], No : 113/PUU-

X/2012, 53–4.  
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Initially, this principle was affirmed in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. This case dealt with, among 

other things, the constitutionality of Article 28 section 2 of the Oil and Gas Law 2001, which 

required government to determine fuel prices based on healthy competition (market prices). 

The Court declared this article to be unconstitutional on the basis of the phrase ‘based on 

healthy competition’. The Court declared that the state must determine the fuel prices outside 

of these strictures.526 This principle has been affirmed in subsequent Court decisions.527  

The final dimension is a constitutional principle that limits state power. There are two 

aspects to this in Indonesia. The first is a limitation on the state’s direct involvement in the economy 

and providing for greater participation of private enterprises in the key economic sectors. The 

empowerment of private initiative is based on the Court reading of Article 33’s section 4, notably 

the ‘just efficiency’ wording.528 This was accomplished by allowing competition in the key 

economic sectors. This principle was affirmed in both the Oil and Gas Law Case I and the 

Electricity Law Case I.  

The second aspect relates to limitations of state power to protect, respect, and fulfil 

Aboriginal/local people’s rights. In this aspect, the Court reading of Article 33 is intertwined 

with human rights clauses that are stipulated in Article 28 of the amended Constitution. 

Initially, this principle was laid out in the Water Resource Law Case I. In this case, the Court 

affirmed a principle in which the right to water surpassed the commercial interests of private 

 
526  Oil and Gas Law Case I, 227.  

527  See, for example, Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesia Constitutional Court], No : 

58/PUU-XII/2014; Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesia Constitutional Court], No : 

149/PUU-VII/2009; and Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesia Constitutional Court], 

No 42/PUU-X/2012. 

528  Oil and Gas Law Case I, 230. 
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enterprises.529 The need to balance the economic aspects of Article 33 in conjunction with 

Article 28’s human rights clauses was emphasised in the Investment Law Case.530 

This thesis focuses on three of the four issues: the domination of SOEs; the 

empowerment of private initiative; and the protection, respect and fulfilment of people’s rights. 

The relationship between the three issues was characterised by Jimly Asshiddiqie, the MK’s 

first Chief Justice, in the context of Article 33. He stressed the need to find an acceptable 

balance of the ‘elements of the society’ in key economic sectors. By ‘elements of society’ 

Asshiddiqie was referring to the state, commercial interests, and civil society.531 Throughout 

the constitutional history of Indonesia the search for a balance between the state and private 

business has always been a contentious issue in the interpretation of Article 33.532  

II The Court’s Inconsistent Reading of Article 33 

This section discusses the tensions in the MK’s decisions on the scope of Article 33 in light of the 

Oil and Gas Law Case III. As discussed earlier, this decision was a de facto reversal of the reading 

of Article 33 by the Court in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. I argue that this inconsistent reading can 

be attributed to two factors: the changing of the composition of the MK’s benches; and the addition 

of section 4 to Article 33 without changing the first three sections of the Article.  

 
529  Water Resource Law I, 494–5. 

530  Investment Law Case, 185.  

531  Jimly Asshiddiqie in Stefanus Hendrianto, Law and Politics of Constitutional Courts: Indonesia 

and the Search for Judicial Heroes (Routledge, 2018), 87. 

532  The element of civil society is a contemporary development since Article 33’s amendment. 

Initially, the discussion was limited to the role of state and private business. See, for example, 

Djuanda in Benjamin Higgins, Indonesia’s Economic Stabilization and Development 

(Greenwood Press, 1957), 118–19; Mohammad Hatta, Persoalan Ekonomi Sosialis Indonesia 

[Problem of Indonesia’s Socialist Economy] (Djambatan, 1963); Mohammad Hatta, Ekonomi 

Terpimpin [Guided Economy] (Djambatan, 1960).  
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Changes in Composition of the Bench of the MK’s from 2003 to 2012 

This section attempts to explain the departure of the Oil and Gas Law Case III from the Oil 

and Gas Law Case I by reference to changes in judicial personnel of the MK during this time. 

The analysis shows a correlation between the changing composition of the Bench. And, as  

Stefanus Hendrianto shows, a switch in Chief Justices, along with a switch in characters and 

styles of leadership, during this period affected the Court’s decision-making behaviour.533 I 

argue that this evolution of the Bench has had a significant bearing on the MK’s reading of 

Article 33. While Hendrianto emphasises the characters of the Chief Justices as the main 

variable in the MK’s decision-making behaviour,534 I emphasise the broader nature of the 

changes to composition of the Bench. These changes, including the change in Chief Justice, 

eventually led to a different interpretation in determining outcomes related to Article 33, 

section 4. I argue that a significant increase in the presence of former politicians on the bench 

of the MK contributed to the reversal of position by the Court in the Oil and Gas Law Case III. 

Arguably, this decision reflects a wider political atmosphere in Indonesia to move past the 

structural reforms insisted on by the IMF and restore statist-nationalist economic policies.535 

This populist nationalistic demand to return to the traditional communitarian focused economy 

was led by a coalition of Islamic organisations. Some of these groups served as political power 

bases of some members of the Bench that were instrumental in reversing the initial liberal 

reading of section 4 allowing greater economic participation of private enterprises. These 

judges included Justice Hamdan Zoelva, and to a certain extent, the Chief Justice, Mahfud MD. 

Hendrianto portrays the Court’s judicial tenor and decision-making arising from the 

leadership style of the Chief Justices. He develops the concept of ‘judicial hero’ to describe the 

 
533  Stefanus Hendrianto, Law and Politics of Constitutional Courts. 

534  Ibid. 

535  Eve Warburton, ‘A New Developmentalism in Indonesia?’ (2018) 35(3) Journal of Southeast 

Asian Economies 358. 
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one type of leadership style. A heroic Chief Justice elicits the image of a hero who fights for 

the rights and liberties for the poor and oppressed. The image arises with a willingness to 

readily use the Constitution to strike down government decisions perceived to be unfair or 

harmful to the most vulnerable in society. The decisions of the anti-hero judge, on the other 

hand, are carefully crafted so as to not offend the other branches of government.536 Using this 

conceptual framework, Hendrianto found that the MK has had three different judicial 

generations since its effective operation began in 2003. These three generations are 

distinctively different from one another in terms of the ‘heroism’ they showed. The first 

generation is characterised as less heroic, applying a prudential approach. The second 

generation is characterised as bold and aggressive in challenging the other branches of 

government.537 Finally, the third generation is characterised as an anti-hero Court because, 

unlike the first and second generations, it was less innovative and bold in its rulings.538 

The Oil and Gas Law Case I decision was passed during the first-Court generation. 

This decision reflects the prudential-minimalist character. It has selectively struck down 

Articles and Laws. For instance, in the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the Court preferred to only 

strike down the market mechanism clause, rather than declaring the whole law unconstitutional. 

This approach is different from that of the Electricity Law Case I decision, which invalidated 

the whole statute. In defence of this decision, Chief Justice Jimly Asshiddiqie explained that 

despite declaring the entire statute invalid, the MK explicitly gave a clear message that it was 

not anti-privatisation or against globalisation. It was prepared to allow the involvement of 

private enterprises in the economic sector under Article 33, as long it did not reduce the scope 

 
536  Stefanus Hendrianto, Law and Politics of Constitutional Courts, 252. 

537  Ibid., 209. 

538  Ibid., 221. 
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of state control.539 As discussed in the next section, the Court did this by applying Article 33’s 

new section 4, and its notable ‘just efficiency’ language. 

The Oil and Gas Law Case III decision was brought down during the bold and 

aggressive second-generation MK. This decision tells a different story from that of the first-

generation Court. Hendrianto identifies this second-generation Court as the social justice Court. 

‘People prosperity’ clauses took centre stage in the Court’s Article 33 reading.540 As elaborated 

later in this chapter, this reading of Article 33 was intended to empower the role of civil societiy 

and the people, which resulted in a communal, statist reading of Article 33. The change in 

approach between the first-Court generation and the second-Court generation parallels the 

different profile of the justices between the two generations. The first-Court generation was 

comprised of knowledgeable academics and experienced judges. From the nine Justices on the 

Bench in the first-Court generation, five were academics, two were experienced judges of the 

Supreme Court, one was a politician541 and one was from a military background (see Table 

4.2). 

 
539  Ibid., 87. 

540  Ibid. 

541  Recently, Professor Palguna denied he was a member of PDI-P. He explained that he was listed 

as a member of the PDI-P faction in the MPR from 2001–04 because he came from the Bali 

Regional Representative Faction. The Regional Representative Faction was abolished in the third 

amendment 2001, and it was decided that any Bali Regional Representative Faction member 

should be seated as PDI-P Member faction. Fitria Chusna Farisa, ‘Pernah Jadi Anggota MPR 

Eks-Hakim MK Palguna Tak Tertarik ke Politik’ (Use to an MPR Member EX-MK Judge 

Palguna Does Not Want to Go to Politic), Kompas.com, 07/01/2020, 

https://nasional.kompas.com/read/2020/01/07/21512001/pernah-jadi-anggota-mpr-eks-hakim-

mk-palguna-tak-tertarik-ke-politik?page=all. 

https://nasional.kompas.com/read/2020/01/07/21512001/pernah-jadi-anggota-mpr-eks-hakim-mk-palguna-tak-tertarik-ke-politik?page=all
https://nasional.kompas.com/read/2020/01/07/21512001/pernah-jadi-anggota-mpr-eks-hakim-mk-palguna-tak-tertarik-ke-politik?page=all
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In contrast, the second-Court generation of the MK included a noticeable increase in the 

presence of former politicians with pre-existing constituencies.542 Initially, there were only two 

politicians: Mahfud MD and Akil Mochtar. Subsequently, two more politicians were added: 

Patrialis Akbar and Hamdan Zoelva. At the time of the Oil and Gas Law Case III, there were three 

politicians on the benches: Mahfud M.D., Akil Mochtar and Hamdan Zoelva (see Table 4.3).543 

 

Table 4.2: Constitutional Court Justices, 2003–08 

Names Background Nominator  

S Natabaya Professor of Law  President  

Mukhtie Fadjar Professor of Law  President  

Harjono  Senior Lecturer in law President  

Jimly Asshiddiqie Professor of Law  DPR  

Achmad Roestandi Retired Military General  DPR  

I Dewa Palguna  Senior Lecturer of 

Law/politician (PDI-P) 

DPR  

Laica Marzuki  Professor of Law/Ex-

Supreme Court Judge  

Supreme Court  

Sodarsono  Administrative Court judge  Supreme Court  

Maruarar Siahaan  Administrative Court judge  Supreme Court  

(Source : Adapted from Stefanus Hendrianto, 2018)  

 

  

 
542  The prominent existence of politicians in MK benches has diminished court integrity and 

accountability due to their unethical behavior. From the four judges mentioned above, two – 

Patrialis Akbar and Akil Muchtar – were tried and punished for bribery. John McBeth, ‘How 

Indonesia Found Itself Facing a Constitutional Crisis, SCMP, 4 February 2017, 

https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/politics/article/2067210/how-indonesia-found-itself-facing-

constitutional-crisis. 

543  Ibid., 94, 158. 

https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/politics/article/2067210/how-indonesia-found-itself-facing-constitutional-crisis
https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/politics/article/2067210/how-indonesia-found-itself-facing-constitutional-crisis
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Table 4.3: Constitutional Court Justices During the Oil and Gas Law Case III 

Pronouncement 

Names Background Nominator  

Maria Farida Indrati  Professor of Law  President  

Hamdan Zoelva  PBB Politician President 

Achmad Sodiki  Senior Lecturer in law President 

Mohammad Mahfud 

(Mahfud M.D)  

Professor of Law/PKB 

politician 

DPR 

Akil Mochtar  Golkar Politician DPR 

Harjono  Professor of Law DPR 

Anwar Usman  Administrative Court judge Supreme Court 

Mohammad Alim  Administrative Court judge Supreme Court 

Ahmad Fadlil Sumadi  Administrative Court judge  Supreme Court  

(Source : Adapted from Stefanus Hendrianto, 2018)  

Arguably, this composition made the Court more susceptible to populist movements 

within the Indonesian political context. Since the IMF’s departure in 2006, there have been a 

growing number of statist-nationalistic demands for the government to revoke laws brought 

about by the IMF’s structural adjustment demands – that is, the Oil and Gas Law 2001 and the 

return of SOEs domination in Article 33 economic sectors. One of the notable movements of 

this statist-nationalistic movement was driven by Muhammadiyah, one of the largest Islamic 

organisations in Indonesia. They dubbed their movement as ‘Jihad Konstitusi’ (constitutional 

Jihad). It aims to revoke and fight all post-reform laws that contradict Article 33 as originally 

adopted.544 

 
544  The Muhammadiyah called the action to review post-reform laws considered to be driven by 

liberal ideas ‘constitutional Jihad’. The movement identified more than 115 laws that it 

considered against the Constitution. See, e.g., Ahmad D. Habir, ‘Resource Nationalism and 

Constitutional Jihad’ (2013) Southeast Asian Affairs 121; M.Y. Aiub Kadir and Alexander 

Murray, ‘Resource Nationalism in the Law and Policies of Indonesia: A Contest of State, Foreign 

Investor, and Indigenous Peoples’ (2019) 9(2) Asian Journal of International Law 298; 
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The Muhammadiyah movement’s political push to revive the statist posture of 

Article 33 was a main driver behind the applicants in the case and amplified the politics in 

action behind the decision of the case. As Dominic Nardi points out in his work on the influence 

of NGOs and public opinion on the Court, the Muhammadiyah’s role as one of the applicants 

plausibly contributed to the outcome of the case in favour of the applicants.545 The political 

influence is also evident in Hamdan Zoelva’s role as the lead author of the Oil and Gas Law 

Case III decision.546 Hamdan Zoelva came from the Islamic Star and Crescent party, which 

had close ties with the one of the applicants, the Islamic Association (Syarikat Islam). In later 

years, Zoelva would become the head of the Islamic Association.547 

The politicisation of the MK during its second-generation also implicates the leadership 

of Mahfud M D. Despite his academic credentials, Mahfud was aiming for top position in the 

executive power. As Jamie S. Davidson points out, he was considered a dark horse candidate 

who was hoping to use his Nahdatul Ulama network, and its National Awakening Party, to 

bolster his presidential credentials. Mahfud M D admitted his political bias on a popular 

Indonesian talk show, Indonesia Lawyers Club (ILC),548 where he openly acknowledged that 

 
Mahardika Satria, Tempo.co, 22 July 2015, <https://nasional.tempo.co/read/685566/feature-

jihad-konstitusi-jihad-baru-muhammadiyah>; Dominic Nardi, ‘Embedded Judicial Autonomy’. 

545  Dominic Nardi, ‘Embedded Judicial Autonomy: How NGOs and Public Opinion Influence 

Indonesia’s Constitutional Court’, (PhD thesis, University of Michigan), 194. 

546  Stefanus Hendrianto, Law and Politics of Constitutional Courts, 169. 

547  Supriatin, Dipimpin Hamdan Zoelva, Syarikat Islam Bukan Lagi Organisasi Politik (Led by 

Hamdan Zoelva, Islamic Association is no longer political organisation), 27 February 2016, 

<https://www.merdeka.com/peristiwa/dipimpin-hamdan-zoelva-syarikat-islam-bukan-lagi-

organisasi-politik.html>. 

548  One of the issues raised by Mahfud MD was the administrative requirements of the BHP, which 

he thought could jeopardises the NU School owned by the Kiai (preacher), which he said did not 

differentiate between assets of the school and Kiai’s personal assets. See Indonesia Lawyers 

Club, 14 August 2018, Theme ‘Kejutan Cawapres: Antara Mahar Politik and PHP’ (Vice-
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he had used his position as an MK justice to advance the interests of his organisation, the 

Nahdatul Ulama, when dealing with a case related to the organisation’s interests, where 

Nahdatul Ulama members challenged the Education System Law 2009.549 In this case, the Court 

decided a significant part of the law – the establishment of Education Legal Entity (Badan 

Hukum Pendidikan, BHP) – was unconstitutional.550 

The Internal Tension in Article 33 Created by Its Amendment 

The inconsistent reading of Article 33 on the Oil and Gas Law 2001 Judicial Review can also 

be approached as an exercise in interpretive analysis. This analysis depicts the changes at the 

normative level in the Court’s reasoning about the meaning and scope of Article 33. This 

section demonstrates the relationship between the addition of section 4 to Article 33 in 2002 

and the inconsistent outcomes in relation to the constitutionality of the Oil and Gas Law 2001 

in the Oil and Gas Law Case 2004 and the First Oil and Gas Law Case 2012. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the result of the amendment of Article 33 did not decisively 

establish the nature and limits concerning arrangements between the state and private enterprise 

in the Indonesia economy. As shown, the retention of the statist-focussed original sections 1, 2 

and 3 of Article 33 were not effectively subordinated to the economic liberalism allowed by 

the addition of section 4, notably the pursuit of economic ‘just efficiency’. The intent to modify 

and liberalise the pre-amendment interpretation of Article 33 was assessed by the MK. This is 

reflected in Oil and Gas Law Case I. As noted, the Court justified the liberal reform to the oil 

and gas sector by denying the applicants’ request to declare the Oil and Gas Law 2001 

 
President Candidacy Surprise: Between Political Dowry and False Hope), 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4Dbd3b9GSo>. 

549  Law Number 9 Year 2009 on Education Legal Entity. 

550  Mahkamah Konstitusi Republik Indonesia [Indonesia Constitutional Court], No : 11-14-21-126 and 

136/PUU-VII/2009.  
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unconstitutional, notably the establishment of BP Migas as an independent regulatory agency, 

which functioned as the new regulator of the oil and gas sector by replacing the role of 

Pertamina, and allowing greater private market activity. Arguably, BP Migas was the most 

important feature of the oil and gas sector liberalism adopted in the Oil and Gas Law 2001.551  

In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the applicants challenged the attempt to liberalise the 

economy in the oil and gas sector through the Oil and Gas Law 2001. One of the applicants, 

the Pertamina Labour Union, argued that the provision concerning ‘state control’ in the Oil and 

Gas Law 2001 was unconstitutional. It based its argument on what it referred to as ‘historical 

facts’, which described the historical development of the SOEs – in this case, Pertamina – as 

the legitimate representative of the state in controlling the oil and gas sector. The argument 

concluded with the assertion that Pertamina’s domination of the oil and gas sector was justified 

by Mohammad Hatta, as the architect of Article 33, and aligned with Soepomo’s explanation 

of the 1945 Constitution.552 With the Indonesian government arguing against Pertamina, the 

MK held the establishment of the independent regulatory agency, in this case BP Migas, 

constitutional under Article 33, section 4 this was an agency designed to regulate private 

enterprise participants in the production and sale of oil and gas. 

This is how the law remained for more than a decade. The MK had a stable 

interpretation of the Oil and Gas Law 2001 until the passing of the Oil and Gas Law Case III 

reversed its position. In the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the Court reversed its position on the 

interpretation of Article 33 set out in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. The Court abandoned the 

‘just efficiency’ reading and replaced it with a pre-amendment reading that made state interests 

 
551  Jamie S. Davidson, ‘The Demise of Indonesia’s Upstream Oil and Gas Regulatory Agency: An 

Alternative Perspective’ (2015) 37 Contemporary Southeast Asia: A Journal of International and 

Strategic Affairs 109. 

552  Oil and Gas Law Case I, 28–30. 
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– with SOEs as the representatives of the state – paramount in the Article 33 key economic 

sectors. The Court relied heavily on Article 33 sections 2 and 3, notably the meaning of ‘state 

control’, and discarded the countervailing aspect of Article 33’s section 4.553  

The return of a pre-amendment reading of Article 33 in the Oil and Gas Law Case III 

raises a question about the continuing role of section 4 in the interpretation of Article 33. The 

exclusion of section 4 in deciding the Oil and Gas Law Case III raised issues about the 

correctness of the outcome of the case. The next section argues for a better approach. Prior to 

the Oil and Gas Law Case III in 2012, the Court had established precedents in reading Article 

33 that not only reflected the original intent of the Article 33 constitutional amendment, but 

also affirmed Mohammad Hatta’s intention in reading Article 33. 

III Interpreting Article 33 as Amended 

One of the biggest critiques of the MK’s reasoning in the Oil and Gas Law Case III has been 

the Court’s apparent disregard of Article 33’s section 4. This section discusses two aspects of 

the Court’s interpretation of Article 33: the method of constitutional interpretation method 

adopted to read the article; and the ultimate substantive meaning of Article 33 decided upon.  

The method of constitutional interpretation the mode(s) by which a Court interprets a 

constitutional provision. This question is further divided into two issues. The first relates to 

which theory(ies) of interpretation is/are the most legitimate to be used in interpreting a 

 
553  The MK did mention about efficiency, by saying that ‘if it is said the return of BP Migas function 

to the government can potentially caused inefficiency, this does not reduce the court believe that 

the decision to disband BP Migas (return it as a government unit) - is correct - because by 

disbanding BP Migas it can become a momentum for the government to conduct reorganization 

-of the oil and gas institutions – by considering just efficiency …’. I would consider this argument 

as a ‘lazy’ argument, since it does not assess the requirement of ‘just efficiency’ as an important 

part of Article 33, and thus it has disregarded the existence of just efficiency. Oil and Gas Law 

Case III, 107.    
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constitution. Some scholars argue that a legitimate theory of constitutional interpretation must 

be constructed based on contemporary needs and be responsive to changing times (non-

originalist), whereas others argue that a legitimate theory of constitutional interpretation must 

be faithful to the intention of the constitution framers (originalist).554 As discussed later, in 

Indonesian constitutional discourse – or at least in debate about Article 33 interpretation within 

the Court proceedings – the majority of arguments justifying an Article 33 interpretation have 

been supported by reference to the intention of the Article 33 framers, notably Mohammad 

Hatta and Soepomo.555 This  indicates the acceptance of originalism as the theoretical basis for 

the Constitution. 

The ultimate substantive meaning of a constitutional provision is the end point of the 

application of interpretive methods. Following the 1999-2002 constitutional amendments, the 

Court decided a number of cases that established the scope, limits and meaning of Article 33. 

Arguably, these precedents better reflect Article 33’s amendment intention – although, as 

discussed later, MK has also departed from the precedents in some decisions like the Oil and 

Gas Law Case III.  

The Court’s Interpretative Method in Reading Article 33 

In this section, I describe my findings about the Court’s approach to interpreting Article 33 in 

terms of the constitutional interpretative method. I find that the Court over time has justified 

its reading of the Article by connecting it to the intention of the constitutional framers in an 

originalist method. I also find that the Court has utilised an historical and structural/systematic 

 
554  See Chapter 1 for a discussion of this issue. 

555  From my identification, there at least 21 law cases out of the 93 law cases where one of the parties 

has explicitly used allegedly the intention of either Soepomo or Hatta in their arguments. See 

Appendix 1. 
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modality in determining the meaning and scope of the Article. Through this utilisation of 

different modalities, the Court has adopted a multi-valanced method of reading Article 33. 

Adherence to Originalism: Whose intent? 

An examination of the cases discloses that there has been an overwhelmingly adherence to the 

use of originalism in interpreting the Article from all sides of the litigation. Using the eleven 

foundational cases mentioned earlier, and several other cases, in almost every case brought, the 

intention of the framers of the constitution is used by the litigants to advance arguments about 

the interpretation of the Article. This phenomenon was not limited to the parties, but also 

appeared in the justices’ interpretation of Article 33.  

From the reports of the Court proceedings, it becomes clear that the parties are focused 

on the intent of two founding fathers in particular: Mohammad Hatta and Soepomo. These two 

men came from different ideological perspectives,556 so there is some incompatibility between 

them. Soepomo had a statist ideological background, which he termed integralism, whereas 

Hatta came from a social democratic tradition. In referring to Soepomo’s intention regarding 

Article 33, the parties refer to the ‘explanatory memoranda’ of the article developed by 

Soepomo. In the memoranda Soepomo indicates his resentment towards private business 

participation in the key economic sectors.557 Soepomo asserted that private business control of 

the key economic sectors would result in oppression by the few towards many.558 

In referring to Hatta’s reading of the article, the majority of the parties mentioned a 

paper that Hatta presented at Seminar Penjabaran Pasal, 33 UUD 1945 in 1977 (Article 33 

Implementation Seminar 1977). The paper outlined Hatta’s strategy for the application of the 

role of the state in the key economic sectors. Hatta explained two scenarios in which private 

 
556  See Chapter 2, section III for further discussion. 

557  See 1945 Constitution Explanatory Memoranda. 

558  Ibid. 
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business could be involved in the economic sectors. The first scenario required the state to 

directly conduct the production with the help of foreign capital; according to Hatta, if this 

strategy was not feasible, then the government should apply the second scenario. The second 

scenario required the government to allow foreign capital to conduct business in Indonesia with 

terms and conditions determined by the government, so this foreign capital would contribute 

to providing jobs for Indonesians.559 I argue that while there were undoubtedly statist elements 

in Hatta’s reading of Article 33,560 to say Hatta adhered to a statist reading of the Article is not 

accurate. This assertion will be discussed further below. 

From the outset, the justices of the MK have given considerable weight to Hatta’s reading 

of the Article, making Hatta’s opinion the authoritative voice.561 One reason why the MK seemed 

to dismiss Soepomo’s explanatory memoranda was because of the controversy about the legal 

status of the explanatory memoranda as an interpretative aid. Even Harun Al-Rasyid, a 

constitutional scholar, famously characterised them as haram (extra-legal).562 The question about 

Soepomo’s explanatory legal status is because it was not produced by the BPUPKI or its 

subsequent replacement, PPKI, as an official document, but rather by Soepomo himself, and 

proclaimed as an ‘explanatory memoranda’ six months after the proclamation of the 1945 

Constitution. Consequently, the MPR decided to drop the explanatory memoranda from the 1999 

– 2002 constitutional debate sessions altogether.563  

 
559  Mohammed Hatta, Ruslan Abdul Gani and Mashuri, ‘Penjabaran Pasal 33 Undang-Undang Dasar 

1945’ [Implementation Seminar Article 33 1945 Constitution] (Penerbit Mutiara, 1980), 30. 

560  Ibid. 

561  See Electricity Law Case I, 331; Oil and Gas Law Case III, 101. 

562  Maria Farida, Pidato Pengukuhan Guru Besar, 

<https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt5d9802a546ae1/bagaimana-status-penjelasan-

uud-1945-pidato-purnabhakti-prof-maria-farida-menjawabnya>. 

563  Maria Farida, Pidato Pengukuhan Guru Besar. 
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The original intent of Article 33 sections 1, 2 and 3 is different from that of Article 33’s 

new section 4.  The MK’s initial discussion of the original intent of the drafters of the amendment 

that added section 4 came in the State Audit Law Case. In this case, the Court asserted that the 

intention of the drafters of Article 33 was to be responsive to the dynamism within society and to 

be open regarding the development of relationships among nations.564 Arguably, the openness of 

the relationship among nations refers to free trade relationship and globalisation. The reference to 

the need to accommodate globalisation was mentioned frequently during the amendment debate. 

For instance, Laode M. Kamaluddin from the Golkar Party Faction (Fraksi Partai Gokkar, F-PG) 

explicitly mentions that section 4 was a compromise between the original statist posture of Article 

33 and the willingness to embrace globalisation.565 From a different perspective, Asnawi Latief 

from the Daulat Umat Party Faction (Fraksi Partai Daulat Umat, or F-PDU) asserted that Article 

33’s amending section 4 was not a compromise, but a congruence between ekonomi pasar (market 

economy) and ekonomi kekeluargaan (economic solidarity/familial).566 As I explain later, this is 

akin to taking a philosophical approach to Hatta’s original intent. 

From the above analysis, it is arguable that the reading of the article from a pre-amendment 

statist interpretation based on Soepomo’s integralism, or with an excessive emphasis on Hatta’s 

statist element in reading Article 33, is not compatible with the intent of Article 33 read in its 

entirety as amended, even with the original sections 1, 2 and 3. The meaning of Article 33 must 

incorporate the intention behind of Article 33’s amendment; that is, to create a compromise 
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between the pre-amendment statist interpretation contained in Article 33 sections 1, 2 and 3 and 

the demands for liberalisation generated by globalisation contained in Article 33 section 4. As 

argued below the compromise embodied in the amendment is, in fact, in line with a philosophical 

reading of Hatta’s intent in original Article 33. 

A Multi-Valanced Approach to Interpreting Article 33  

In two cases, the MK outlined how a multi-valanced approach is needed to interpret Article 33. 

These were the Oil and Gas Law Case I and the Forestry Law Case. As discussed, a multi-

valanced approach is in which a Court does not limit itself to a single approach to interpretation. 

The MK employed a multi-valanced approach in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. One passage in 

the MK’s decision asserts that ‘in order to find intended meaning of constitutional provisions, 

it is not sufficient for us – the Court justices – to only focus on textual meaning of a single text 

in question, or only to use a single method of constitutional reasoning’.567  

The refusal of the MK to be bound by single mode of interpretation in the Oil and Gas 

Law Case I is an indication that it has established a multi-valanced approach to constitutional 

interpretation in Indonesia, including when interpreting Article 33 which was in issue in the 

case. Borrowing Burkean’s characterisation of multi-valanced approach, Vicki Jackson and 

Jamal Green assert that it is justified at a time when constitutional changes are occurring. The 

combination of multi-valanced interpretative theories make it possible to slow down the pace 

of constitutional change while still allowing for improved understanding, either in deference to 

the wisdom of the past or with a humility that cautions incrementalism.568 This understanding 

has a similar logic to what the MK Chief Justice at that time, Jimly Asshiddiqie, had in mind 

 
567  Oil and Gas Law Case I, 206. 

568  Vicki C. Jackson and Jamal Greene, ‘Constitutional Interpretation in Comparative Perspective’ 
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when the Court adopted the approach. Asshiddiqie characterised the past and advanced a future 

incrementalism in reading Article 33 to find a solution to economic problems in the transition 

from an Indonesian state-controlled economy, which concentrated economic resources in the 

hands of the dominant military, political and economic power, into a liberal free market 

economy.569 Furthermore, he identified the actors whose interests needed to be balanced in 

reading the Article. Asshiddiqie referred to this as the actor element of societies (the state, 

private business and civil society).570  

In utilising this multi-valanced approach, I find that the Court combined at least two 

constitutional modalities of interpretation: an historical modality to look for the original intent 

behind Article 33 and its amendment; and a systematic modality to look for the contextual 

meaning of a text in relationship to the whole structure of the 1945 Constitution.  

The historical modality aims to look for the intention of the framers of the Article and 

amendment. As discussed in the previous section, the Court adheres to originalism to justify 

its interpretation of the Article. This adherence was apparent in Electricity Law Case I, which 

was subsequently affirmed in Oil and Gas Law Case I, where the Court gave Hatta’s opinion 

a prominent place in its rationale deciding the case.571 Subsequently, this was repeated in the 

Oil and Gas Law Case III.572 

The historic reading of Article 33 tried to balance between the role of the state and that 

of private business. Much of the discussion revolved around the phrase ‘state control’ in 

section 3, so that much of the historical interpretive analysis has been applied to extract the 

intention of the framers in defining ‘state control’. This discursive pattern was prominent in 
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the Oil and Gas Law Case I, where applicants specifically used the historical modality to argue 

the statist intent and meaning contained in phrase ‘state control’.573 One of the applicants’ 

expert witnesses, Sri Edi Swasono, dismissed the use of the Article 33 amendment section 4, 

insisting that the historical interpretation of Article 33 should take precedence.574  

The MK did not accept this argument. It is true that the MK did apply the historical 

method of determining the intention of the founders of the Constitution.575 The MK, however, 

went further. It held that the interpretation of the 1945 Constitution should be construed in light 

of the objectives of Indonesian as stated in the Preamble of the 1945 Constitution, including 

the ‘desire to live a free national life’ and ‘achieving social justice for all the people of 

Indonesia’.576 Arguably, the Court saw the 1945 Constitution as unifying structure of values 

and relationships that needed to be connected with the objectives of the Indonesian state. 

This method of interpretation is known in Indonesian legal scholarship as systematic 

interpretation (penafsiran sistemik).577 It is comparable to Germany’s method of constitutional 

interpretation.578 The systematic interpretation involved in constitutional reasoning 

underscores the critical importance of a constitution’s unity, in which ‘no single constitutional 

provision may be taken out of its context and interpreted’. Every constitutional principle must 

always be interpreted in such a way as to render it compatible with the fundamental principles 
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of the Constitution as whole.579 Consequently, there are two aspects of systematic 

interpretation: first, a constitutional interpretation must endeavour to relate to the fundamental 

objectives outlined in the Constitution; and second, the interpretation of a specific 

constitutional provision must be carried out in the context of the entire constitution. 

In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the MK identified four objectives of Indonesian state 

set out in the preamble of the Constitution: (1) to protect all Indonesians; (2) to advance the 

general welfare of the people; (3) to advance the education of the nation; and (4) to promote  

world peace based on the principles of independence and social justice. In the context of 

Article 33, one relevant objective is to advance the general welfare of the people. The Court 

connected this objective with its interpretation of the phrase, ‘greatest prosperity of the people’ 

in section 3 of Article 33.580  

The second application of systematic interpretation is found in the Forestry Law Case, 

in which the Court gave an explicit account of how Article 33 should be interpreted 

systematically. The Court explicitly stipulated that the exercise of state control of the five 

function of government (to regulate, to supervise, to create policies, to directly manage and to 

govern) must be based on the following principles:581 

1 The greatest prosperity of the people; 

2 Economic democracy guided by the principles of: 

a Togetherness;  

b Just efficiency; 

 
579  The Indonesian systematic interpretation has affinity with the common law maxim, ex 

antecedentibus et consequentibus fit optima interpretatio (the best interpretation is made from 

those matters which precede and those which follow). See Ballantine’s Law Dictionary (3rd ed, 

1969), p 425. 
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c Sustainability; 

d Environmental protection; 

3 Independence; 

4 A balance between progress and the unity of national economy. 

In this account, the MK clearly indicated that the interpretation of the article could not be 

interpreted solely on the basis of the phrase ‘state control’ alone. A host of other principles 

outlined above also need to be considered. 

The multi-valanced modality as applied by the MK had led to several precedents in 

reading the substantive meaning of Article 33. As discussed in the next section, this multi-

valanced method of interpretation created a spectrum of balanced interpretation that defines 

the role of the elements of society in the economy: the state, business enterprises and civil 

society and the people.  

The MK’s Substantive Reading of Article 33 

One of the advantages of the use of multi-valanced interpretation is that it permits a range of 

solutions. There is no single right answer for all time. In some cases, the Court contemplates a 

range of answers as constitutionally tolerable or plausible.582 This attitude dominated the MK’s 

initial reading of Article 33, in which the Court attempted to contemplate various solutions to 

Article 33 issues within the intent of Article 33’s constitutional amendment. 

These initial cases were decided during the MK’s first-generation under Chief Justice 

Jimly Asshiddiqie’s leadership. As discussed previously, for Asshiddiqie the challenge in 

reading Article 33 was to strike a balance of interest between three major different elements of 

society: the state, business enterprises and the civil society. I have used this tripartite 

framework to identify precedential interpretive modalities employed by the Court in reading 

Article 33. These precedents are extracted from my reading of the 11 seminal cases mentioned 
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earlier in this chapter. These precedents define the role and rights of each of element of society 

– that is, the state, private enterprises and the civil society/people in the economic sector under 

Article 33.  

The State 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the traditional interpretation of Article 33 emphasised the statist 

perspective in line with the Article’s original three sections. Two statist readings have been 

developed in the early cases: the use of SOEs as the most legitimate representative of the state 

in controlling the key economic sectors; and the government’s power to determine the price of 

goods/services. 

Article 33’s amendment, as discussed, was designed to allow for a more liberalised, 

market-based approach to the economy. In this section, I demonstrate that the MK, especially 

during its first-generation, attempted to meet this goal by reading the original iteration of 

Article 33 through the lens of its amendment. The Oil and Gas Law Case I  and the Electricity 

Law Case I are prime examples. 

The pre-amendment interpretation required the monopoly of economic control in key 

economic sectors by the state through SOEs. Article 33’s amendment allowed for the 

transformation this limitation on extra-state economic activity by inserting ‘just efficiency’ into 

section 4. Section 4 was used by the MK to deny the applicants’ request to nullify the Oil and 

Gas Law 2001 in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. This case established, indeed, a ‘just efficiency’ 

reading of Article 33 as amended. The ruling broadened the constitutional scope of economic 

participation under Article 33. According to the MK, this just efficiency reading of Article 33 

allows for competition private actors and SOEs if it delivers a ‘just’ result. Moreover, were 

competition SOEs and private enterprise is allowed under Article 33 it must be on an equal 

footing; SOEs cannot be preferred. The MK defined the just/equitable allocation of people’s 
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access to the goods/services produced in the sector as relating to the phrase ‘for the greatest 

prosperity of the people’, as stipulated in section 3 of Article 33.583 

The MK also read Article 33, as amended, through a ‘just efficiency’ lens in the Electricity 

Law Case I. However, the outcomes of the Oil and Gas Law Case I and the Electricity Law Case 

I were different. In the Electricity Law Case I, the MK declared the Electricity Law 2002 to be 

unconstitutional. The difference between outcomes of the two cases is difficult to reconcile. The 

MK tried to distinguish the opposite outcomes by citing a critical difference between the laws 

involved in each case. In the Electricity Law Case I, the MK explained that the government 

had failed to describe the ‘logical cascade of state control’ in the structure of the Electricity 

Law 2002. The MK defines ‘logical cascade of state control’ as reflection of state control idea 

in the structure of a law, notably, indicates in the heading of the law. Conversely, MK saw a 

clear, logical cascade of state control in the structure of the Oil and Gas Law 2001.584 This 

distinction is not satisfactory, however, given that the two laws adopted identical key reforms 

and followed a similar logical framework in their structure. The two laws stripped the SOEs – 

Pertamina in oil and gas sector, and PLN in the electricity sector – of controlling power and 

replaced it with a sector specific independent regulatory agency. Furthermore, both laws aimed 

to liberalise the sectors by allowing a more prominent role for private enterprises through 

competition. In one sense, the difference between the two decisions might be explained by how 

far the laws in issue satisfied the ‘just efficiency’ requirement of section 4. In essence, the 

applicants in the Electricity Law Case I successfully proved that the Electricity Law 2002 failed 

to deliver ‘just efficiency’ as required. Conversely, the government in the Oil and Gas Law 
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Case I successfully demonstrated that the Oil and Gas Law 2001 did provide ‘just efficiency’ 

as promised. 

An alternative explanation for the inconsistency can be found by examining the MK’s 

judgement in the Oil and Gas Law Case I in the context of the exchanges between the 

applicants and the government during the proceedings. In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the 

applicants put the efficiency argument in a minor position. And, many of their arguments 

ignored entirely the post-amendment addition of section 4. The applicants did argue about 

inefficiency that was caused by the unbundling system (separating upstream and downstream) 

in the oil and gas sector; nonetheless, the argument itself was only briefly discussed by Ramses 

Octavious Hutapea, an expert witness. It was supported further by an article written by Kurtubi, 

a Pertamina employee.585 Still, these two witnesses did not persuade the Court. In contrast, the 

applicants in the Electricity Law Case I challenged the efficiency of the law directly and 

forcefully through the testimony of Fabby Tumiwa and David Hall. It is safe to conclude that 

the testimony of David Hall, with his empirical claim about the failure of English liberalism, 

significantly influenced the MK decision to nullify the electricity law.586 

To take the analysis a bit further, there are two important principles in the ‘just 

efficiency’ test: (1) the adoption of a market based approach which the MK has justified on the 

word, efficiency; and (2) the requirement for efficiency in the approach adopted itself – that is, 

the market mechanism in a specific case must be capable of achieving a just/equitable 

allocation of the products/services in the sector as part of fulfilling the objective of state control 

that is ‘for the greatest possible prosperity of the people’. The MK’s acceptance of the operation 

of the free market based on the term ‘efficiency’ in the ‘just efficiency’ clause of section 4 is 
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shown by several passages in the decisions. In the Electricity Law Case I, the judges considered 

privatisation and competition, and said:  

the principle of just efficiency is stipulated in Article 33 section 4 … Article 33 of the 

1945 Constitution does not reject the idea of competition among business entities … as 

long as the competition does not abolish state control that includes the power to 

regulate, operate, manage, and supervise for the greatest possible prosperity for the 

people.587  

Likewise, in the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the wording appears to connect the ‘just efficiency’ 

wording with the operation of the free market – that is, privatisation and competition in the 

sector.588 Reading both passages, it can be concluded that MK accepted the idea of the 

operation of the free market in the key economic sectors based on the new concept of ‘just 

efficiency’ added by section 4.  

However, this expanded reading of Article 33 was not unlimited. The MK still 

maintained the statist element in its interpretation by protecting the state’s power to regulate 

and supervise key economic sectors, as well as powers to operate and manage state owned 

enterprises in competition with private enterprise. As the MK stated, the free market and private 

competition is permissible under Article 33 ‘as long as the competition does not abolish state 

control that includes the power to regulate, operate, manage, and supervised … for the greatest 

possible prosperity for the people’.589 This statist element appeared when the MK maintained 

that the state should exercise all government functions based on state control. 

Arguably, the MK in the Electricity Law Case I and the Oil and Gas Law Case I 

managed to reconcile the statist interpretation demand of the original sections 2 and 3 of 
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Article 33, and the liberal demand of Article 33’s amendment section 4. This was done through 

restructuring the concept of what it means to be under state control. The MK separated the two 

dimensions of state control –control over public ownership and control over private 

ownership.590 The Court contextualised state control over this dual ownership in terms of five 

government functions. Public ownership is embodied in the four of the five government 

functions – to regulate, to govern, to supervise and to create policy, while private ownership is 

represented by the direct management of an enterprise in a key economic sector. 

As the applicants suggested, the pre-amendment statist interpretation required the 

consolidation of these two ownerships embedded in the SOEs, thus prohibiting any private 

competition in the sector. Following the amendment of Article 33, the MK rejected this 

argument and held instead that free market operation and competition were permissible but had 

to be workable in the key economic sectors, without any need for the state to relinquish its 

government functions. The Court accepted that this could be accomplished in cases where 

public ownership and private ownership were separated.591 

The MK’s position was similar to that urged by the government in the cases. The 

government suggested the need to separate public and private ownership in order for the free 

market to operate. However, the MK’s and government’s reasoning had a subtle difference in 

terms of justifying the separation. The government saw the separation as an indication of 

diminishing of state control so that the government would function only as the regulator, 

whereas the MK saw the government functions under state control could not be diminished, 

but instead could be restructured.592 The difference between the Court’s and the government’s 
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positions in the interpretation has minimal practical consequences: both allow free market 

operation by separating public and private ownership in the state control. 

Another important reading of the ‘just efficiency’ principle related to the word ‘just’. 

The Court asserted that in an efficient system, the adoption of a market mechanism alone – that 

is, competition – is not sufficient to pass the constitutionality muster. This system should also 

provide a ‘just’ system that is a system that guarantees access for the people to the 

goods/services provided in the key economic sectors. In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the Court 

explicitly stipulated affordability and access to the fuel as a constitutional requirement 

underlying the greatest possible prosperity of the people: 

the principle for the greatest possible prosperity of the people contains an idea that it should 

provide affordable price and good quality of fuel. Additionally, it also should guarantee the 

availability of fuel for all segments of the people.593 

Likewise, in the Electricity Law Case I, the Court emphasised that Article 33 required a system 

to guarantee the availability of electricity for the people.594 The MK expanded on this 

requirement in discussing the merits of the liberal competitive system in the electricity sector. 

The Court stated that market competition should deliver on its promise to provide accessible 

electricity for all the people.595 The Court held, however, that the Electricity Law 2002 would 

fail to meet the ‘just efficiency’ requirement. Not all the people would benefit from the 

operation of the free market in the electricity sector. The Court considered that in the electricity 

sector, the liberal competitive system could only attract private enterprises in areas where the 
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electricity market had been established, such as in Java, Madura and Bali. In other areas that 

did not have a strong commercial interest, private enterprises would not participate.596  

Furthermore, in the Electricity Law Case I,  the MK suggested that the Electricity Law 2001 

created an uneven playing field between an Indonesia state owned-electricity company (Perusahaan 

Listrik Negara, PLN) and private companies, which diminished the power of PLN to provide a 

‘cross-subsidy’ for non-commercial areas. The Court explained that under a liberalised economic 

system, the government could not force private enterprises to operate in non-commercial areas, 

while the government could mandate SOEs to operate in non-commercial areas to ensure access to 

all the people. However, the competition in commercial areas would make PLN attract only a 

sufficient profit margin to prevent PLN from providing ‘cross-subsidy’ for the non-commercial 

areas. Consequently, this would deny people in the non-commercial areas outside Java, Madura 

and Bali access to electricity.597  

One mechanism highlighted by the MK to guarantee the access of goods and services 

produced in the economic sectors under Article 33 was through price control. The MK observed 

that ‘government intervention on price policy in economic sectors under Article 33 is the most 

tangible power of government’.598 These comments were in response to a challenge to the 

constitutionality of Article 28 sections 2 and 3 of the Oil and Gas Law 2001, which prioritise the 

market mechanism over government control. The MK declared this arrangement to be 

unconstitutional; the government should not be limited in determining the price of fuels based only 

on the market, because to do so would be against the requirements of economic democracy 

contained in the Constitution.599 Accordingly, the Court subordinated section 4 of Article 33 to 
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prefer the statist element of sections 2 and 3 of Article 33. Unfortunately, the Court did not explain 

in detail in how the law violated Article 33 section 4. Nonetheless, one can speculate about the 

MK’s intention from a passage in this decision that says ‘[in determining price] the Government 

can consider many aspects, including proclaiming the prices based on market mechanism’.600  

From the analysis of these two cases, the MK preferred the liberalising intent of the 

Article 33 amendment but left the pre-amendment statist interpretation in place on pricing. 

Despite the outcome in the Electricity Law Case I, further analysis reveals that the reason for the 

MK’s decision to strike down the law as unconstitutional was not on account of a rejection of 

the operation of the market economy in the key economic sectors. Rather, it was attributable to 

the failure of the government to convince the Court that liberalisation in electricity would result 

in the ‘just efficiency’ required by the amendment. This precedent was upheld for at least a 

decade, until MK adopted an opposite position on section 4 in the Oil and Gas Law Case III.  

Private Enterprise 

As explained previously, the participation of private enterprises in key sectors of the economy 

under Article 33 comes from the restructuring of the state’s role under the state control clause. 

In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the Court restructured the state’s role by allowing the separation 

of the private ownership and public ownership dimensions. This separation overturned the pre-

amendment statist interpretation of Article 33, which required the consolidation of private and 

public ownership dimensions in state control in SOEs.601 Consequently, this arrangement 

allowed for competition in the key economic sectors, and thus SOEs had equal, rather than 

controlling, status with other private business enterprises. 
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The interests of private enterprises, however, remained weak even after the amendment of 

Article 33. The participating private enterprises were still subject to strong government control. For 

instance, in the Electricity Law Case I and Oil and Gas Law Case I, the Court required that the five 

government functions under state control could not be reduced. Consequently, the Court still 

permitted government intervention in the private business entities that operate in the Article 33 

sectors through, for instance, share ownership that could still influence the operation on the 

business entity.602 In the oil and gas sector, the Court outlined the concept of ‘pengendalian 

manajemen operasi’ clauses (the management clauses) as part of the kontrak kerja sama (Contract 

of Cooperation, CoC) contained in the Oil and Gas Law 2001 as important for the constitutionality 

of the law.603 

Some have argued that the liberal outcome of Article 33’s amendment came from 

conflating the reading of Article 33 with human rights clauses of the new Article 28, notably 

the guarantee of private property as stipulated in Article 28H section 4.604 Nonetheless, the 

Court has consistently rejected and refuted any attempt to connect private involvement within 

the framework of a guarantee of private property, and human rights more broadly. This was 

apparent in the Limited Liability Law Case.605 

In this case, the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce (Ikatan Kamar Dagang Indonesia, 

IKADIN) and a few other Indonesian private entrepreneurs challenged the constitutionality of 

Article 74 Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the Limited Liability Law 2007, which required mandatory 
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corporate social responsibility (CSR) reporting for companies. The applicants argued that the 

mandatory CSR requirement was against Article 33 section 4 and Article 28I(2) of the 1945 

Constitution, as amended.606 The applicants asserted that the mandatory CSR requirement was 

against the phrase ‘just efficiency’ because it would increase the production/operational costs 

of companies and serve as another tax burden.607 Furthermore, the applicants argued that the 

mandatory requirement of CSR reporting only for private enterprises in the form of limited 

liability companies was discriminatory, because it did not cover other forms of for-profit 

entities. This arrangement, it was argued, was unconstitutional.608   

The MK rejected all these arguments. The MK held that the Indonesian economic 

system, which is established on the basis of Article 33, including section 4, needs to include 

the collective spirit of the ‘familial’ principle of Article 33 section 1. It is not exclusively an 

individual or liberal economic system premised on rights. Furthermore, a rights-based 

individual and liberal economic system would be against the economic democracy principle.609 

In its judgment, the MK refused to see Article 33 from the perspective of human rights.  

Another instance of the Court’s refusal to read Article 33 through a property rights lens 

is the Oil and Gas Law Case I judgment. On the question of Article 28’s constitutionality, the 

Court declared that Article 28 of the Oil and Gas Law 2001 was unconstitutional because of 

the phrase ‘diberi wewenang’ (delegation of authority) that it contained. For the Court, the 

delegation of authority would eventually lead to the transfer of administrative rights to private 

enterprises, and thus create a ‘property’ interest in the transfer for the private enterprise. In 

addition, and more importantly, this arrangement would impermissibly reduce the scope of 
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state control under Article 33 and this transfer and reduction was constitutionally infirm.610 

Nonetheless, the Court has recognised private ownership in Article 33 sectors – for instance, 

in the water sector. In the Water Resource Law Case I, the Court constitutionally held the 

constitutionality of private ownership of water (water commercial right, Hak Guna Usaha Air). 

Despite this recognition, the Court still subjected the exercise of fulfilment of rights to water, 

in which the government must ensure the fulfilment of rights to clean water of the people as its 

main priority in the face of the commercial rights of private enterprises.611 This position was 

reversed in 2014 of the Water Resource Law Case II.612  

In conclusion, the role of private enterprises in the economic sector under Article 33 

has improved, but it remains weak, even after the amendment.. Based on the ‘just efficiency’ 

clause, private enterprises were constitutionally given equal footing with SOEs, although they 

were still subjected to strong government control over their operations. 

Civil Society 

Civil society and its participation in the economy is relatively new in Article 33 discourse. 

Initially, the discourse was limited to the role of the state, private business and small 

enterprises/cooperatives. The inclusion of civil society within the Article 33 framework was a 

result of the active engagement of civil society in conducting judicial review challenges, and 

possibly to a greater extent in contemporary narratives of governance and development that 

positioned civil society as a separate element, apart from the state and business.613 This thesis 
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defines civil society in broad terms as a non-state and non-profit groups that are linked by 

common interests and collective activities.614 

In the Article 33 cases, many of the civil society groups involved were either 

masyarakat adat (aboriginal community), or local people impacted by natural resource 

development projects and the NGO representing their interests.615 It was in this context that the 

Court developed constitutional principles to protect the rights of civil society based on its 

reading of Article 33. The human rights assigned by the Court to these civil society actors are 

tied to specific interests, such as the right to participate in development and recognition of 

existing communal aboriginal rights.616 

While Chapter XA of the amended Indonesian Constitution provides for a host of civil, 

political, economic and social human rights, the MK has bootstrapped constitutional human rights 

protection for civil society actors to Article 33.617 This began with the Court’s reading of Article 

33 in the Water Resource Law Case 2004, in which the Court put the primacy of the human right 

to water above commercial interests. The Court outlined that, in order to achieve the right to water: 

(1) water resource management should be done transparently; (2) public participation should be 

actively encouraged; and (3) respect should be given to the existing customary law of aboriginal 

communities related to water usage.618 The Court did not specify which Article of Chapter XA 
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a Wandering Court: Socio-Economic Rights in the Indonesian Constitutional Court’ 16(2) (2016) 
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mandates these arrangements in connection with water.619 It is reasonable to speculate that the 

rights actually do not come from any Article, but rather from the principle of economic democracy 

stipulated in Article 33’s amendment section 4. The Court held that  

even though the state has the right to control water, because water contains a human 

right aspect, thus water management must be done transparently, actively encouraging 

public participation, and respectful to customary law of aboriginal communities 

regarding water, thus this principle will establish democratisation in the water 

management.620 

The MK has reaffirmed this view in the Investment Law Case. In this case, the MK 

asserted that, ‘Article 33 contains social and economic rights of citizens. Thus, to protect these 

constitutional rights requires the state’s active involvement in the economy.’621 This principle 

has been further defined and refined in the Small and Coastal Law Case, where the Court 

reaffirmed the rights protection principle, but this time with a different emphasis. The MK in 

the Small Islands and Coastal Management Law emphasised the phrase ‘economic democracy’ 

in implying the rights, but the MK also relied on the phrase ‘greatest possible prosperity of the 

people’.622 Furthermore, the Court developed four measures to determine ‘greatest possible 

prosperity of the people’: (1) the actual benefit for the people; (2) the equal distribution of 

resources for the people; (3) the level of participation in determining how to develop the 

 
619  The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in General Comment No. 15 

(2002) recognised that an independent right to water arises from Articles 11 and 12 of the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, UN Doc. E/C.12/2002/11 

(20 January 2003). 

620  Ibid., 497. 

621  Investment Law Case 2010, 185. 

622  Small Islands and Coastal Management Case 2010, 161. 
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resource; and (4) respect for the rights of people that have been passed on for generations.623 

The empowerment of participation and respect for the rights of the people have since been 

reaffirmed in several other cases.624  

In conclusion, the element of civil society interest has been defined strongly by the 

Court. Two noticeable constitutional principles – participation and rights of the people – are 

going to be important for defining any laws that govern natural resources development, 

including oil and gas. 

IV Critique of the Oil and Gas Law Case III Based on the MK’s Article 33 Precedents 

The departure of the Oil and Gas Law Case III from the previous precedent in the Oil and Gas 

Law I has raised two fundamental questions: Can these opposite rulings be reconciled? And, if 

not, which interpretation of Article 33 is to be preferred? My answer to the first question is no, 

as the Oil and Gas Law Case III has returned the MK to the pre-amendment statist 

interpretation, completely disregarding the intention behind the addition of section 4 to 

Article 33 and the rule and reasoning announced in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. In connection 

with the second question, I argue below that the preferred interpretation is that set out by the 

MK in the Oil and Gas Law Case I and its subsequent decisions by the Court prior to the Oil 

and Gas Law Case III. 

The Rationale of the Oil and Gas Law Case III 

After more than a decade of stable interpretation, the MK reversed its position regarding the 

interpretation of Article 33, notably, in reviewing the constitutionality of Oil and Gas Law 2002. 

 
623  Ibid. 

624  Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision Number 32/PUU-VIII/2010 on Judicial Review Law 

Number 4 Year 2009 (Mining Law Case 2010); and Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision 

Number 72/PUU-VII/2010 on Judicial Review Law Number 41 Year 1999 (Forestry Law Case 

2011). 
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In 2012, a group of civil society actors driven by Muhammadiyah, one of the most prominent 

Islamic organisations in Indonesia, launched a series of constitutional challenges to laws that they 

considered an unfair IMF imposition.625 One of these was the Oil and Gas Law 2002. 

In the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the Court reversed its position on the interpretation of 

Article 33 set out in the Oil and Gas Law Case I. The Court abandoned the ‘just efficiency’ reading 

and replaced it with a pre-amendment statist reading that made state interests – with SOEs as the 

state’s representative – paramount in the key economic sectors. The revival of a state-centric 

reading by the MK indicates a preference one again for SOEs to control natural resources. One of 

the main reasons cited by the MK for abolishing BP Migas was its inability to perform a 

‘commercial function’ or exercise direct management of the sector. However, this decision was 

split, with one of the nine judges, Judge Harjono, dissenting from the majority opinion. 

While the majority rejected BP Migas’s constitutionality based on the limits of its functions, 

Judge Harjono focused on the appointment of the head of BP Migas.626 For Judge Harjono, 

BP Migas was a representative of both the president and the DPR, because the head of BP Migas 

was appointed by the president and confirmed by the DPR. For Judge Harjono, this appointment 

model indicated that BP Migas was indeed a representative of the state in the implementation of 

state control and did not contravene Article 33. Furthermore, Judge Harjono criticised the 

application of ‘potential constitutional loss’ in deciding the substantive issue of the case. The 

majority asserted that BP Migas’s unconstitutionality was also necessitated because of the 

‘potential’ abuse of power by BP Migas due to its institutional design. The majority reasoned 

that the requirement of ‘potential constitutional loss’ needed to establish constitutional standing, 

 
625  Mahardika Satria, Tempo.co. 

626  Oil and Gas Law Case III, 123. 
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supported using ‘potential abuse’ as a touchstone to evaluate Article 33’s substantive 

constitutional question.627 

For Judge Harjono, the analogy did not hold. The application of  ‘potential constitutional 

loss’ doctrine628 is distinctly different from a merely hypothetical abuse of power.629 Arguably, 

however, Judge Harjono’s opinion highlighting the appointment process was too simplistic on 

the constitutional question and has the potential to undermine the purpose of Article 33. While I 

agree with Judge Harjono about the inapplicability of ‘potential constitutional loss’ doctrine, I 

do not believe that the majority based their decision on this particular argument, rather their ratio 

decidendi was on the application of ‘three-tiers of effectivity’ doctrine in reading Article 33, and 

subsequent application in evaluating Oil and Gas Law 2001. 

The majority’s position in the Oil and Gas Law Case III indicates the return of the pre-

amendment statist interpretation based on the consolidation of public and private ownership in 

the hands of SOEs. The MK developed this new argument by inventing the concept of ‘tiers of 

effectivity’ in the implementation of the five government functions. The MK theorises that the 

way that the government functions under state control is constructed into one of three tiers, 

depending on the extent to which the activity achieves the greatest possible prosperity of the 

people. The MK argues that the most constitutional form of the state control tiers is the first 

tier, which is where the state – that is, SOEs – controls almost every aspect of the key economic 

sector, including ownership by the government, the commercial functions, and the functions of 

 
627  Oil and Gas Law Case III, 107. 

628   The potential loss doctrine is a doctrine that developed to assess legal standing of applicants 

pursuant to Art. 51 (1) of Law Number 23 Year 2003 on Constitutional Court. The doctrine 

stipulates, the applicant’s loss – in assessing legal standing – should not be limited to the actual 

loss per se, but also potential constitutional loss. See Bisaryadi, ‘Membedah Doktrin Kerugian 

Konstitusional (Examining Constitutional Loss Doctrine), 2017, 14 (1) Jurnal Konstitusi, 23. 

629  Oil and Gas Law Case III, 123. 
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government. On the second tier, the government functions as a policy-maker, while on the third 

tier the government only functions as a regulator/supervisor.630 

The MK reasons that the first tier allows the state to acquire the most significant wealth 

generated from key economic sectors. The MK asserts that this is why the first tier is the most 

constitutional form of state control. The Court assumes without evidence that the wealth 

accumulation generated by SOEs on behalf of the state would eventually benefit the people, 

thus impacting the people most.631 Arguably, this rationale is rooted in Soepomo’s integralism 

concept in defining state control to equate the state’s interests with the people’s interests, thus 

creating the primacy of state above private individual rights. 

The Departure of Oil and Gas Law Case III from MK’s Precedents 

The Oil and Gas Law Case III departed in two ways from the interpretative approach set by 

the precedents discussed earlier in this Chapter and from the substantive precedents that have 

used Hatta’s intent in reading Article 33. This section considers these departures. I attribute the 

MK’s error in this case to two factors. First, in the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the MK used 

only a single method of interpretation when reading Article 33. Second, the MK 

mischaracterised Hatta’s intent related to Article 33, merging it with Soepomo’s intent. 

The Departure from MK’s Interpretative Approach Precedent 

In the Oil and Gas Law Case III decision, the Court merely focused on the interpretation of 

Article 33 sections 2 and 3. Without any explanation, the Court disregarded the applicability 

of section 4 as it had been applied in previous cases. The MK majority in the Oil and Gas Law 

Case III judgment selectively refers to a very few passages of the Oil and Gas Law Case I. The 

passages selected are all focused on the discussion of the ‘statist element’ in the Oil and Gas 

 
630  Oil and Gas Law Case III, 101. 

631  Ibid., 101. 
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Law Case I judgment. This statist element requires that government maintain the exercise of 

all five government functions. The judgment in the Oil and Gas Law Case III disregarded the 

detailed passages addressing the new section 4, which provided the basis for the holding in 

Case I. One is left to wonder why this is so and whether it was deliberate.  

The Court’s cursory dismissal of section 4 made it impossible for the MK to apply the 

method of interpretation established in the Oil and Gas Law Case I and the Forestry Law Case 

precedents. As I argued earlier, the MK in these two cases adopted a multi-valanced approach 

that rejected a single method of interpretation of a constitutional provision. In the Oil and Gas 

Law Case III judgment has applied a single interpretative method that was the historical 

modality and left out the systematic modality requiring the inclusion of Article 33’s amendment 

section 4.  

Additionally, while it is correct to say that the Court in the  Oil and Gas Law Case III 

did not depart from adherence to originalism, and thus remained within the limits of the 

precedent, the Court mischaracterised the intent of Hatta as that of Soepomo, which I will 

discuss in the next section. Therefore, I argue that the originalism used in the Oil and Gas Law 

Case III has less credibility. It is undermined by many MK decisions that recognises Hatta, not 

Soepomo, as the legitimate voice of the intention behind original Article 33.632 

The Departure from the Court’s Substantive Precedent 

The departure of the Oil and Gas Law Case III from its own substantive precedent arises 

because of the MK’s mischaracterisation of Hatta’s intent in Case III. The MK referred to Hatta 

as justifying the development of the new “tiers of effectivity” that it now reads into Article 33. 

 
632  Electricity Law Case 2004, 331; First Oil and Gas Law Case 2012, 101. 
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The Court quoted passages from a paper Hatta presented to the 1977 seminar.633 The Court 

focused primarily on elaborating this passage, in which Hatta defines a strategy to implement 

Article 33. Hatta asserted that, ideally, the operation of key economic sectors under Article 33 

be undertaken by government with the help of capital, including foreign capital if required; if 

this strategy did not work, then Hatta argued that the government should allow, with certain 

conditions, foreign capital to operate in Indonesia more freely. He further emphasised that the 

introduction of foreign capital must give the greatest opportunity for Indonesians to work.634 

Based on these later ideas of Hatta, the Court then invented the three tiers of effectivity. 

As explained earlier, the tiers of effectivity assumes three scenarios of state control 

constitutionality required to achieve ‘the greatest possible prosperity for the people’. Under 

this new doctrine, as noted, the MK asserted that the most constitutional form of state control 

was for the government to directly conduct business operations in key economic sectors under 

Article 33, based on the government having all the necessary resources, capital, technology 

and management that are constitutionally required to directly operate a business.635  

There are at least two problems with the MK’s characterisation of Hatta’s argument in 

the Oil and Gas Law Case III. First, as Butt and Siregar suggest, the Court apparently cherry-

picked Hatta’s argument in the 1977 article. Arguably, the Court ignored an important passage 

from the writing, in which Hatta emphasises the role of the state in creating regulation that 

helps to enable economic activities and rebuffs the idea that the state must directly operate 

business activities in the key economic sectors. Furthermore, Hatta asserts that such regulation 

 
633  Mohammed Hatta, Ruslan Abdul Gani and Mashuri, ‘Penjabaran Pasal 33 Undang-Undang Dasar 

1945’. 

634  Ibid. 

635  Oil and Gas Law Case III, 101. 
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is intended to ensure the prevention of economic exploitation and oppression of the weak from 

the wealthy, not necessarily that the state should dominate the economy.636 

Second, the Court failed to understand the distinction between ‘private enterprises’ and 

‘foreign capital’. I argue that private enterprises within the context of the writing refer to 

pribumi (local Indonesian) enterprises, as opposed to foreign/non-Indonesian private 

enterprises. Arguably, Hatta’s writing was intended to oppose the domination of the latter, 

while being permissive of the involvement of the former. Therefore, Hatta was not against 

private enterprises; he was merely against, or at least required more scrutiny of the involvement 

of,  private foreign enterprises. In other words, the passage contained a nationalistic idea, rather 

than a statist idea.637 

There are two pieces of evidence to support this argument. First, it is supported by Butt 

and Siregar’s reading of Hatta’s text. These scholars recognise that Hatta’s intention was to 

advocate state control to regulate, rather than to directly operate and dominate, the economy. 

Second, the argument approaches Hatta’s writing and his broader philosophical position with 

blinders on. One important passage of the text that was ignored by the Court reads:  

State control [within the meaning of Article 33, section (2) and (3)] does not mean that 

the state functions as entrepreneur [ondernermer]. It is more accurate to say that state 

 
636  Mohammed Hatta, Ruslan Abdul Gani and Mashuri, ‘Penjabaran Pasal 33 Undang-Undang Dasar 

1945’, 28. 

637  The nationalistic idea was prominent among the Indonesian founding fathers. This movement is 

known as indigenism. See David Bourchier, ‘Indonesianising Indonesia: Conservative 

Indigenism in an Age of Globalisation’ (1998) 2(3) Social Semiotics 203; Thee Kian Wie, 

‘Indonesianization Economic Aspect of Decolonialization in Indonesia in the 1950s’ in 

J. Thomas Linblad and Peter Post, Indonesian Economic Decolonization in Regional and 

International Perspective An Introduction (KITLV Press, 2009). 
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control is in making regulation to make the economy run smoothly, regulations that 

prohibit people with capital ‘sucking dry’ the weak.638  

In his much earlier writing, closer to the adoption of the 1945 Constitution, Hatta also 

emphasised a similar idea. In a pamphlet criticising Sukarno’s guided economy, he focused on 

the role of ‘private initiative’ in the economy.639 In another work defining Sosialisme Indonesia 

(Indonesia Socialisms), Hatta argued that  

state control does not mean the government should conduct the business operation by 

itself – become an entrepreneur – with all of its bureaucracy; rather, the government 

can create a policy on the economy.  

Hatta then argued that the choice of who would undertake the operations in the Article 33 

sectors depended on the social structure and development of the society. Socialism also 

requires efficiency in conducting business.640  

It is very clear that Hatta refuted the idea of state control being interpreted as the total 

control of the state. Arguably, Hatta’s philosophical ideas should also reflect our understanding 

of the meaning of Hatta’s intent towards Article 33. The philosophical approach to the 

constitutional method focuses on embodying abstract moral and political principles in reading 

the original intent of the constitutional provisions.641 Based on this understanding, as I argued 

in Chapter 2, Hatta’s philosophical position was situated within social democracy, which 

advocated strong government control, but still acknowledged – even pushed for – greater 

 
638  Mohammed Hatta, Ruslan Abdul Gani and Mashuri, ‘Penjabaran Pasal 33 Undang-Undang Dasar 

1945’, 28. 

639  Mohammad Hatta, Ekonomi Terpimpin [Guided Economy] (Djambatan 1960) 48.  

640  Mohammad Hatta, Persoalan Ekonomi Sosialis Indonesia (Problem on Indonesia Sosialist 

Economy) (Djambatan, 1963), 25.  

641  James E Fleming, ‘Fidelity, Change and the Good Constitution’ (2014) 62 (3) The American 

Journal of Comparative Law 515, 517.  
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participation of private enterprises. Furthermore, as discussed in detail in Chapter 2, Hatta 

construed Article 33 as connected to other constitutional provisions. This method of 

constitutional interpretation is similar to the interpretative method set up in the precedents. 

Hatta connected the reading of Article 33 with Article 27 section 2, which guarantees the right 

to work and earn a decent living.642  

Additionally, Hatta connected the reading of Article 33 to two constitutional provisions 

in the 1950 Provisional Constitution.643 These were Article 26 and Article 37 section 2. 

Article 26 stipulated the protection of property rights. As discussed earlier, this reading of 

Article 33 was proposed by Sri Adiningsih to change the statist/socialistic paradigm of the 

Indonesian Constitution; to make it more receptive to the market mechanism. Additionally, 

Article 37 section 2 was an explicit constitutional guarantee of the involvement of private 

enterprises; it stipulates that, ‘notwithstanding any limitation that might determine for public 

interest based on laws, thus to anyone who to the best of his/her abilities, and talents can 

participate in developing national wealth resources’. Hatta interpreted this constitutional 

 
642  Mohammad Hatta, Ekonomi Terpimpin, 50. 

643  From a legal analysis perspective, Hatta’s usage of constitutional provisions from the 1950 

Provisional Constitution was not warranted because at that time – during the guided economy era 

– the 1950 Provisional Constitution had been revoked and replaced by the previous 

1945 Constitution. I can only speculate that Hatta’s reference to the provisions of the 1950 

Constitution were because the 1945 Constitution lacked any human rights guarantee. Hatta 

battled fiercely for the inclusion of human rights guarantee, yet he only managed to achieve two 

rights guarantees: the right to work and a decent living, and freedom of association/assembly. 

Hatta’s reference to these two articles from 1950 Provisional Constitution indicates that his 

aspiration for a human rights guarantee had not changed from the time when he fought for human 

rights to be included in the 1945 Constitution, thus affirming his philosophical position that 

refuted statism, including its application in Article 33. See Chapter 2 discussion.  
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provision along with Article 33 as the state encouraging, or at least not prohibiting, private 

initiative.644 

A second critique of the MK’s decision in Case III relates to the rationale behind the 

new ‘tiers of effectivity’ concept. This is located in a passage that reads, ‘with the state’s direct 

operation of business in economic sectors under Article 33 it is sure that all the profits generated 

can flow to state coffers. This state profit can indirectly be beneficial for the prosperity of the 

people.’645 This passage reflects Soepomo’s philosophical position rather than that of Hatta. In 

Chapter 2, I characterised Soepomo’s philosophical position as integralism that borrowed – 

according to David Bourchier – his philosophical ideas from the German Romantic tradition 

of the nineteenth century. Such ideas assumed that the state was a thorough representation of 

the whole of organised society, and thus functioning to shape and articulate the common 

interests of the people.646 This integralism idea equates the interests of the state with the 

interests of the people, making the benefit to the state also a benefit to the people. Soepomo’s 

integralism resulted in a statist reading of Article 33. The criteria for involvement were based 

on the ‘state’s best interest’, which requires state interest to be given primacy.647  

There are two reasons to reject Soepomo’s philosophical reading of Article 33. First, as 

discussed in the previous section, the MK determined that it was Hatta’s intent that was relevant 

to the interpretation of Article 33. Second, Soepomo’s philosophical reading of Article 33 is 

against the intent of Article 33. Moreover, it is also against the intent of the drafters of the 

constitutional amendment. As discussed in Chapter 3, the intention of the constitutional 

 
644  Mohammad Hatta, Ekonomi Terpimpin, 50. 

645  Oil and Gas Law Case 2012, 101. 

646  David Bourchier, The Illiberal Democracy in Indonesia The Ideology of the Family State 

(Routledge, 2015). 

647  Ibid. 
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amendment is to accommodate the aspiration for the establishment of constitutional 

democracy.648 The refusal of Soepomo’s integralism towards the adoption of human rights 

provisions and a judicial review process in the Constitution indicates that Soepomo’s 

philosophy contradicts the fundamental principles contained in the constitutional 

amendments.649 Likewise, Soepomo’s integralism is also contrary to intention behind the 

amendment of Article 33 that is, an intent that seeks congruence between ekonomi pasar 

(market economy) and ekonomi kekeluargaan (economic solidarity/familial economy).650 This 

reading of Article 33 and its amendment goes against Soepomo’s integralism, which advocates 

statism in defining the solidarity of the familial economy, which features a strong collective 

element, where Soepomo puts the state as the representative of the collective.  

V MK’s Current Reading of Article 33 After the Oil and Gas Law Case III Decision 

We are left with the question of what comes after the Oil and Gas Law Case III. Has a decade 

worth of precedent been replaced by the new reading of Article 33?. The answer to this question 

is mixed at this point. There are at least three decisions worth noting in thinking about the 

future: the Oil and Gas Law Case IV;  the Water Resource Law Case II;651 and the Electricity 

Law Case II.652 

 
648  See Denny Indrayana, Indonesia Constitutional Reform 1999–2002: An Evaluation of 

Constitution-Making in Transition (Kompas, 2008). 

649  The discussion of how Soepomo’s integralism does not fit with the aspiration to constitutional 

democracy can be seen in Adnan Buyung Nasution, The Aspiration for Constitutional 

Government in Indonesia: A Socio-Legal Study of the Indonesian Konstituante, 1956–1959 

(Pustaka Sinar Harapan, 1992). 

650  W.S. Koentjoro, Naskah Komprehensif Perubahan Undang-Undang Dasar Negara Republik 

Indonesia Tahun 1945, 700. 

651  Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision Number 085/PUU-XI/2013 [Indonesia Republic, 2013]. 

652  Indonesia Constitutional Court Decision Number 111/PUU-XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 

2015]. 
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In the Oil and Gas Law Case IV, the applicants questioned the constitutionality of BPH 

Migas, a sibling of the unconstitutional BP Migas, which regulated the downstream oil and gas 

sector. Like BP Migas, BPH Migas was also designed based on the IRA model. Surprisingly, 

despite the similar characteristics of BP Migas and BPH Migas, the Court upheld the 

constitutionality of BPH Migas. The Court’s treatment of the application of ‘tiers of effectivity’ 

to BPH Migas case was unsatisfactory. The MK skated over the issue and merely observed that 

the upstream, and downstream oil and gas sector were different. As the upstream oil and gas 

sector related directly to natural resource development, it should be controlled through the ‘first 

tier of effectivity’, whereas the function of BPH Migas was only to guarantee fuel distribution 

and an IRA was acceptable under Article 33.653  

The Water Resource Law Case II judgment tells a different story. In this case, the MK 

showed a statist approach by declaring the government actions that followed Water Resource 

Law Case I  to be unconstitutional. The MK reasoned that the government had not followed 

the guidelines prescribed in the Water Resources Law Case I. The Court further declared that 

the SOEs should be given priority to conduct business in the water sector.654 This follows in 

the footsteps of a statist interpretation of Article 33 outlined in the Oil and Gas Law Case III. 

In contrast, the Electricity Law Case II took a different position to that of the Water Resource 

Law Case II, with the Court not following the pre-amendment statist interpretation outlined in 

the Oil and Gas Law Case III. This case challenged the Electricity Law 2009,655 which was 

enacted in response the Electricity Law Case I. Many have argued that this law is no different 

from the Electricity Law 2002. The only difference is that the Electricity Law 2009 did not 

have the IRA as a regulatory and supervisory institution. It still maintains the privatisation of 

 
653  Oil and Gas Law Case IV, 75. 

654  Water Resource Law Case II, 138. 

655  Law Number 30 Year 2009 on Electricity (the Indonesia Republic, 2009). 
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the sector, through the involvement of independent power producers (IPPs) in supplying 

electricity. The applicants saw this as a government deviation to the Electricity Law Case I 

decision. In response to the applicant’s argument, the Court considered that state control did 

not prohibit the involvement of private enterprises. Furthermore, in the Court’s view, the law 

did not mandate the involvement of non-SOEs in the electricity sector.656 

VI Concluding Remarks 

This chapter has discussed the constitutional interpretation of Article 33 after the 2002 

constitutional amendment in light of the Oil and Gas Law Case III, which reached an opposite 

result to the Oil and Gas Law Case I and the developments that followed in the amendment’s 

first decade. It suggested that the departure of the Oil and Gas Law Case III from the Oil and 

Gas Law Case I was due to two factors: the change in the composition of the MK benched 

between the two decisions; and the inconclusiveness of the 2002 constitutional amendment to 

Article 33. The composition of the bench in the Oil and Gas Law Case III consisted of a 

significant number of politicians, which made the Court much more susceptible to political 

pressure. Since the departure of the IMF in 2006, there has been a strong movement from 

political forces in Indonesia to reverse the laws produced under IMF direction and to head to 

statist-nationalist economic policies. This political atmosphere evidently influenced the Court, 

which was then reflected in the Oil and Gas Law Case III, which revived the pre-amendment 

statist interpretation of Article 33. In this chapter, I also pointed to the inconclusiveness of the 

2002 amendment of Article 33, which has provided leeway to provide for statist-nationalist 

politics to influence the Court. This is due to the failure of the constitutional amendment to 

eliminate or amend the original provisions of Article 33 in sections 2 and 3, where the 

supposedly liberal interpretation hinged on the vague term of ‘just efficiency’ of section 4. 

 
656  Stefanus Hendrianto, ‘The Divergence of a Wandering Court’, 226–7. 
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I also found that, prior to the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the MK had developed 

precedents that arguably reflected the intention of Article 33’s amendment section 4, while at 

the same time attempting to accommodate the intention of Article 33’s original stipulations in 

sections 1, 2 and 3. These precedents determined the interpretive as well as the substantive 

dimensions of constitutional interpretation. These precedents were ignored by the Oil and Gas 

Law Case III, which undermines the credibility of this judgment. Subsequent Court decisions 

have declined to follow the judgment reached in the Oil and Gas Law Case III, apart from one 

decision, the Water Resource Law Case II. Therefore, in discussing the application of the 

constitutional principle to Article 33 with regard to the Indonesian future oil and gas legal 

framework after the Oil and Gas Law Case II decision, this thesis argues that the analysis 

should be based on the initial decision of the MK and the precedents that it developed prior to 

the Oil and Gas Law Case III judgment. 
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Chapter 5 

The Application of Article 33’s Constitutional 

Requirements to the Upstream Oil and Gas Regulatory 

Framework 

In this chapter, I employ the forgoing analysis of Article 33 and the jurisprudence that has 

provided interpretive guidance to evaluate issues raised for the Indonesia Oil and Gas 

Regulatory Framework. The discussion relates to three essential upstream oil and gas 

regulatory frameworks: institutional regulatory governance; the model contract; and public 

participation. The discussion focusses on the current Oil and Gas Bill being discusseed in the 

Parliament that is intended to replace the Oil and Gas Law 2001. It gives special consideration 

to the implications of the Oil and Gas Law Case III. 

I evaluate the proposed Bill in two ways. First, I evaluate it against the constitutional 

requirements developed by the MK prior to the Oil and Gas Law Case III. I gauge whether the 

application of those constitutional requirements raises any problems for the new oil and gas 

regulatory framework, as proposed. As explained in the previous chapter, I have opted to use 

the decade of MK precedent developed prior to the Oil and Gas Law Case III because it is 

based on better reasons and better reflects the original Article 33 and its amendment. Second, 

I evaluate the Bill against the regulatory ‘best practice’ system in the industry globally. This 

evaluation is done through comparisons between Indonesia’s current system and those of other 

jurisdictions, notably Norway. Additionally, specifically for the model contract, I also compare 

Indonesia’s system with that of Malaysia, a state with similar developmental aspirations. 

I begin by discussing Indonesia’s existing upstream oil and gas legal framework before 

engaging in the comparative analysis in order to seek a ‘better’ regulatory framework. I then 
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consider whether the Bill can pass constitutional muster with the comparisons drawn. The 

chapter concludes with concrete recommendations for the Oil and Gas Bill. 

I Indonesia’s Existing Upstream Oil and Gas Legal Framework 

Indonesia’s existing oil and gas legal framework is governed by the Oil and Gas Law 2001 and 

several delegated regulations pertaining to the law. These delegated regulations are the 

Upstream Government Regulation 2004,657 the Upstream Government Regulation 2009,658 the 

SKK Migas President Regulation 2012,659 the Upstream Management President Regulation 

2013,660 the Cost Recovery Government Regulation 2010,661 the PSC Gross Split Regulation662 

 
657  Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 35 Tahun 2004 tentang Kegiatan Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas 

Bumi [Government Regulation Number 35 Year 2004 on Business Activities in Upstream Oil 

and Gas Sector] (the Upstream Government Regulation 2004). 

658  Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 55 Tahun 2009 Tentang Perubahan Kedua Atas Peraturan 

Pemerintah Nomor 35 Tahun 2004 tentang Kegiatan Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi 

[Government Regulation Number 55 Year 2009 on Second Amendment on Government 

Regulation Number 35 Year 2004 on Business Activities in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (the 

Upstream Government Regulation 2009). 

659  Peraturan Presiden Nomor 95 Tahun 2012 tentang Pengalihan Tugas dan Fungsi Kegiatan 

Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Presidential Regulation Number 95 Year 2012 on Transfer 

of Duty and Functions in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (the SKK Migas Presidential Regulation 

2012). 

660 Peraturan Presiden Nomor 9 Tahun 2013 tentang Penyelenggaraan Pengelolaan Kegiatan 

Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Presidential Regulation Number 9 Year 2013 on Business 

Activities Management in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (the Upstream Management President 

Regulation 2013).  

661 Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 79 Year 2010 tentang Biaya Operasi Yang Dapat Dikembalikan 

dan Perlakuan Pajak Penghasilan di Bidang Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Government 

Regulation Number 79 Year 2010 on Reimbursement of Operational Expenditure and Income 

Tax in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (the Cost Recovery Government Regulation 2010). 

662  Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 27 Tahun 2017 tentang Perubahan Atas Peraturan Pemerintah 

Nomor 79 Tahun 2010 tentang Biaya Operasi Yang Dapat Dikembalikan dan Perlakuan Pajak 

Penghasilan di Bidang Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Government Regulation Number 27 
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and several other delegated regulations at agency levels.663 The Oil and Gas Task Force 

Presidential Decree was issued in response to the Oil and Gas Law Case III decision. 

An Institutional Limbo 

Since the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the Indonesian upstream oil and gas legal framework has 

been in limbo. The current institutional governance hinges on a President Regulation. In 

Indonesia’s legislative hierarchy, a President Regulation has the least authority,664 which means 

that it does not give credible assurance that significant matters will be regulated effectively 

even in the short term. The Presidential Decree gives less certainty because it is subject to 

change based on political considerations at the discretion of the President.665 It is 

understandable that, in response to this, the Indonesia Petroleum Association (IPA) emphasised 

the need for government to pass secure legislation in accordance with the Constitution that 

 
Year 2017 on Amendment of Government Regulation Number 79 Year 2010 on Reimbursement 

of Operational Expenditure and Income Tax in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (the Gross Split 

Government Regulation 2017). 

663  Apart from all the key government regulations, SKK Migas has also passed regulations that 

further delegate technical aspects of the oil and gas upstream sectors. These SKK Migas 

regulations are known as Management Guidelines (Pedoman Tata Kerja, PTK). Several relevant 

SKK Migas Management Guidelines are Management Guideline Number 027/PTK/XII/2007 on 

Land Acquisition (the PTK Land Acquisition 2007), and Management Guideline Number PTK-

045/BP0000/2011 on Environmental Baseline Assessment (the PTK AMDAL 2011). 

664  Indonesia’s regulatory system falls into seven hierarchical regulation structures, starting from the 

Constitution at the top of the hierarchy to technical regulations developed by various government 

agencies. The technical regulations can be produced as a delegated regulation or as a policy 

instrument attributed to the power of the government agencies that produced it. These technical 

regulations are easy to pass, since they do not require the oversight of other institutions outside 

the executive. See Undang-Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 2011 Tentang Pembentukan Peraturan 

Perundang-Undangan [Law Number 12 Year 2011 on the Creation of Regulations] (the 

Legislation Making Law 2011). 

665  See Gloria Loo Jing Xi, ‘ASEAN and Janus-Faced Constitutionalism: The Indonesian Case’ 

(2019), 17(1) International Journal of Constitutional Law 177, 183. 
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could provide certainty and protect its long-term investment in the upstream oil and gas 

sectors.666 

The current oil and gas law regime divides institutional governance into three key 

agencies: the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (Kementerian Energi dan Sumber 

Daya Mineral, ESDM); the Oil and Gas Upstream Special Task Force (Satuan Kerja Khusus 

Minyak dan Gas Bumi, SKK Migas); and the oil and gas companies.667 

The ESDM has the mandate to create the overall policy of the oil and gas sector, to 

administer the initial development and relinquishment of an oil field, and to oversee data and 

information regarding aspects of exploration and exploitation acquired by the oil and gas 

companies.668 One of the strategic authorities of ESDM is its role in administering the licensing 

process. The licensing allocation system is an essential instrument in implementing 

government policy.669 The licensing allocation system relates closely to the government’s  

implementation of its economic, social and political objectives in the sector.670 As discussed 

later in this Chapter, the current draft of the Oil and Gas Bill671 has put one important aspect 

of the ESDM’s Ministerial power into a non-ministerial entity. I will argue that this 

arrangement is problematic. 

SKK Migas is the institution that assumed the responsibilities and duties of BP Migas, 

after it was declared unconstitutional by the Court in the Oil and Gas Law Case III. SKK Migas 

 
666  Indonesian Petroleum Association, Annual Report 2013, IPA (2013); Indonesian Petroleum 

Association, Annual Report 2013 (IPA, 2013), 5. 

667  Wahyudin Sunarya and Giri Ahmad Taufik, Pengantar Hukum Minyak dan Gas Indonesia 

(Introduction to Indonesia Oil and Gas Law) (W&R Publishing, 2017), 122. 

668  Ibid. 

669  Silvana Toldo with David Johnston and Daniel Johnston, Petroleum Exploration and Production 

Rights: Allocation Strategies and Design Issues, Working Paper 178 (World Bank, 2010), 29. 

670   Ibid. 

671  Oil and Gas Bill, Committee VII of Indonesia House Representative, 2017 (the Oil and Gas Bill). 
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is sanctioned under the SKK Migas Presidential Regulation. This Decree establishes SKK 

Migas, as a unit under the ESDM’s control. Generally, SKK Migas serves the same mandate 

as its predecessor,672 however, two institutional aspects distinguish SKK Migas from BP 

Migas. First, unlike BP Migas, SKK Migas was not designed as an Independent Regulatory 

Agency (IRA) outside the ministerial structure. BP Migas was directly under the President.673 

Furthermore, the current structure also added a supervisory board that consists of the head of 

the Ministry of ESDM as the head of the board, the head of the Ministry of Finance as the 

deputy, and the head of the Investment Board and the deputy head of the Ministry of ESDM as 

members.674 Second, unlike BP Migas, which had a financial source that was managed 

independently of the rest of the state budget, the SKK Migas finances are subject to Ministry 

of Finance approval based on a Ministry of ESDM proposal.675  

The mandate of SKK Migas remains the same as that of BP Migas. These mandates are 

to represent government interests and oversee the implementation of contractual agreements 

between the government and the oil companies.676 The mandate to oversee the implementation 

of contractual agreements is important in relation to constitutional requirements under 

Article 33. This supervisory power was noted in the Oil and Gas Law Case III as one aspect of 

‘state control’ of the upstream oil and gas sector.677 

The third institution comprises the oil companies. The Oil and Gas Law 2001 classifies 

the oil companies into four groups based on their legal status. Generally, this classification can 

 
672  SKK Migas President Regulation 2012, Art. 1 and Upstream Management President Regulation 

2013, Art. 2 (1) and (2).  

673  Upstream Management President Regulation 2013, Art. 1.  

674  Ibid., Art. 3. 

675   Ibid., Art. 18. 

676   Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 44 para. (3). 

677   Oil and Gas Law Case III, 211. 
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be reduced into two oil company classifications: the National Oil Company (NOC) and the 

Private Oil Company (POC). The NOC refers to state owned enterprises as defined in SOE 

Law 2003.678 Currently, Indonesia has several active NOCs, including Pertamina and the State 

Gas Company (Perusahaan Gas Negara, PGN) through its subsidiary Saka Energy, Ltd. 

Currently, Pertamina is the biggest NOC operating in the upstream sector.679 The structures of 

POCs are more varied. They can be cooperatives, limited lability companies or permanently-

established foreign oil companies.680 The Oil and Gas Law 2001 states that all oil companies 

have an equal opportunity and position to conduct business activities.681 Nonetheless, 

Pertamina as an Indonesian national Energy SOE has certain privileges regarding 

concessionary area (wilayah kerja) licences. First, Pertamina has a preferential right to bid for 

any mining concession areas that have not been designated by the government for offering 

(wilayah kerja terbuka).682 Second, Pertamina has a preferential right to take over other mining 

concession licences that have expired.683  

To a certain extent, the current institutional framework is in line with the constitutional 

requirements announced in the precedent prior to the Oil and Gas Law Case III. It does not 

integrate all the five government functions into a single entity. And, although the regulatory 

oversight body (SKK Migas) is not an independent regulatory agency, this is not an issue from 

the Article 33 requirements perspective. Nonetheless, as I discuss in later sections, the 

separation as well as the independence of the oversight of commercial agencies are important 

 
678  Undang-Undang Nomor 19 Tahun 2003 Tentang Badan Usaha Milik Negara [Law Number 19 

Year 2003 on State Owned Enterprises] (the SOE Law 2003). 

679   Oil and Gas Law 2001, Article 9. 

680  Ibid., Article 9(2). 

681  Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Article 4 Section 1.  

682  Ibid., Article 5 Section 4. 

683   Ibid., Article 28 Section 8.  
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elements in a successful institutional design in the upstream oil and gas framework, based on 

the comparative perspective.  

Production Sharing Contracts: The Preferred Model Contract 

The provision for oil and gas fiscal arrangements is another essential element of an oil and gas 

legal framework.684 As discussed in Chapter 1, the fiscal arrangements are influenced by the 

provisions for legal title of oil and gas reserves. In Indonesia, title to oil and gas reserves is 

based on two systems: the concessionary system; and the contractual system.  

Since the enactment of the Oil and Gas Law 1960, Indonesia has adopted a contractual 

system, whereby the government retains ownership of the oil and gas reserves and the POCs 

work as contractors in exploring and producing the oil and gas. The enactment of the Pertamina 

Law 1971, introduced the production sharing contract (PSC), derived from the previous 

perjanjian karya (contract of work, COW), a type of service contract outlined in the Oil and 

Gas Law 1960.685 The PSC model contract puts the ownership in the hands of the government 

until a certain point in the exploration and production process, when ownership of some of the 

oil and gas being produced is transferred to the POCs based on an agreed split in revenues 

between the government and the contractor, after the cost deductions are claimed by the 

contractor to the government.686 

The adoption of the PSC has been lauded as an Indonesian legal innovation. It is based 

on the Indonesian tradition of crop production sharing (bagi hasil). There are several reasons 

why the PSC, rather than the COW, has become the preferred model for Indonesia. First, there 

was a dissatisfaction with the implementation of COWs during the early years of the Oil and 

 
684  Daniel Johnston, International Petroleum Fiscal System and Production Sharing Contracts, 

(Penwell, 1994). 

685  Pertamina Law 1971, Art. 12 Para. (1), and Oil and Gas Law 1960, Art. 6 paras 2 and 3.   

686  Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 6 Para. 2a. 
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Gas Law 1960. It had been suggested that the COW was nothing but a concession system in 

disguise, which did not provide state a control over exploration and production. Indeed, the 

state did control the mineral rights, but the mining and economic rights were both controlled 

by the POCs – in this case, the foreign oil companies (FOCs).687 Second, one aspiration of 

‘state control’ was the independent operation of oil and gas development. It was thought that 

the involvement of FOCs should be a temporary measure until Indonesia can manage and 

operate on its own. However, COWs failed to fill this aspiration. The periodical reporting 

required by the COWs, which was expected to educate SOEs about the FOCs counterpart in 

oil field operation, did not work as intended. Under the COW system, management of the 

operation in fact remained fully in the hands of the FOCs as the contractors. Even if they no 

longer owned the minerals in the ground, they possessed those minerals above the ground, 

which run counter to the aspirations of Article 33.688 

During the Pertamina era, the PSCs under the Pertamina Law 1971 were the only 

legitimate model contracts that governed the relation between Pertamina, as the sole agent of 

government, and POCs in Indonesia exploration and production of oil and gas. The Oil and 

Gas Law 2001 changed the arrangement and broadened the permissible model contracts by 

creating a generic name for the model contract, the contract of cooperation (hereafter, CoC) 

(Kontrak Kerja Sama). Despite the creation of CoC, which was intended to broaden the 

permissible model contract, the definition of the CoC in the Oil and Gas Law 2001 made PSC 

the default model contract. The Oil and Gas Law 2001 defines the CoC as ‘a production sharing 

contract (PSC) or any other cooperation contracts that govern exploration and exploitation, 

whichever – between the two – gives greater benefit to the State and the benefit is used for ‘the 

 
687  Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract, 49. 

688  Ibid. 
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greatest prosperity of the people’.689 Furthermore, the Oil and Gas Law 2001 requires three 

minimum substantive contract stipulations that should be contained in the CoC:  

1 The ownership of the resources remains in the government until delivery. 

2 The operational management control is in the hands of BP Migas (now SKK Migas). 

3 The capital is provided for and risks are borne by the oil and gas companies. 

These requirements have limited the form of permissible model contracts outside PSC. The 

stipulation of the continuing ownership of resources by the government until delivery excludes 

the concessionary model. The clause that states the oil company is to bear the risk and provide 

capital excludes the joint venture model. The only model contract that fits with the legal 

requirements under Indonesian law is the risk service contract. Indeed, as affirmed by the Court 

in the Oil and Gas Law Case III, the risk service contract is another possible model contract 

that could provide the greatest benefit for the people and does not contradict the requirement 

of state control under Article 33.690 Apart from the three minimum legal requirements set out 

above, the Oil and Gas Law 2001 also outlines 17 other basic clauses that need to be contained 

in a CoC. These clauses range from a fiscal arrangement clause to clauses on community 

development and the protection of local indigenous communities. 691 

 
689  Oil and Gas Law 2001, Article 1 Number 19. 

690   Oil and Gas Law Case II 2012, 109. 

691  These 19 mandatory stipulations of the KKS are: (i) state revenue; (ii) concession areas and 

relinquishment; (iii) capital expenditure obligation; (iv) transfer of oil and gas production ownership; 

(v) duration of contracts and its extension requirements; (vi) dispute settlement; (vii) domestic 

obligation; (viii) end of contract; (ix) decommissioned obligation; (x) health and safety requirement; 

(xi) environmental management; (xii) transfer of rights and obligations to other parties; (xiii) 

reporting; (xiv) plan of development; (xv) local content obligation in procurement; (xvi) community 

development and protection of adat community; and (xvii) prioritisation of Indonesian national 

human resources. See Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 11 Para (3). 
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In 2017, as part of government effort to boost much-needed investment, the government 

introduced the PSC Gross Split Regulation.692 Unlike the conventional PSC, the government under 

the PSC Gross Split Regulation does not contribute to the operational costs of oil and gas 

production – thus, there is no cost recovery. In turn, the PSC Gross Split Regulation offers a much 

greater share of production for the private enterprise, based on a sliding scale principle. Despite the 

absence of a cost recovery mechanism, the PSC Gross Split Regulation still maintains the 

management clause in the PSC, under which the state continues to control the operation of the 

private oil companies.693 The response of industry to PSC Gross Split Regulation has been 

lukewarm. Consequently, the government is reconsidering its position in offering the PSC Gross 

Split Regulation as the new model contract.694 

The failure of the PSC Gross Split Regulation indicates the daunting task faced by the 

government in designing a model contract for the oil and gas upstream sector the will be 

effective in generating significant revenue and allowing for appropriate state control. The 

challenges are to formulate a balance between the national interest embodied in Article 33 

requirements, nationalist aspirations, and acceptable conditions for foreign investment in the 

industry. These policy issues shape the discussion of the Oil and Gas Bill in determining the 

appropriate model contract(s) adopted for the future Oil and Gas Law. 

 
692  See Brad Roach and Alistair Dunstan ‘The Indonesian PSC: The End of an Era’ (2018) 

11 Journal of World Energy Law and Business 116. 

693   PSC Gross Split Government Regulation 2017.  

694   Norman Harsono, ‘Oil Industry Welcomes Possible Return of Cost Recovery Scheme’, Jakarta 

Post, 9 December 2019, <https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2019/12/09/oil-industry-

welcomes-possible-return-cost-recovery-scheme.html>. 
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A Tokenistic Public Participation 

Another essential piece in the oil and gas regulatory framework is genuine, informed public 

participation. As established in Chapter 4, public participation is part of the constitutional 

requirements established under Article 33 to aid in the achievement of greatest possible 

prosperity for the people. Unfortunately, the Court did not elaborate the details of the necessary 

process for public participation under Article 33.  

Internationally, the issue of public participation revolves around the quality of the 

participation process, focusing on what have been termed ‘three pillars’ – access to information 

to inform participation, meaningful participation points, and access to effective remedies when 

things go wrong. The quality of public participation can be categorised either as facilitating 

genuine participation or tokenistic participation. I argue that the Court’s intention to empower 

civil society participation in oil and gas sector decisions as part of the requirements of 

Article 33 can be served if the regulatory framework facilitates genuine and meaningful 

participation. 

Genuine and meaningful participation is a situation where the involvement of the public 

can affect the outcome of the decisions being considered, whereas tokenistic participation is 

intended to placate or even manipulate the public into agreeing with a ‘decision’ already 

made.695 There are a number of important elements in good public participation, including 

adequate notice, access to information, participant assistance, public comment periods and 

public hearings.696 Additionally, other aspects have been identified, including the timing of 

 
695  See Patrick Bishop and Glyn Davis, ‘Mapping Public Participation in Policy Choices’ (2002) 

61(1) Australian Journal of Public Administration 14; Jennifer M.P. Stewart and A. John 

Sinclair, ‘Meaningful Public Participation in Environmental Assessment: Perspectives from 

Canadian Participants, Proponents, and Government’ (2007) Journal of Environmental 

Assessment Policy and Management 161. 

696  Jennifer M.P. Stewart and A John. Sinclair, ‘Meaningful Public Participation’.  
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participation, the integrity and accountability of the process and access to justice.697 These 

elements have been impressively captured by the European Union’s Aarhus Convention.698 

While the Convention is open for any country outside of the European Union to accede to (with 

the approval of the Meeting of the Parties) under Article 19(3), thus far no non-EU state has 

joined. Still, the Convention has been lauded as providing inspiration for other regions and 

jurisdictions. For instance, the UN Secretary General described it as ‘by far the most impressive 

elaboration of Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration’.699 The Rio Conference declared public 

participation as a key prerequisite for achieving sustainable development.700 The Aarhus 

Convention operationalises the three pillars mentioned above: access to information; public 

participation; and access to justice.701 

The existing oil and gas regulatory framework under the Oil and Gas Law 2001 does 

not explicitly require any form of public participation. Public participation is included as a 

derivative mechanism that is attached to a requirement to carry out environmental baseline 

assessment – that is, environmental impact assessment (Analisis Mengenai Dampak 

Lingkungan, AMDAL) 702 in the land acquisition process under the Land Acquisition for Public 

 
697  Ibid. 

698  Marie Lee and Carolyn Abbot, ‘The Usual Suspects? Public Participation Under the Aarhus 

Convention’ (2003) 66(1) The Modern Law Review 80. 

699  Ibid. 

700  See George (Rock) Pring and Susan Y. Noe, ‘The Emerging International Law of Public 

Participation Affecting Global Mining, Energy, and Resource Development’ in Donald N. 

Zillman, Alastair R. Lucas and George (Rock) Pring (eds), Human Rights in Natural Resource 

Development (Oxford University Press, 2002), 11. 

701  Aarhus Convention, Art. 1. 

702  The AMDAL requirement is stipulated in Law Number 32 Year 2009 on Environmental Law 

(the ‘Environmental Law 2009’). Under the Oil and Gas Law 2001 regime, the AMDAL 

requirement is mandated by Article 11 para. (3), which requires a COC to regulate ‘environmental 
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Interest Law 2012703 if an oil and gas project needs to acquire land. Under the Oil and Gas Law 

2001, an oil and gas project begins with a decision by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral 

Resources (Energi and Sumber Daya Manusia, ESDM) to designate a parcel of Indonesian 

territory – onshore or offshore – as a new oil and gas service area (wilayah kerja) to be 

developed.704 During this stage, the law does not require any public participation in the 

decision; the Ministry of ESDM just needs to conduct a non-binding consultation with the local 

government as to where the working area will be located.705 The substance of the consultancy 

is limited to two topics: an explanation and information regarding planning zones; and a local 

government plan for the oil and gas revenue.706 After the decision has been made, the 

government then proceeds to vet the oil companies that are tendering to ensure that they are 

suitable to develop the working area through competitive bidding or by direct appointment.707 

Subsequently, the government awards the working area to the selected oil company. Before 

conducting any activities, the oil company is required to submit an initial Plan of Development 

(PoD) to the Ministry of ESDM.708 After it is approved, the company can enter the exploration 

phase, which is followed by the production phase.709  

 
management’. This requirement in the PSC is then translated into an obligation to conduct 

AMDAL as mandated by the Environmental Law 2009. 

703  The acquisition land process is governed by Law Number 2 Year 2012 on the Acquisition of 

Land for Development in the Public Interest (Land Acquisition for Public Interest Law 2012). 

This law outlines the acquisition process for individual or community land, or any other private 

individual/community interest in the land. 

704   Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 12. 

705   Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 12; Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Art. 3. 

706   Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Art. 95 para. 3. 

707  Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 21 para. 1. 

708   Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 21 para. 1. 

709  Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Art. 4. 
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It is not until the exploration phase that public participation enters into the decision-

making process; it is a process conducted by the company proposing to explore. This public 

participation falls in the contractual terms of the PSC which requires that an environmental 

impact assessment (EIA) be carried out before exploration begins; or if land needs to be 

acquired, and EIA must be conducted before the required land acquisition. However, in 2012 

the Ministry of Environment passed a regulation that excludes oil and gas project exploration 

activity from the obligation to carry out an EIA.710 Consequently, this regulation has pushed 

public participation much deeper into the actual production phase of the project, when the 

ability of public input to significantly change the parameters or halt the project itself is nearly 

impossible.  

The Land Acquisition for Public Interest Law 2012 requires a public consultation, 

specifically with the land owners or any parties with a relevant interest in the land being 

acquired.711 The timing of participation under this law depends on whether an oil and gas 

project needs to acquire land. Unlike the EIA that now occurs during the full-scale production 

phase, public participation concerning acquisition must occur before the exploration phase if 

the land is needed for exploration. Nonetheless, in this mechanism this consultation process is 

not focussed on environmental impact, but is limited to the discussion of land acquisition per 

se. Consequently, the parties involved are also limited to landowners or other parties with 

interests attached to the land. This arrangement does not include important substantive issues 

for the welfare of the people, such as environmental issues and broader economic, social and 

cultural issues, but it does narrow these issues to the specific stakeholders, not the wider public 

interest. 

 
710   Ministry of Environment Regulation Number 5 Year 2012 on Types of Activities and Business 

That Require Environmental Impact Assessment (the AMDAL Ministry Regulation 2012). 

711   Land Acquisition for Public Interest Law 2012, Art. 3. 
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Apart from the timing issue, public participation is also hampered by a lack of 

transparency in the upstream industry. The secrecy surrounding oil and gas projects in 

Indonesia ranges from the denial of access to EIA documents and oil and gas production data 

at the project level, to the non-availability of oil and gas contracts  and secrecy about 

communications between the government and oil companies.712 Legally, all of these matters 

and documents are categorised as public information under Indonesia’s Freedom of 

Information Law 2009.713 Many decisions regarding the denial of information in resource 

sectors have been decided by the Indonesian Commission of Information (Komisi Informasi 

Pusat, KIP), which tends to favour the transparency of the sector. Nonetheless, the secrecy 

mentality is pervasive in the attitudes of many government officials. For instance, in relation 

to oil and gas contracts, apart from technical legal issue arguments, one of the most commonly 

cited reasons for such secrecy is the fear of community ‘feedback’ (response) if such 

information is released to the public.714 This mentality is unfortunate because it is why the 

disclosure is necessary – that is, to involve the public as much as possible to receive a response 

about the oil and gas project.715 

 
712  Kartini Laras Makmur, ‘Cooperation Contract is Needed to be a Public Document’ (Kontrak 

Kerjasama Diusulkan Jadi Dokumen Publik), Hukumonline, 13 September 2013, 

<https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt523301985c95e/kontrak-kerjasama-migas-

diusulkan-jadi-dokumen-publik>. 

713  Undang-Undang Nomor 14 Tahun 2008 tentang Keterbukaan Informasi [Law Number 14 Year 

2009 on Freedom of Information] (Indonesia Republic) (the Freedom of Information Law). 

714  The public ‘feedback’ concern cited in the government argument to deny contract disclosure of 

oil and gas law relates to land speculation if the information – notably, the geographical location 

of the project – is disclosed to the public. Indonesia Information Commission Decision Number 

356/IX/KIP-PS-M-A/2001 on Information Dispute Related to the Disclosure of Information on 

Contract of Cooperation (the KIP Decision). 

715  Ibid., 9. 
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Finally, public participation needs to include access to justice so that those dissatisfied 

with the legality of the decision-making process can challenge a decision that has been taken 

in a court of law. The right to challenge falls under the jurisdiction of an Administrative Court 

based on Administrative Court Law 2009716 and the Public Administration Law 2014.717 The 

Administrative Court Law 2009 defines administrative decisions that can be challenged under 

Administrative Court jurisdiction. The challenge cannot be more than 90 days after its 

promulgation.718 The Public Administration Law regulates substantive aspects of an 

administrative decision, stipulating that a public administrative decision should be in line with 

the principle of good governance.719 One important provision that supports public participation 

rights is Article 7 paragraph 2 of the Public Administration Law 2014, which requires that in 

making decisions, a public official is required to, among other things, ‘give opportunities for 

the public to be heard before any decision is made and/or any action based on law’.  

The Administrative Court has used this article to allow an appeal challenging one of 

the recent Jakarta eviction cases, the Bukit Duri Case.720 The Administrative Court emphasised 

the importance of public consultation in government decisions that affect the life of people. 

The Administrative Court cited Article 7 paragraph 2f of the Public Administration Law 2014. 

It also relied on ICESCR Ratification Law,721 including, most notably, the General Comment 

 
716  Law Number 5 Year 1986 on Administrative Court -as it was amended for the second times by 

Law Number 51 Year 2009 (the ‘Administrative Law’).  

717  Law Number 30 Year 2014 on Public Administration (the ‘Public Administration Law’). 

718  The Administrative Court Law, art.55.  

719  The Public Administration Law, art.5.  

720  Administrative Court Decision Number 205/G/2016/PTUN-JKT on Bukit Duri Eviction 

Decision (the ‘Bukit Duri’ case). 

721  Law Number 11 Year 2005 implementing Indonesia’s ratification of the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. 
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Number 7 on Forced Eviction as ground to annul (neitig) the government decision to force 

evict the Bukit Duri residence.722  

Another case involving the requirement of public participation was decided by the 

Supreme Court (Mahkamah Agung, MA) in the Kendeng Case.723 This case involved a license 

the Central Java Government had issued to a cement factory to mine Kendeng Mountain in 

Central Java. The people near to the mine refused to allow the cement factory to operate and 

subsequently brought the matter to the General Court. One argument for rejecting the 

government’s decision to grant the license was the lack of public participation in the decision-

making process.724 In considering the case, the MA in a special appeal process (peninjauan 

kembali) found that the Central Java Government had in fact consulted regarding the mining 

activity prior in allocating the license.725 However, the MA also found that the consultation 

was illusory; that it was done only as a formality, without considering the active participation 

of the people. One problem highlighted by the MA was the fact that the company that carried 

out the consultation used complex scientific and technical language, so the impact of the mining 

activity on the people’s quality of life and the accompanying destruction of the environment 

could not be  understood by the people. The MA then concluded that the consultation could not 

be considered a public consultation as defined by law.726 

To conclude, the public participation process under Oil and Gas Law 2001 does not fit the 

standard of genuine and meaningful participation. The timing of public participation that occurs 

late in the project cycle deprives local communities of the right to influence the course of the 

 
722  Ibid., 124–5. 

723  Indonesia Supreme Court Decision Number 99 PK/TUN/2016 (the ‘Kendeng Case’) 

724  Ibid, 37, 73  
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project. The public participation under the Oil and Gas Law 2001 occurs after the important 

decision to open new service areas has already been taken. This arrangement has curtailed local 

communities from engaging genuinely and meaningfully in the oil and gas project decision. The 

only positive aspect of the existing public participation regulatory framework is its access to justice 

provisions, as proven in at least in the two cases discussed above. 

II Comparative Perspective on Oil and Gas Regulatory Framework 

I now turn to a discussion of the three essential elements of a regulatory framework of the 

upstream sector from a comparative perspective. First, I compare the Indonesian and 

Norwegian regulatory frameworks in the upstream sector because, as mentioned in the previous 

section, Norway is seen to have the ‘gold standard’ of frameworks in terms of bureaucratic 

design. Then, in terms of model contracts, I consider the practice in both Norway and Malaysia. 

I have selected Malaysia because it is situated similar to Indonesia (at least in some aspects) 

and has also been considered a successful host country in managing its petroleum wealth due 

to the financial success of its national oil company, Petronas.727 From a comparative 

methodological perspective, Indonesia, Norway and Malaysia share a common characteristic 

of an oil and gas legal structure. In fact, Malaysia copied the Indonesian system in its early 

development of a petroleum regulatory framework.728 All these countries put the hydrocarbon 

reserves in the hands of the state and utilise a NOC as an actor in developing their hydrocarbon 

resources. This comparative law methodology is known as tertium comparationis and in this 

 
727   Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract; Patrick R.P. Heller, 

Paasha Mahdavi and Johannes Schreuder, ‘Reforming National Oil Companies: Nine 

Recommendations’ (Discussion Paper, 14 July 2014), 9. 

728  Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract, 96. 
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thesis, Norway’s and Malaysia’s experience  in the model contract, serve as a benchmark for 

best practice in the oil and gas upstream regulatory framework.729 

State Ownership and the Prosperity of the People  

The first obvious question in comparing Indonesia’s and Norway’s upstream regulatory 

framework relates to the question of ownership of oil and gas reserves. To discuss this aspect, 

the analysis needs to look at the early development and philosophical basis of the petroleum 

industry in these two jurisdictions. Indonesia and Norway share a similar political, if not 

ideological, position in viewing the ownership of the resource. 730 Indonesia proclaimed state 

ownership of natural resources, including oil and gas resources, in 1945 based on Article 33 

section 2 of the 1945 Constitution. Likewise, in Norway the state also owns its oil and gas 

resources based on a cabinet decree of 31 May 1963 (the 1963 Cabinet Decree), the conceptual 

application of which originated from hydro power sector concessionary law in 1909.731 

As discussed extensively in Chapter 2, the philosophical idea behind Indonesia’s 

Article 33 was a contentious debate between Soepomo’s integralism camp and Hatta’s social 

democracy camp. Despite the differences, there was no doubt that both camps agreed that the 

state must own and control the resource to provide benefit to the greatest prosperity of the 

people. This underlying premise of the link between state ownership/control of the resource 

 
729  Ralf Michaels, ‘The Functional Method of Comparative Law’ in M. Reimann and 

R. Zimmermann (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Law (Oxford University Press, 

2019). 

730  Hatta’s social democracy had been influenced by several sources, one of which was the practice of 

Western Europe social democracy of Fabian society in England and cooperative movement in the 

Scandinavian countries. In 1925, during his study in Holland, he made a trip to Scandinavian countries 

(Norway, Sweden, and Denmark) to see the practice of cooperative organization. See Mohammad 

Hatta, Portrait of a Patriot Selected Writing, (De Gruyter, 1972), 8. 

731  Helge Ryggvik, The Norwegian Oil Experience: A Toolbox for Managing Resources? (TIK 

Rapport-Series, No. 2, 2010), 14. 
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and people’s welfare was also behind the Norway’s Cabinet Decree of 1963. In fact, the state 

ownership claim was applied to an even earlier resource development, the hydro power 

resource.732 Helge Ryggvik, a Norwegian historian, traces the adoption of this state ownership 

principle to a 1909 hydro power concession law to the legal thinking of Norway’s then Minister 

for Justice, Johan Catsberg. Ryggvik asserts that Johan Catsberg’s thinking was influenced by 

a self-taught US economist, Henry George, who developed a radical interpretation of David 

Ricardo’s theory of economic rent. He argued that any surplus or rent accumulated as the result 

of ownership of particularly rich natural resources should belong to the public as a whole – that 

is, the state.733 Apart from viewing state ownership as a tool for bringing prosperity to the 

people, both countries also have strong nationalistic sentiment in their upstream policies. One 

of the nationalistic aspirations relates to operating oil wells controlled by FOCs, either through 

the NOC or other nationally-owned POCs.734 

While there is a similarity between Indonesia and Norway at an ideational level, the 

implementation of the state ownership historically was different due to differences in the 

political environments which was influenced by pre-existing national wealth (after WWII, 

Norway had the highest economic growth in Europe until 1950). In retrospect, Indonesia’s 

political trajectory had made the application of state ownership more statist and nationalistic, 

whereas Norway’s political trajectory had been pragmatic and realistic with regard to 

approaching FOCs.735 This political environment led to several differences at the policy and 

strategy levels. First, the Norwegians designed their NOC as a state-owned limited company, 

 
732  Ibid. 

733  Ibid., 14. 

734  See Mohammed Hatta, Ruslan Abdul Gani and Mashuri, ‘Penjabaran Pasal 33 Undang-Undang 

Dasar 1945’ [Implementation Seminar Article 33 1945 Constitution], (Penerbit Mutiara, 1980), 

and Helge Ryggvik, The Norwegian Oil Experience, 40–2. 
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which had a clear division between state administration and the state’s operative oil company, 

whereas Indonesia’s NOC was not clear about this issue. It was not until 2003, more than three 

decades after its Norwegian counterpart took such action, that the Indonesian NOC – that is, 

Pertamina – was transformed into a limited company (Perseroan Terbatas). 

Secondly, Norway’s NOC was established with an entrepreneurial culture, with the clear 

strategic objective of taking control of the operation of oil fields from FOCs. The strategy was 

implemented through heavily investing in and developing human resources and technical know-

how. In the Indonesian case, the NOC had no clear objective, and failed to develop an 

entrepreneurial culture within the company; instead, there was a strong development of 

bureaucratic culture that led to inefficiency and corrupt practices. As I explain later, the difference 

in cultural development was partly due to the choice in designing an upstream regulatory 

framework, notably the institutional governance and the model contract choice. 

Separating the Upstream Governance Functions, and Creating  Good Governance in the 

Upstream Sector 

Good governance in the oil and gas sector is essential in giving the sector the best chance for 

success. For many resource-based developing countries, the failure of such a sector could have 

far-reaching implications for the country’s economic and social development, as well as its 

political stability.736 In 2007, Chatham House proposed five principles and 40 conceptual 

benchmarks to identify elements of good governance in the oil and gas sector.737 The principles 

and benchmarks were developed as part of a two-year research project based on a dialogue in 

which decision-makers from 23 oil and gas-producing countries shared their experience and 

worked towards a set of common goals and guidelines.738 

 
736  Glada Lahn et al., Good Governance of the National Petroleum Sector (Research Report, 2007). 

737  Ibid. 
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One of the first principles in defining good governance for the oil and gas sector is ‘a 

clarity of goals, roles and responsibilities’ in the organisational/institutional model for 

governing the sector. The questions of who sets objectives, targets and regulation for the sector, 

how functions are distributed and roles defined, how authority is delegated and how 

responsibilities are defined, are among the essential aspects that need to be clarified in the 

institutional governance model for the oil and gas sector.739  

Much of the literature has lauded the ‘Norwegian’ separation model as the epitome of 

the first principle. The application of the separation model has been promoted by many 

international institutions and donor governments as something of a sine qua non in terms of 

effective oil governance.740 Nonetheless, experts have shown that the transfer of the Norwegian 

model to other countries needs to be undertaken after careful consideration of the institutional,  

political, technical, and cultural conditions of a country. The Norwegian model works best in 

countries with a strong institutional capacity and a competitive political system, as these create 

the best environment for the system to work successfully.741 Theoretically, the success of the 

separation model is built on several claims. First, the model allows the NOC to focus more 

exclusively on its commercial activities, thus enhancing its operational performance. This 

arrangement increases the short- and long-term financial return for the state. Second, the 

separation model allocates the regulatory governance function to be carried out by an 

autonomous institution. In this way, it improves the government’s ability to monitor and 

benchmark both the NOC and other players in the sector that will eventually improve the 

 
739  Ibid. 

740  Mark C. Thurber, David R. Hults, and Patrick R.P. Heller, ‘Exporting the “Norwegian Model”: 
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Policy 5366. 

741  Ibid., 5367–8. 
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performance of the oil companies.742 Finally, the separation model prevents the NOC from 

becoming a dominant institution, and from capturing other state institutions, both politically 

and economically. It therefore prevents it from becoming a distorting and destabilising ‘state 

within a state’.743 

In Indonesia’s experience, the upstream institutional design development can be 

clustered into two eras: the Pertamina era that occurred between 1971 and 2001 based on the 

Oil and Gas Law 1960 and the Pertamina Law 1971, and the Oil and Gas Law 2001 era from 

2001 to the present. In the Pertamina era, an NOC-dominated model was adopted, in which the 

NOC – in the Indonesian case, Pertamina – played a dominant role by serving as the regulatory 

institution, as well as being an oil company that operated in the field.744 This model was 

sanctioned under the Pertamina Law 1971. Pertamina’s domination in the upstream sector 

came from two avenues. The first was the stewardship of all oil and gas resources within 

Indonesia’s territorial jurisdiction through the transfer of kuasa pertambangan (mining rights) 

from the government to Pertamina.745 The second was the adoption of the PSC, which gave 

supervisory power to Pertamina over POCs.746 The first power gave Pertamina a considerable 

policy-making power to allocate working areas licences and select its POCs to develop the 

working areas. The power to award exploration/production licences has been considered 

 
742   Ibid. 

743   Ibid. 
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745  This power was conferred by Article 11 of the Pertamina Law 1971. In this article, the 
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See Pertamina Law 1971, Art. 11 Paras 1 and 2.  

746   Pertamina Law 1971, Art. 12 Para. 1.  
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instrumental in implementing oil and gas policy objectives.747 Furthermore, the supervisory 

role of Pertamina under the PSC term provided a statutory monopoly over exploration, and 

basically regulated the POCs with respect to adherence to laws and regulations.748  

Over time, the Pertamina model was discredited as both inefficient and corrupt.749 In 

2001, it was replaced with something akin to, but not identical with, the Norwegian separation 

model through the enactment of Oil and Gas Law 2001. The resemblance with Norway’s model 

can be seen in two key features: first, both jurisdictions distribute the petroleum governance 

into policy, regulatory and commercial functions; and second, each of the functions is assumed 

by a separate state-controlled institution. The policy function is assumed by ministerial level 

government, the regulatory function is assumed by a technical agency and the commercial 

function is assumed by the NOC. 

In Norway’s jurisdiction, the policy function is carried out by Ministry of Petroleum 

and Energy (MPE). In relation to the oil and gas sector, the MPE has two main responsibilities: 

first, it is responsible for resource management and the petroleum sector as a whole; and 

second, it is responsible for managing the state’s ownership interest in all NOCs. This then 

translates into several subsidiary responsibilities, such as setting goals for the sector, making 

assumptions for the realisation of these goals, and framing the licensing process.750 Likewise, 

in Indonesia these functions are also assumed by a ministerial agency, the Ministry ESDM.751 

 
747   Silvana Toldo with David Johnston and Daniel Johnston, Petroleum Exploration and Production 

Rights, 29.  

748   Mohammad Farhandi et al., Indonesia Oil and Gas Sector Study (Diagnostic Report No. 20512-
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749   Daniel I. Hertzmark, ‘Pertamina Indonesia’s State-Owned Enterprises’ (Rice University, 2007), 2. 

750  Katarzyna Dospisal-Borysiak, ‘Model of State Management of Petroleum Sector – Case of 

Norway’ (2017) 1(20) Interdisciplinary Political and Cultural Journal 97. 

751  Oil and Gas Law 2001, Arts 12, 21, 27, 39; Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Arts 4, 5, 

47, 50.  
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Nonetheless, there are differences in several details. For instance, in Norway the MPE is not 

responsible for administering and managing seismic data, in which this function is carried out 

by a technical agency under the ministry, the National Petroleum Directorate (NPD). In 

Indonesia, the Ministry ESDM is responsible for administering and managing seismic data 

collection from the oil companies’ activities.752  

In both jurisdictions, the regulatory function is conducted by a specialist agency under 

the ministry responsible for petroleum policy. Prior to the Oil and Gas Law Case III, in 

Indonesia this was the independent regulatory agency BP Migas, which reported to the 

President. Currently, Indonesia’s petroleum regulatory agency, SKK Migas, is a specialist 

agency that is subordinate to, not independent of, the Ministry of ESDM. However, the 

structure and functions of SKK Migas are comparable to the NPD that assumes the regulatory 

function in Norway’s petroleum sector.  

Nonetheless, there is a significant difference between the two institutions in terms of 

functions. While it is valid to characterise SKK Migas as a regulatory institution, with 

prescribed rules and guidelines, and industry enforcement, SKK Migas has also indirectly 

carried out commercial functions. These roles come through the ‘manajemen pengendalian 

operasi’ clause in the PSC contract governing upstream contracts. Under this clause, SKK 

Migas controls the detailed operation of the POCs through its approval of an annual work plan 

and program budget of the oil companies, and approval of procurement of the oil companies.753 

This has created a considerable officialdom that hampers an effective decision-making process 

at the operational level. Furthermore, during the BP Migas era, the bureaucratic process within 

the agency was filled with corrupt practices, which led to inefficient cost control in the 

 
752  Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Arts 13, 15, 19. 
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sectors.754 In this respect, the SKK Migas design is very different from the NPD design. The 

NPD has a clear and focused mandate to regulate Norway’s petroleum industry to gain the 

greatest possible benefit to Norwegian society from the oil and gas activities; this is done 

through efficient and responsible resource management. NPD does not perform any 

commercial and operational activities related to the operation of the exploration and 

production. This clear and focused mandate has made NPD instrumental in shaping an effective 

oil sector governance.755 

Finally, the last institution within upstream institutional governance is the NOC. In both 

jurisdictions, the NOC carries out the commercial function. Both governments utilised their 

NOCs as a tool to maximise the economic rent collected. This strategy was implemented by 

giving preferential treatment and privilege to the NOC. In Indonesia, the Pertamina Law 1971 

placed all Indonesian territorial jurisdiction under Pertamina concessionary areas. Thus all 

companies that wished to conduct oil and gas exploration and production had to cooperate with 

Pertamina through production-sharing contracts. In Norway, Statoil is given the right to acquire 

50 per cent of participants’ interests in any proven oil fields through joint venture agreements. 

 
754  The rampant corruption in BP Migas had been heard subtly for some time. In the Oil and Gas 

Law Case III, this rampant corruption allegation against BP Migas was cited as one of the reasons 

for the abolition. It was not until 2013, after the abolition of BP Migas, that the head of SKK 

Migas, Rubi Rubiandini, was caught by the Anti-Graft Body, KPK, for receiving bribes. See Oil 

and Gas Law Case III, 106–7; Giri Ahmad Taufik, ‘Finding the Right Model for Indonesia’s Oil 

and Gas Management’, The Conversation, 19 October 2016, 

<https://theconversation.com/finding-the-right-model-for-indonesias-oil-and-gas-management-

59077>. 

755   Mark C. Thurber, David R. Hults, and Patrick R.P. Heller, ‘Exporting the “Norwegian Model”. 
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Furthermore, both jurisdictions offer NOCs preferential treatment in avoiding exposure from 

exploration and discovery risk.756 

Nonetheless, Norway’s and Indonesia’s NOCs depart ways at the implementation level. 

As mentioned earlier, during the Pertamina era, Indonesia adopted an NOC-dominated model. 

Therefore, Pertamina acquired a much broader mandate to act as regulator and policy-maker, 

as well functioning commercially.757 Pertamina was heavily involved in deciding the licensing 

process of oil companies, and in controlling the detailed activities of other oil companies 

through administrative measures stipulated in the PSC. Pertamina’s tripartite function created 

what the World Bank identified as a regulatory ‘conflict of interest’, in which an NOC is able 

to use its regulatory or policy power to privilege itself against competitors.758 In 2001, 

Pertamina’s tripartite governance function was dissolved by the Oil and Gas Law 2001 and the 

subsequent enactment of the  SOE Law 2003. Pertamina has since been placed on an equal 

footing with other oil companies. 

In contrast, in Norway the adoption of a separation model put Statoil’s exclusive focus 

on commercial roles.759 Statoil had several important milestones that shaped its relationship 

with the Norwegian government. The first was in 1985, through the creation of state direct 

financial interest (SDFI).760 The creation of the SDFI was intended to reduce the political 

influence of Statoil in Norwegian domestic politics. Due to vast privilege and financial success 
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of Statoil, it was evident that Statoil had become important, not only as an economic power but 

also as a political power that represented certain political risks for the politicians due to its vast 

network of links to communities where it was the largest employer.761 The existence of the 

SDFI had eliminated the preferential treatment in the form of 50 per cent participating interest 

of Statoil. In 2001, Statoil was partly privatised. Subsequently, the Norwegian government 

removed Statoil from managing the SDFI and created a second NOC, named Petoro, which is 

a non-operator oil company with the mandate to manage the SDFI.762 Finally, in 2007 the partly 

privatised Statoil, merged with Norsk Hydro, a hydro power company, to become a ‘broad 

energy’ company that focused not just on oil and gas, but energy more broadly. In 2018, to 

express this vision, Statoil changed its name to Equinor.763 

The application of the separation system in Indonesia under the Oil and Gas Law 2001 

has been mixed. While there is an indication of slight improvement by SKK Migas on 

Pertamina’s performance,764 the overall upstream sector has not improved. Waste, corruption 

and delays in crucial decision-making are still rampant in the upstream sector.765 Indonesian 
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oil production has steadily dwindled for the past decade, which parallels the dwindling in 

investment in the sector. One reason for this is a structural issue caused by the application of 

PSC in the Indonesian context. Arguably, the bureaucratic stranglehold and corrupt practices 

have carried over to BP Migas, and now SKK Migas, from its predecessor BPPKA-Pertamina. 

In several instances, a high level of corruption and waste has been shown to persist in the 

sector.766 

Model Contracts and World Class National Oil Companies 

The discussion of model contracts is closely related to the aspirations and performance of 

NOCs. Most NOCs, at the initial stage of their development, lack technical know-how, 

experience and capital to carry out an oil and gas project. Instead, NOCs have relied on 

cooperation and partnership with international oil companies (IOCs) to overcome their lack of 

capacity at the outset. Most NOCs eventually aspire to possess the capability of the IOCs to 

become major operators of the oil and gas projects developed in their countries; in the case of 

Indonesia, this was also part of the constitutional aspiration – not requirement – that informed 

the interpretation of Article 33.767 Therefore, the key question in the comparative analysis of 

this section is which model contract better facilitates this aspiration. 

In determining model contracts, Norway and Indonesia took different paths. Norway’s 

model contracts took the form of joint operating agreements/joint operating bodies (JOA/JOB), 

whereas Indonesia’s took PSC/PSA as the model contract. As mentioned above, initially 

Norway gave a 50 per cent working interest at the production stage to Statoil (currently 

Equinor). This was accomplished through JOA/JOB agreement. Tina Hunter identifies at least 

 
766      See e.g., Daniel I. Hertzmark, ‘Pertamina: Indonesia’s State-Owned Enterprises’’; Kata Data, 
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two major reasons why Norway opted to structure its model contract into JOA/JOB. The first 

relates to the control of the development of a petroleum field. In Norway, government control 

is maintained through a JOA, enabling the government to direct petroleum operations to ensure 

that the resource is exploited in a proper manner for the benefit of Norwegian society. The 

second reason for JOAs in Norway relates to transparency. Utilising a standard JOA for all 

participants in petroleum production ensures a uniform transparency and certainty for all 

parties.768 One of the important features in JOA/JOB model contract that is relevant to the 

discussion in this section is the willingness of the NOCs to bear risks and contribute capital to 

the oil and gas project development. The Statoil experience suggests that this willingness to 

bear risks and capital was facilitated by the transparency provided by the JOAs and has 

contributed to the success of Statoil.769 The JOA/JOB has become an effective learning-by-

doing medium, in which Statoil learned from the IOCs in developing oil and gas projects, 

notably under the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS).770  

Unlike Norway, Indonesia opted for a less risky model contract – the PSC/PSA. The 

PSC/PSA does not require the government – that is, the NOC – to contribute capital or bear 

risks in the development of an oil project. In PSC/PSA, NOC contributes to operational costs 

during the production stage, with the companies reimbursing all the costs to the NOC, in 

addition to the production profit split determined in the PSC/PSA.771 In the initial PSC/PSA 

model, the PSC/PSA was a pure contract without any clause to transform to another form of 

model contract – that is, a JOA/JOB model contract. In the later PSC/PSA model, an additional 

clause for participation was added. The participation clause provides that when a company 
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operating under a PSC reaches its first commercial project, it has to offer a 10 per cent 

undivided participant working interest to an Indonesian participant. Essentially, this 10 per cent 

participant interest is a form of joint venture, where the participant bears the costs and risks of 

the production. Pertamina rarely took this opportunity, and many of the participation interests 

were taken by Indonesian local private oil companies, leading them to become successful oil 

and gas companies. One of the most successful of these companies is MEDCO.772 The reason 

for Pertamina’s unwillingness to participate was partly because of the government measure 

taken after a Pertamina billion dollar debt crisis in 1975.773 The debt crisis was caused by bad 

financial management: Pertamina had been involved in financing a government project that 

was unrelated to its core business in the oil and gas sector. It had, for example, loaned funds 

for the construction of a steel plant, fertiliser plants, a rice estate, an ocean-going tanker fleet, 

and houses and offices. These projects were financed by short-term credit, which became 

overdue in the year 1974– 1975.774 As a result, the government imposed bureaucratic controls 

that rendered any subsequent entrepreneurial initiative virtually impossible.775 

The JOA/JOB and PSC with participation offers a ‘hands-on’ experience to the NOC 

in developing an oil field starting from exploration, production, to sales.776 Furthermore, the 

JOA/JOB requires the NOC to be efficient in managing oil and gas projects due to a need for 

the NOC to show a return on shareholders’ investment. Consequently, it has triggered a more 

businesslike attitude in terms of increasing production and minimising costs.777 In contrast, the 

PSC/PSA offers little incentive or opportunity in these areas. The NOC in the PSC/PSA 
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particularly mandates the control of operational costs through various administrative measures. 

Unlike the JOA/JOB, which shape the business mentality of the NOC, the PSC/PSA focuses 

on maximising government share with no concern about other economic results. This leads to 

an NOC mentality of directives and audits, as in the case of Pertamina.778  

The Experience and Contribution of Public Participation 

In Norway, the public participation process in natural resource development can be traced to 

its constitutional provisions. These constitutional provisions relate to the indigenous Sami 

people’s rights, environmental rights, and human rights.779 There are two opportunities for 

public participation in natural resource development to occur in Norway: at the government 

planning stage; and through the development approval process.780 In the government planning 

stage, the public can participate before specific project plans have been approved. In this 

process, every citizen has access to information and an opportunity to participate in public 

debate or the lobbying of members of parliament.781  

Several comments need to be made in relation to the comparison of these Norwegian 

public participation planning stage opportunities with those in Indonesia. The first concerns the 

timing of participation. One of the differences between Norway and Indonesia system relates 

to the timing of public participation. As discussed, the opportunities for public participation in 

Indonesia are considered tokenistic; a sort of participation that aims to placate the participants. 

That this is so is confirmed by the timing of the process, in which the public consultation is 

required only after approval has already been granted for an oil and gas project. This public 
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participation takes place either at the EIA stage considering environmental impacts after 

approval, or during land acquisition, again after the project has been approved. Unlike 

Indonesia, Norway’s system implements the participation process before either the project is 

approved or a licence is awarded.  Moreover, under the Indonesian law, the government is only 

required to consult local government, not the public or affected people, in the pre-award process 

– that is, in opening new service areas.782 The timing of public participation is an essential 

element for effective and meaningful participation. Such participation is only possible if the 

participants have a certain degree of influence before the project is approved.783  

In terms of freedom of information and access to justice, Norway and Indonesia both 

have relatively extensive avenues to inform public participation, no matter the timing, and 

redress breaches of the law. For instance, Indonesia has enacted a Freedom of Information Law 

2009, which is comparable the Norwegian Freedom of Information Act 2009.784 The only 

difference between the two jurisdictions is that Norway has a much more robust provision 

specific to environmental information in Article 110b of the Norwegian Constitution, whereas 

Indonesia’s Constitution only mentions freedom of information in general, as stipulated in 

Article 28F of the Constitution.785 In terms of access to justice, both jurisdictions also have 

comparable regulatory frameworks. Norway’s access to justice in participation issues is 

granted under the Public Administration Act,786 whereas Indonesia’s access to justice in this 

context is granted under the Administrative Court Law 2009, as well as the Public 

 
782  Oil and Gas Law 2001, Art. 12; and Upstream Government Regulation 2004, Art. 3. 

783  Christopher Wood, ‘Public Participation in Environmental Impact Assessment: Implementing 

the Aarhus Convention’ (2005) 25 Environmental Impact Assessment Review 319, 326. 

784  Ole Mestad, ‘Rights to Public Participation in Norwegian Mining, Energy and Resource 

Development’, 391. 

785  Ibid. 

786  Ibid. 
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Administration Law 2014. Nonetheless, despite these comparable regulatory frameworks, 

Indonesia has a substantive implementation gap, whereas according to the Natural Resource 

Governance Institute’s (NRGI) 2017 Resource Governance Index, Norway – at least in the year 

of reporting – surpassed its legal requirements.787 

In conclusion, Norway’s system gives better empowerment to the public to exert 

influence. One critical aspect is that Indonesia’s public participation occurs long after a 

decision to determine the oil and gas project service area. This arrangement has deprived its 

people of their rights to a say in the most crucial decisions in the oil and gas development 

project. 

III The Future of Indonesia’s Oil and Gas Law: Evaluation of the Current Debate on 

Indonesia’s Oil and Gas Bill 

With the benefit of the foregoing comparative analysis of optimal oil and gas regulatory 

frameworks, this section critically evaluates the current Bill being debated in the Indonesian 

DPR that is intended to replace the Oil and Gas Law 2001. The critical evaluation of this Bill 

is focused on three aspects of the regulatory issues discussed in thesis: the institutional 

regulatory governance, the model contracts. and the arrangements for public participation. The 

critical analysis draws on the requirements of Article 33 that this thesis developed in Chapter 4 

and the analysis of oil and gas regulatory frameworks in the preceding sections of this chapter. 

In addition to the draft of the Bill, I also draw on and the formal academic study (naskah 

akademik) carried out by the DPR.788 A third document would have been extremely helpful: 

 
787  NRGI, ‘2017 Resource Governance Index’ (RGI 2017, Natural Resource Governance Institute, 

2017). 

788  In the Indonesian legislation-making process, three documents accompany a Bill proposal. The 

first is the proposed Bill itself. The second is the academic formal study (naskah akademik), 

which outlines why the Bill is necessary. This document is obliged by Article 43 Sec. (3) of the 

Legislation Making Law 2011. The third document is a debated issues list (Daftar Isian 
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the compilation of the debated issues between the government and the DPR on Articles of the 

Bill (Daftar Isian Masalah, DIM). Unfortunately, I am unable to obtain this document,789 so in 

analysing the debated issue, I am using other sources, including media reports.  

After the Oil and Gas Law Case III decision, the urge to create more stable law came 

from a number of elements in society, but most notably from the Indonesian Petroleum 

Association (IPA), the group, perhaps, with most at stake. After the Oil and Gas Law Case III 

decision, the IPA’s 2013 annual general meeting demanded that the government create a law 

that would guarantee ‘a secure constitutional foundation to their contact, so as to minimise the 

risks of a future challenge’.790 The government’s intention to replace the Oil and Gas Law 2001 

was expressed in first in 2010, before the Oil and Gas Law Case III  was decided,791 when the 

DPR had initiated an amendment to the Oil and Gas Law 2001. Seven years later, in 2017, 

Committee IV of DPR published a formal academic study (naskah akademik) on amending the 

law. This study outlines two reasons why the Oil and Gas Law 2001 needs to be changed: 

diminishing Indonesian oil and gas production; and several constitutional Court decisions that 

 
Masalah), which contains either responses from the government or the DPR position on the 

particular Articles. Thus the institution that is responsible for the list depends on who initiated 

the Bill. If it was the president, then the DPR creates the DIM, and vice versa. This arrangement 

is regulated in Article 68 Sec. (3) of the Legislation Making Law 2011. 

789  The Oil and Gas Bill is registered as a DPR initiative; thus the president needs to make the DIM. 

I tried unsuccessfully to obtain the DIM from Ministry of ESDM, but departmental officials were 

unable to provide it, citing the sensitivity of the issue. They were also unwilling to disclose any 

information related to the DIM before it was finalised and handed over to the DPR. 

790  Indonesian Petroleum Association, Annual Report 2013 (42nd General Meeting, 4 December 

2013), <http://ipa.or.id/#>, 5. 

791  The Oil and Gas Bill was listed, Number 68, in the Legislation Program (Program Legislasi 

Nasional, Prolegnas) 2010 – 2014. See Directorate General of Legislation Ministry of Human 

Rights and Law  (http://ditjenpp.kemenkumham.go.id/prolegnas-2010-2014.html>. 

http://ditjenpp.kemenkumham.go.id/prolegnas-2010-2014.html
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have created confusion by altering or nullifying significant Articles in the Oil and Gas Law 

2001 that had been relied on by industry.792 

The DPR Committee IV study also highlighted that the Oil and Gas Law Case III decision 

that abolished BP Migas as an independent regulatory agency was another significant reason for 

necessary changes to the Oil and Gas Law 2001, making it a raison d’être of the Oil and Gas Bill. 

The study asserts that the MK decision in Case III to revoke the state’s equal status with the POCs, 

undermines efficiency in the sector.793 Furthermore, the study stresses that a salutary objective of 

the proposed Bill is to achieve energy sovereignty and self-sufficiency.794 These two concepts have 

a considerable impact on how state control, and the MK’s decisions related to it, are construed in 

structuring the Oil and Gas Bill. 

State Control, Energy Sovereignty, Resilience and Self-Sufficiency  

The first reason for the proposed amendment of the Oil and Gas Law 2001 is the continuing 

decline occurring in Indonesia’s oil and gas production, and the increasing consumption of oil 

over recent decades. Since 2016, Indonesia’s oil consumption has surpassed its own oil 

production. This has made Indonesia a net oil importer, where it was once an generated export 

income through the sale of oil and gas.795 In 2018, the gap between oil production and 

consumption was estimated to be around 38.3 million tonnes.796 The imports and the increasing 

demands for oil have significantly affected Indonesia’s balance of trade, and thus the 

Indonesian economy as whole. Furthermore, as part of its constitutional mandate, the 

 
792  Formal Academic Study (naskah akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 10–11. 

793  Ibid., 12 

794  Ibid., 1–23. 

795  The Editor, British Petroleum, ‘BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2019’, BP Statistical 

Review, 69th ed., British Petroleum, 2019. 

796  Ibid. 
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Indonesian government is obliged to provide affordable energy, including oil and gas, for all 

its people. The high demand for oil has also put stress on the government budget in terms of 

providing energy subsidies for the people.797 

The DPR Committee IV study discussed above concludes that the future of Indonesia’s oil 

and gas law should be oriented to address the above issues. To do this, the study devises an overall 

policy objective for the Oil and Gas Bill: it should be oriented to achieve energy sovereignty, 

energy resilience, and self-sufficiency to support Indonesia’s economic development amid 

Indonesia’s declining oil production.798  

The study defines energy sovereignty as the power of the state to control and determine its 

own energy policies.799 Energy sovereignty diminishes if the state is too dependent on other parties, 

and the state has a weak bargaining position in providing for the country’s energy needs.800 This 

weak position occurs if a country relies too heavily on a single energy source, such as oil. To 

maintain Indonesia’s energy sovereignty, the study argues that the government should create a 

diversification of energy sources, from fossil energy to renewable energy.801 Thus the energy 

diversification should focus on creating energy self-sufficiency, in which the government aims to 

utilise the available domestic energy sources – not imports – to fill domestic energy needs.802 

Finally, the government policy also ought to focus on increasing energy reserves as part of creating 

energy resilience. This energy resilience is measured by how long Indonesia can operate on the 

basis of its current energy stock, without any production of energy.803 

 
797  Formal Academic Study (naskah akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 113. 

798  Ibid., 112–13. 

799  Ibid., 24. 

800  Ibid., 26. 

801  Ibid., 28. 

802  Ibid. 

803  Ibid., 96. 
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The DPR Committee IV study explains the objectives of the Bill to indicate a willingness 

to embrace outward-looking policies in the upstream sector. These policies include measures 

such as increasing private investment in the sector, and preparing the NOC to become a global 

player in searching for oil reserves outside Indonesia’s national territory.804 In one passage, the 

objectives and strategy outlined in the study fit nicely with the Indonesian constitutional 

requirements outlined in Chapter 4 of this thesis: to create an efficient system that is open to 

private roles, while maintaining a ‘just’ principle that will ensure the accessibility and 

availability of oil and gas for the Indonesian people.805  

Unfortunately, the text of the Oil and Gas Bill formulation does not reflect this outward-

looking thinking. Instead, it continues to rely on inward-looking policies, such as an NOC with 

an entrenched monopoly position and the placement of a disproportionate burden of risk on 

POCs.806 Some of these inward-looking policies can be seen in the way the Oil and Gas Bill 

has structured upstream institutional governance and model contracts. In upstream institutional 

governance, the Oil and Gas Bill envisions a return to the Pertamina model. This arrangement, 

as I argue later, will eventually hamper the objective of acquiring oil and gas from oil fields 

outside Indonesia. Furthermore, with regard to the adoption of model contracts, the Oil and 

Gas Bill limits the permissible model contracts to governing the relationship between 

 
804  See Hla Miynt, ‘Inward and Outward-Looking Countries Revisited: the Case of Indonesia’ 

(1984) 20(2) Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies 39. 

805  See Chapter 4; and Naskah Akademik, 10, 24, and 28.  

806  Inward-looking policies in natural resources are always related to nationalism and political 

aspiration. Such aspiration is still persistent and lingering in the Indonesian political trajectory, 

which then affects the design of regulatory framework on laws pertaining to natural resources. 

See Eve Warburton, ‘Resource Nationalism in Post-boom Indonesia: The New Normal?’ (Lowy 

Institute, 2017); Brentz Z. Kaup and Paul K. Gellert, ‘Cycles of Resource Nationalism: 

Hegemonic Struggle and the Incorporation of Bolivia and Indonesia (2017) 58(4) International 

Journal of Comparative Sociology 275. 
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government and POCs. The model contracts only permit either PSC or risk service contracts. 

As also explained later, this measure will stymie further private investment, as it 

disproportionately places the exploration and production risks on POCs in the case of RSC, 

and creates a bureaucracy stranglehold for the POCs and in the case of PSC in terms of running 

the exploration and production. 

Another key regulatory framework – public participation – is similarly unsatisfactory. 

While the DPR Committee IV study emphasises the protection of the natural and social 

environment, and makes this an important strategy in ensuring oil and gas energy resilience,807 the 

Oil and Gas Bill fails to stipulate the public participation requirements needed to achieve such an 

objective, as required by the Indonesian jurisprudence discussed earlier. Furthermore, this situation 

disregards the fact that public participation has become an important strategy to ensure 

environmental protection and sustainable development based on international best practice.808 

A Return to the Pertamina Model 

The first step in designing an effective upstream oil and gas regulatory framework is the 

institutional design. As discussed previously, there are at least three major institutional models 

in the upstream sector: the NOC-dominated model; the Norwegian separation model; and the 

ministry-dominated model.809 

The DPR Committee IV study explicitly recommends the ministry-dominated model to be 

adopted as the institutional model to regulate Indonesia’s upstream sector.810 One of the reasons 

 
807  Formal Academic Study (naskah akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 24.  

808  George (Rock) Pring and Susan Y. Noe, ‘The Emerging International Law of Public 

Participation’. 

809  Valerie Marcel and Patrick Heller, Governance Challenges for Emerging Oil and Gas Producers 

(EEDP Programme Paper 2012/05, Chatham House, 2012), 8. 

810  The Formal Academic Study (naskah akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 116. 
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cited for this recommendation – as claimed by the author of the study – is the changing paradigm 

in interpreting Article 33 outlined in the Oil and Gas Law Case III. The study observes that the Oil 

and Gas Law Case III decision transformed Indonesia’s regulatory approach from regulated 

market-based policy to command and control-based policy, based on the MK’s new reading of 

Article 33.811 This understanding is used to justify greater government control as a reflection of the 

‘state control’ phrase, thus the adoption of the ‘ministry-dominated model’.  

The study uses the five-government functions in reading the ‘state control’ phrase as it 

is defined on the Oil and Gas Law Case III.812 The most important highlights from the study’s 

reading of these functions require all five to appear in the upstream regulatory framework. 

Furthermore, these functions cannot be separated or left out.813 The study’s assertions that all 

the five government functions must appear in the upstream sector is in line with the MK’s new 

reading of Article 33 discussed in Chapter 4.814 Leaving aside my challenge to the accuracy of 

this reading, the question here is whether the study requires all these functions to be embedded 

in a single entity; could this be hampering competition from taking place? 

Conceptually, the study seems to separate the public functions from the commercial 

functions. This can be gleaned from the study’s application of the five-governance functions 

as follows:815 

1 The government determines policy for management of Indonesia’s oil and gas sector. 

2 The government allocates licences, special rights and other rights in relation to oil and 

gas sector management. 

 
811  Ibid. 

812  Ibid. 

813  Ibid., 21. 

814  Refer to Chapter 4. 

815  The Formal Academic Study (naskah akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 22. 
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3 The government issues regulations for the operation of oil and gas activities. 

4 The NOC has special privileges in oil and gas management. 

5 All of the activities are supervised by the government to ensure the fulfilment of the 

‘greatest possible prosperity for the people’.  

From the above description, the author of the study has put all the public functionality in the 

government’s hands, whereas the commercial functions have devolved into an NOC. Despite 

the special privileges of the NOC, this arrangement would separate the public function and the 

commercial function, and thus enables competition to occur.  

As part of the ‘ministry-dominated model’ adoption, the public function is embedded 

in the hands of a ministerial agency that is responsible for the energy sector; in the Indonesian 

context, this is the ESDM Ministry. One notable aspect in the proposed ‘ministry-dominated’ 

model is the supervisory function that appears to copy the Norway NPD. The study explains 

that the supervisory function should be treated differently from the other public functions –

policymaking, licensing and regulation-making. The supervisory function should be assumed 

by a separate and special directorate under the ESDM Ministry. This special directorate should 

contain an expert unit that helps the director of the directorate to make decisions.816 

Presumably, this arrangement attempts to mimic the Norway NPD, which was designed as a 

highly technocratic supervisory body.817 

This proposed design has several flaws. First, while the study attempts to separate the 

public governance function from the commercial function through the adoption of a ministry-

dominated model, the formulation of the Bill does not accomplish this in fact. Second, as 

 
816  Ibid., 118. 

817  See Mark Thurber, David Hults and Patrick R.P. Heller, ‘The Limits of Institutional Design in 

Oil Sector Governance: Exporting the “Norwegian Model” (Paper presented at ISA Annual 

Convention 2010, New Orleans, 18 February 2010). 
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discussed previously, international best practice requires clear objectives and responsibilities 

for each institution in the upstream sector. This criterion has not been satisfied, since the Oil 

and Gas Bill establishes a NOC that will assume the public functions as well as the commercial 

function. Arguably, despite a new name for the NOC, this design restores the NOC-dominated 

model that is effectively the Pertamina model. 

The Oil and Gas Bill stipulates two institutions that will assume public governance. 

The first is the Ministry of ESDM, with its Supervisory Directorate, and a NOC named as a 

special SOE (Badan Usaha Khusus, BUK).818 As mentioned earlier, the Bill does not give the 

ministry of ESDM significant power – despite the claim of a ‘ministry-dominated’ model in 

the study; instead, it gives significant powers to the NOC, which possesses a dual function, as 

it did in the Pertamina era under the Pertamina Law 1971. These powers include the authority 

to act as a commercial representative of the government as well as to oversee the POCs in 

exploration and production activities. Apart from these two institutions, the Oil and Gas Bill 

also stipulates the roles of POCs. Like the Oil and Gas Law 2001, the POCs are positioned as 

government ‘contractors’ under CoC.819 

The diminished position of the Ministry of ESDM is indicated by the weak Ministerial 

powers outlined in the Bill. These are:  

1 To give recommendation to the President on the limitations and requirements of 

working areas that will be managed by BUK Migas;820 

 
818  The Oil and Gas Bill mandates the BUK to be responsible in the upstream as well as downstream 

sectors. To differentiate between the two functions, the BUK is divided into a upstream unit and 

downstream unit. For the purpose of this research, the BUK in the discussion is the Upstream 

BUK. See Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 1, Numbers 8, 11 and 12. 

819  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 1 para 15, Art. 18 para. 2. 

820  Oil and Gas Bill, Art.10 paras 2 and 3. 
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2 To coordinate with local government on the proposed working areas;821 

3 To manage general survey and data results on exploitation and exploration;822 and 

4 To approve field plans for first-time developments.823  

One of the powers that is important for the ministerial role is the right to award licences. The power 

to award licensees is an essential instrument in the implementation of policymaking. To deprive 

the Ministry of such a power is to significantly reduce the effectiveness of policy implementation. 

The absence of this power belies the study’s claim that the Bill is a ministry-dominated model.  

The Oil and Gas Bill gives significant power to the BUK, the proposed new NOC, to 

manage the upstream sector. This arrangement indicates that the institutional governance 

model being adopted by the Bill is an NOC-dominated model mimicking the previous 

Pertamina model under the Pertamina Law 1971.  

  

 
821  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 11 para 1. 

822  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 11 para 2.  

823  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 45 para 2a. 
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Table 5.1: Comparison between Pertamina Law 1971, Oil and Gas Law 2001 and Oil and 

Gas Bill in Institutional Design 

 

 Pertamina Law 1971  Oil and Gas Law 2001 Oil and Gas Bill 

Kuasa 

Pertambangan 

(mining 

rights) 

Government licences to 

Pertamina 

Government licences to 

oil and gas companies, 

either SOEs or private 

oil companies 

Government licences to 

BUK 

Exploration 

and 

production 

operation  

Pertamina; or private 

oil companies under 

Pertamina supervision 

Pertamina; or private 

oil companies under BP 

Migas/SKK Migas 

supervision (and 

independent regulatory 

agency) 

BUK; Pertamina or oil 

companies under BUK 

supervision (special 

SOE) 

There are several features in the Bill’s formulation that indicate this. First, the Bill gives 

the BUK a status as the operational mandatee of ‘kuasa pertambangan’ (mining rights).824 

Second, the BUK has dual roles as a business entity that directly operates oil and gas 

exploration and production in its own working areas and as the sole government agent 

supervising private companies operating in the upstream sector.825 

Several critical comments should be made about the return of the Pertamina model 

reflected in the Oil and Gas Bill as it currently stands. First, the return to Pertamina runs up 

against the requirements of Article 33, as amended, in the Constitution, as outlined in 

Chapter 4. Moreover, the Pertamina model has already proved unsuccessful in its application 

due to the inefficiencies embedded in the model. Second, as discussed in the previous section, 

one of the essential features of a good oil and gas governance design is clarity of goals and 

responsibilities: the Pertamina model did not comply with this criterion. The BUK, like 

 
824  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 5(1), (2), (3). 

825  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 45. 
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Pertamina before, assumes a public governance function as well as commercial governance 

function, thus blurring the goals and responsibilities of the institution.  

In the previous chapter, I argued that the post-amendment interpretation of Article 33 

requires state control to be based on a ‘just efficiency’ principle as a means to achieve the 

objective of ‘the greatest possible prosperity for the people’. The term ‘efficiency’ refers to 

economic efficiency that aims to prevent waste and promote the most beneficial allocation of 

resources in the economy. In the MK’s initial treatment of this objective, ‘efficiency’ is 

construed to allow the market to operate in the key economic sectors under Article 33.826 

Nonetheless, the term ‘just’ also functions as a qualifying term for the efficiency. The MK has 

required that efficiency generated by the application of the market mechanism should result in 

a just condition, in which the people have guaranteed access to products/services produced in 

the key economic sectors. Arguably, in the upstream oil and gas sectors, this requirement 

translates into the upstream system being able to produce oil and gas as affordably as possible 

through cost-efficient exploration and production, which in turn will lead to greater revenue 

for the state.827 

The Pertamina model cannot deliver these outcomes due to its structural flaws, which 

led in the past to both inefficiencies and corrupt practices. The inefficiency of the Pertamina 

model was discussed extensively in the 2000 World Bank report on Indonesia’s Oil and Gas 

sector.828 The study highlighted extensively the effects of government intervention in 

Pertamina and its dual role on the efficiency of the upstream sector. It also identified that 

government intervention in Pertamina’s operations created chronic inefficiencies in 

Pertamina’s exploration and production. Furthermore, the dual functions of Pertamina created 

 
826  See Chapter 4.  

827  See Chapter 4. 

828  Mohammad Farhandi et al., Indonesia Oil and Gas Sector Study. 
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an inherent conflict of interest that contributed to delays and significant inefficiencies in the 

operation of the POCs, and thus penalised the whole upstream system.829  

The inefficiencies in the Pertamina model can be classed in two categories: (1) Pertamina 

as an oil and gas operator by itself; and (2) Pertamina as a supervisor of the operation of POCs. The 

inefficiency of Pertamina as an oil and gas operator was caused in large measure by political 

intervention from the government. This then translated to higher exploration and production costs 

being incurred by Pertamina compared with those of the POCs operating in Indonesia. To 

understand the magnitude of Pertamina’s inefficiency, it was estimated that, in the final years 

before the enactment of the Oil and Gas Law 2001, Pertamina had opportunities for saving and 

value creation (from optimising its operation) of US$1.3–2 billion.830  

There were several motives for the government’s interventions. The first was a policy 

motive, in which Pertamina was forced to conduct a policy objective (non-commercial 

objective) that often did not fit with commercial considerations, but with political desires of 

political masters.831 The second motive related to the facilitation of corruption. In Indonesia’s 

corrupt political environment, Pertamina was positioned as a cash cow (sapi perah) for the 

political elites – Suharto and his family, or in the early Pertamina years General Ibnu Sutowo, 

 
829  Ibid., 16. 

830   Ibid. 

831   See Andiranti Fitrianingrum, ‘Are State-Owned Enterprises Successful Vehicles for Attaining 

Their Government Stated Objectives? A Study of the Implication of Government Policies and 

Objectives for State-Owned Enterprises in Indonesia’  (PhD thesis, Australian National 

University, 2015), 208. 
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a long-time Pertamina director and founding father of Indonesia PSC,832 who meddled with the 

lucrative procurement in the upstream sector.833  

In the early years of Pertamina, during Ibnu Sutowo’s tenure, the rampant corruption 

and mismanagement resulted in what became known as the Pertamina Crisis in 1975. 

Pertamina experienced a severe financial crisis at that time due to an outstanding debt amount 

– based on an official report – of over US$1 billion dollars. According to an estimation, the 

number in fact reached almost US$10 billion dollars, almost one-third of Indonesia’s GDP at 

that time.834 As a result, the government launched a series of policies intended to strengthen 

further accountability in Pertamina; however, these policies deprived Pertamina of much-

needed resources to further develop capabilities as an efficient oil and gas company. 

Furthermore, these policies also impacted Pertamina’s supervisory role, which resulted in 

Pertamina becoming a ‘bureaucracy stranglehold’, leading to further inefficiency of Pertamina 

in its supervision of the POCs.835 

The Pertamina supervisory role came from the stipulation of Pertamina as the mandate 

holder of mining rights and the PSC ‘management clause’. These two arrangements gave 

Pertamina a statutory monopoly over all exploration and production, and thus a supervisory 

role vis-à-vis production-sharing contractors (the POCs). Essentially, it was Pertamina and not 

the government that regulated adherence to laws and regulations in the private sector. To 

perform the role, Pertamina established a unit known as the Foreign Contractors Management 

Body (Badan Pembinaan dan Pengusahaan Kontraktor Asing, BPPKA). This unit had 

 
832  Daniel I. Hertzmark, ‘Pertamina: Indonesia’s State-Owned Enterprises’, 2. 

833  Ibid.; Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract, 67; Anthony 

Goldstone, ‘What was the Pertamina Crisis?’ 

834  Anthony Goldstone, ‘What was the Pertamina Crisis?’, 122. 

835  Tengku Machmud Nathan, The Indonesian Production Sharing Contract, 76. 
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considerable discretionary power to accept or reject a wide range of activities, transactions and 

business requests covering: (1) annual work program, and budgets; (2) development of plans; 

(3) authorisation of expenditure; (4) tenders and procurement of materials and services; and 

(5) audits of contractors’ personnel policies.836 These roles created long approval times for 

essential documents for private oil companies to operate, as well as overlaps between BPPKA 

and Pertamina in terms of implementing regulations. Furthermore, this Pertamina dual role also 

invited ‘an inherent conflict of interest’, since Pertamina competed with other companies that 

it supervised.837 In the Oil and Gas Law 2001, the BPPKA was transformed to BP Migas, and, 

as discussed in previous section has been replaced by SKK Migas. 

The design of the BUK in the pending Bill, as noted mimics these further aspects of the 

Pertamina model. The Bill proclaimed that the BUK is the mandate-holder for exploration and 

production under Indonesia’s territorial jurisdiction.838 Like the previous Pertamina design, the 

BUK has a dual role as the operator in exploration and production and as the supervisor of the 

POCs through contracts of cooperation (COC) – that is, PSC.839 Arguably, this similar design 

between BUK and Pertamina has the potential to lead to the failure of BUK, in a way similar 

to that of Pertamina. And, as demonstrated in previous section there are significant questions 

about its constitutionality. If the Bill wants to return to a NOC dominated model, some further 

work is required in the customisation of the design of the BUK to prevent the Pertamina 

inefficiencies repeating themselves in the BUK.  

 
836   Mohammad Farhandi et al., Indonesia Oil and Gas Sector Study, 17. 

837   Ibid. 

838   Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 5 Para (2). 

839   Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 13 Para (1).  
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Further Lessons from Abroad 

As discussed, the MK has read efficiency into Article 33 and requires that an upstream 

regulatory framework be efficient. As demonstrated above, the return to a Pertamina model 

being proposed by the Oil and Gas Bill will not satisfy this requirement. To satisfy Indonesian 

constitutional requirements, some changes are required to the proposed design of the BUK, and 

here, I incorporate lessons from the best practice in Norway and Malaysia to suggest changes 

to get instil efficiency in the Bill and get over the constitutional hurdles. 

The first change that is necessary is to restore the power to award licences to the 

Ministry of ESDM. This will ensure the competitive aspect of award licensing as well as 

providing the Ministry of ESDM, as the policy-maker, with an instrument to effectively 

implement the policy. The competitive aspect is an important element in creating an efficient 

system, and this will ensure that the best oil and gas fields are opened by the most experienced 

and capable oil companies. Furthermore, as suggested by the Norway experience, it is best to 

change the licensing award system from a contract system to a concessionary system. This 

might raise a constitutional issue regarding to the adoption of a concessionary system, which 

provides only weak controls for a state.840 However, as shown by Norway’s experience, this 

can be compensated for by giving privileges to the NOC for a 50 per cent participating interest 

in a POC oil field. In this way, the state control comes through the NOC participating 

interest.841 Additionally, this system has been adopted by the Indonesian mining sector without 

creating any problems of constitutional legitimacy.842 

 
840   See Chapter 1. 

841  Tina Hunter, ‘Comparative Law as an Instrument in Transnational Law: The Example of 

Petroleum Regulation’ (2009) 21(3) Bond Law Review 66. 

842  Since 1960, the mining sector has adopted the concessionary system, where licences are awarded 

to mining companies. Nonetheless, the award contract stipulates a divestment obligation for the 

mining company to the Indonesian entity, or SOE. In recent years, the demand to push divestment 
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The second change is to refocus the BUK by eliminating its dual roles. This refocusing 

can be done either through eliminating the BUK’s commercial roles or eliminating its 

supervisory role. With the existence of Pertamina in the  existing system, I argue that all the 

commercial roles should be given to Pertamina, whereas the BUK can focus on its supervisory 

roles. Furthermore, the BUK can be designed as a technocratic institution under the ministry, 

as suggested by the DPR Committee IV study that mimics the Norway NPD. 

Maintaining PSC: The Unwillingness to Embrace Risks 

The second regulatory aspect is the model contract arrangement. The DPR Committee IV study 

recommends that two model contracts should be adopted – the Risk Service Contract (RSC) 

and the Production Sharing Contract (PSC) – as the preferred model in the Oil and Gas Bill.843 

To implement this concept, the Oil and Gas Bill maintains the contract of cooperation (CoC) 

concept adopted in the Oil and Gas Law 2001, as discussed in Chapter 4. The Bill gives a 

similar definition of a CoC to that of the Oil and Gas Law 2001. The Bill defines a CoC as a 

production sharing contract or other cooperation contract in exploration and production that 

provides the greatest benefit for the state.844 

Despite the broad definition adopted in the Bill, the limitation to only permit either 

PSCs or RSCs as the governing contracts is an indication that the law-maker puts risk aversion 

 
by foreign mining companies has been carried out, with the latest and biggest divestment 

undertaken by Freeport Indonesia (the Freeport McMoran subsidiary in Indonesia) through 

selling 40 per cent of Freeport McMoran’s share to Inalum – an Indonesian SOE – worth $ 3.8 

billion. See Mining Law 2009, Art. 79 and Stefanno Reinard Sulaiman, ‘Freeport’s Divestment 

Deal Worth S3.8 Billion’, Jakarta Post, 13 July 2018, 

<https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/07/13/freeports-divestment-deal-worth-3-8-

billion.html>. 

843  Oil and Gas Bill Explanatory Memoranda, Art. 13 par (2); the Formal Academic Study (naskah 

akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 115, 125. 

844  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 31. 
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as the primary consideration in deciding what model contract will be permissible under the new 

law.845 From the constitutional requirement perspective, the broad definition of a model 

contract is aligned with the constitutional requirements outlined in Chapter 4, and thus there is 

no constitutional issue in the definition as well as the limitation either to a PSC or RSC. Both 

model contracts can deliver an efficient outcome if the decisions on the contract appropriately 

project and anticipate the geological, economic, social and environmental challenges.846   

Nonetheless, there is one critical comment regarding the limitation of model contracts 

into the two models from a best practice perspective. This relates to the aspiration to create a 

capable and reliable NOC to operate an oil field and, if possible, to operate internationally. A 

capable and reliable NOC can only be created if the NOC is engaging at the operational level 

– if it is exposed to all operational challenges. The exposure to operational risk is essential for 

the development of the NOC’s capability. This risk exposure helps the NOC to acquire 

experience and become a leader in running efficient exploration and production, including cost 

control, marketing strategy and geographical challenges.847 Arguably, the structure of the PSC 

and RSC cannot facilitate the NOC in developing sufficient capability and skills to operate as 

an efficient oil company due to its risk-averse nature.  

The most optimum model contract that can facilitate the NOC learning process, while 

balancing the need to minimise exposure to exploration and production risks is the joint venture, 

 
845  Ernest E. Smith, International Petroleum Transaction.  

846  See Abbas Ghandi, and C.-Y. Cynthia Lin Lawell, Economic Efficiency and Optimal Contractual 

Design of Iraq’s Oil Service Contracts (Research Paper Series 14 – 160, USAEE, 2014). 

847  See Ralf Boscheck, ‘The Governance of Oil Supply: An Institutional Perspective on NOC 

Control and the Question It Poses (2007) 1(4) International Journal of Energy Sector 

Management 366. 
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as Norway found.848 The PSC Joint Venture through a participating interest clause can be 

considered the second-best optimum model contract. Malaysia found that this model contract 

facilitated the learning process for Petronas via its subsidiary Carigali. Under these contractual 

arrangements, Statoil and Petronas experienced their NOCs gaining optimum experience from their 

POC counterparts. The NOCs in Norway and Malaysia are required to have some degree of 

independence, both financially and politically, to fully perform their commercial function.  

Likewise, the RSC does not directly expose the host country or its NOC to exploration and 

production risks, which consequently deprive the NOC of necessary experience and capability-

building. Additionally, the RSC potentially puts a disproportionate exploration and production risk 

on the POCs. This could potentially make the ventures much less attractive for investors in the 

riskiest service areas, such as offshore drilling in eastern Indonesia.849 The unpopularity of the PSC 

Gross Split Regulation has shown that oil and gas investors in Indonesia are demanding a greater 

government share for taking on exploration and production risks/costs, or better fiscal terms for 

POCs. The PSC Gross Split Regulation does not provide a ‘cost recovery’ mechanism, and so it is 

seen as less attractive in some oil and gas projects.850 Additionally, the Indonesian Petroleum 

Association, as an authoritative voice of Indonesia’s oil and gas investors, has stressed the 

importance of flexibility in model contracts.851 

 
848  Likewise, in the Nigerian experience, a joint venture has been considered to provide an optimum 

petroleum contractual arrangement compared with PSC. See Sani Sadhu, ‘Production Sharing or 

Joint Venturing: What is the Optimum Petroleum Contractual Arrangement for the Exploitation 

of Nigeria Oil and Gas?’ (2014) 2(2) Journal of Business and Management Sciences 35. 

849  See Ernest E. Smith, ‘From Concession to Service Contract’ (1992) 27(4) Tulsa Law Review 

Journal 493. 

850  Brad Roach and Alistair Dunstan, ‘The Indonesian PSC: the End of an Era’ (2018) 11(2) Journal 

of World Energy Law and Business 116, 129–30. 

851  Norman Harsono, ‘Oil Industry Welcomes Possible Return of Cost Recovery Scheme’. 
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While there are no constitutional issues about these limitations found in the model 

contract, from the best practice perspective the limitation has created some concerns. Arguably, 

the limitations have constricted the operation of the joint venture as the optimum model 

contract in facilitating learning process for NOCs to become capable oil and gas companies. 

Admittedly, the current Oil and Gas Bill has allowed the operation of joint ventures by 

stipulating a participating interest arrangement under Article 16. The participating interest 

mandates clause is limited only to working areas operated fully by the BUK, where BUK Migas 

is mandated to give 10 per cent participating interest to local government.852  

There are two reasons why this participating interest needs to be changed. First, the 

limitation on participating interests being limited to solely local government is problematic. 

Many of the local governments in Indonesia have a low fiscal capacity; and as oil and gas 

exploration and production are capital intensive and high-risk ventures, there is a strong 

possibility that many local governments cannot afford to provide the capital needed to 

participate. Second, the Bill’s participating interest arrangement is not something envisioned 

by best practice. The purpose of a participating interest for the NOC is as a means of 

transferring capability in the operation of a service area. The participating interest is structured 

by the draft Bill to reward fiscal benefit to the local government in which the working areas 

exist; this misses the objective of establishing an efficient and capable NOC. As in the 

Norwegian and Malaysian experience, best practice dictates that the law should stipulate 

participating interest requirement of the NOC at the national, not the sub-national, level. 

Further, the law should stipulate the independence of the NOC in commercial decisions about 

whether to participate in an oil and gas project venture. 

 
852  Oil and Gas Bill, Art. 16. 
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Lingering Tokenistic Approach 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the Court has made public participation a constitutional requirement 

in its interpretation of Article 33. The Court has established this requirement as part of fulfilling 

the objectives of Article 33; namely, providing ‘the greatest possible prosperity for the people’. 

Nonetheless, the Court has not given a detailed explanation of the meaning of public 

participation that contributes to creating ‘the greatest possible prosperity of the people’. To 

define this public participation, this thesis turns to the comparative and international 

perspectives.853 This discussion is limited to public consultation, not access to information and 

access to justice. There are two reasons for this limitation. First, the two other aspects fall under 

more specific statutes (Freedom of Information Law 2009, Administrative Court Law 2009 and 

Public Administration Law 2014), and are thus outside the scope of the oil and gas law. The 

second reason is that problems with these aspects are situated in the implementation gap rather 

than the regulatory framework. 

The DPR Committee IV study does not highlight any specific approach or issues 

regarding public participation. It only notes that the requirement of the Oil and Gas Bill to 

confirm two relevant laws in the issue of public participation: the requirement for Strategic 

Environmental Planning Study (Kajian Lingkungan Hidup Strategis, KLHS) and 

Environmental Impact Assessments in the Environmental Law 2009 and the requirement for 

public consultation in the event of land acquisition in the Land Acquisition Law 2012.854 As 

for the Oil and Gas Bill, there is no specific stipulation regarding the public participation 

 
853  See Mark Thurber, David Hults and Patrick R.P. Heller, ‘The Limits of Institutional Design in 

Oil Sector Governance’; Ole Mestad, ‘Rights to Public Participation in Norwegian Mining, 

Energy and Resource Development’. 

854  The Formal Academic Study (naskah akademik), Oil and Gas Bill 2017 (DPR), 171–5. 
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requirement. There is only a requirement for the ministry to coordinate with local government 

in determining service areas.855 

In both the study and Oil and Gas Bill, the public participation arrangements are nominal 

and similar to that of the Oil and Gas Law 2001. Public participation is viewed as a derivative 

requirement from environmental impact assessment requirements and the land acquisition 

process as part of the Land Acquisition Law 2012. These arrangements raise some issues. First, 

as stated, some form of public participation is a constitutional requirement under  Article 33 

interpretation to make public participation a derivative requirement is not in line with the 

significance of the public participation requirement as a constitutional principle under 

Article 33. As a derivative requirement, any public participation outcome is likely to be easily 

be disregarded. This has been shown in the government policy that excludes environmental 

impact assessments during the exploration phase, which eventually also excludes the need for 

public consultation.856 

Second, the Oil and Gas Bill provides its derivative participation too late in the day. 

Like the Oil and Gas Law 2001, the limited public participation provided would occur long 

after the project had been approved. It therefore denies the public right to engage in crucial 

decision-making processes that determine the location of service areas for the development of 

oil and gas projects. This Bill has created a tokenistic form of participation. As I discussed 

earlier in this chapter, this arrangement is against the intention of the Court in protecting the 

local community as part of providing the greatest possible prosperity of the people under 

Article 33, because it is not genuine and meaningful participation. Best practice dictates that 

public consultation should occur as early as possible during the decision-making process. 

 
855  Article 10 Para. (3) Oil and Gas Bill Draft. 

856  AMDAL Ministry Regulation 2012. 
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Third, both the DPR Committee IV study and Oil and Gas Bill fail to address the need 

for greater transparency in the upstream sector. Without access to information, the participants 

in a public consultation cannot function effectively in the decision-making process. In response 

to this lack of transparency in the context of contract transparency, in its Executive Summary 

dated October 2016, the Natural Resource Governance Institute (NRGI) points to this issue as 

critical in critiquing the Oil and Gas Bill. The NRGI emphasises that contract and licence 

transparency has been proven to promote constructive relationships between citizens, 

companies and government, which can reduce conflict and increase stability in the sector. This 

is because contract transparency helps to set realistic expectations about the terms and timelines 

of extraction. It also provides enhanced opportunities for stakeholders to monitor adherence to 

obligations, which encourages all parties to act responsibly in project implementation.857 

For all the foregoing reasons, the Oil and Gas Bill needs to be restructured. First, public 

participation needs to be constructed as a primary requirement, not as a derivative requirement in 

the oil and gas project. This public participation should involve public consultation during 

deliberations to allocate the services areas, replacing the consultation with local government. 

Second, the Oil and Gas Bill needs to stipulate access of information obligation to the parties, 

notably oil companies and government, in disclosing any relevant information regarding the oil 

and gas project.  

IV Concluding Remarks  

In important respects, the proposed Oil and Gas Bill is misaligned with Article 33’s 

constitutional requirements and international best practice. The misalignment is disclosed by 

reading the DPR Committee IV study. The study and its analysis fails to maintain consistency 

 
857  Emmanuel Bria and Patrick R.P. Heller, ‘Indonesia’s Oil and Gas Legislation: Critical Issues’ 

(Executive Summary, NRGI, October 2016).  
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with its policy objectives to advance ways to strengthen the effectiveness of the Oil and Gas 

Bill regulatory framework and a strategy to implement the framework. Importantly, the DPR 

Committee IV study does embrace an outward policy orientation, which means openness, 

competition and a greater role for the private sector. It also acknowledges the importance of 

environmental sustainability to the overall upstream policy objectives. Nonetheless, these 

policy objectives do not materialise in the three essential regulatory frameworks it favours. 

First, the regulatory institutional model advanced by the Oil and Gas Bill opts to return the 

discredited Pertamina model through the establishment of BUK. This arrangement is against 

ten years of MK jurisprudence that requires a just and efficient upstream system under Article 

33 section 4. Moreover, international best practice has shown that an efficient upstream system 

requires the separation of the public governance function from the private commercial function, 

creating clarity of responsibility and objectives of the key institution in the upstream 

governance.  

Second, in the model contract provided for by the Oil and Gas Bill stipulates a broad 

definition of CoC, which then limits its entry into only PSCs and RSCs. While there is no 

constitutional objection to be made, the limitation does not fit with the objective of the study 

to push the NOC to acquire new production sources outside Indonesia to enhance energy 

independence. From a best practice perspective, the limitation of the model contracts to PSCs 

and RSCs cannot facilitate a NOC learning process. As shown by international best practice, 

the optimum model contract to facilitate the NOC learning process pushes the NOC to be 

involved in the commercial development of oil and gas, including exposure to risks of 

operation. As discussed, this model contract can be facilitated by either joint ventures or PSC 

with a participation interest clause that put NOC as the holder of the participating interest.  

Finally, in terms of public participation, the similarity between the Oil and Gas Bill and the 

Oil and Gas Law 2001 creates both constitutional concerns and criticism from the standpoint of 
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international best practice. Both require that public participation occurs in a meaningful, genuine 

and effective way. The Oil and Gas Bill fails to deliver this requirement because, like the Oil and 

Gas Law 2001, it has made public participation a derivative aspect of environmental impact 

assessment, long after the key decision – to allow service areas to be awarded for the oil and gas 

project. Consequently, it deprives the public of their right to participate in the most important 

decision of the oil and gas project development. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

This thesis has examined the establishment and development of the meaning, scope and 

interpretation of the requirements of Article 33 of the Indonesian Constitution across time. 

From the time of its promulgation on 18 August 1945, one day after Indonesia’s proclamation 

of independence, until today, Article 33 has been an instrumental provision for Indonesia’s 

economy. As this thesis has shown, Article 33, with its idealised Pancasila858 orientation, has 

always sought to ensure that Indonesia’s resources provide “the greatest benefit of the people”. 

It is this polestar of greatest benefit of the people that has enabled the continuity of application 

of Article 33, even with the addition of section 4’s ‘just efficiency’ in the 1999–2002 

amendments. As demonstrated, it allowed the MK to balance the interests of the individual 

interests with that of society, as represented by the states, in determining the appropriate mix 

of state control and private enterprise in the oil and gas sector of the economy. 

Nevertheless, a rupture in the consistent interpretation of Article 33 took place in 2012 

with the decision in the Oil and Gas Law Case III. As this thesis has argued, the judgment in 

this case is an aberration for significant reasons, including its failure to account for a decade of 

precedent on the post-amendment scope and meaning of Article 33. In this concluding chapter, 

I want to revisit the research questions posed in this thesis. Based on the analysis and discussion 

 
858  Pancasila is a theory of the state formulated by Sukarno in order to bring together a vast archipelago 

under a unified government. In addition to advancing pluralism, moderation, and tolerance, it aims to 

balance communal interests with those of the individual. The drafters of the 1945 Constitution 

explicitly captured its original five principles in the last Preambular paragraph. See  Simon Butt, The 

Constitutional Court and Democracy in Indonesia (2015), 22–3. While it became linked to 

Soepomo’s integralism, I refer to it here in its original metaphysical sense.  
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in Chapters 1 to 5, my findings are summarised. Once again, the research questions posed for 

this dissertation were: 

I. What was the original meaning of Article 33 ?; Has the interpretation of Article 33 

evolved over time, both before and after it was amended? 

II. What, if anything, can we learn from the history, including the drafting history, of the 

amendment of Article 33? 

III. What did the drafters of the 1999–2002 amendments intend in terms of Indonesian 

economic reform, specifically, what was intended by the amendment of Article 33? 

IV. What are the precedents developed by the Court in the interpretation of Article 33? How 

should these precedents be applied to Indonesia’s oil and gas regulatory framework? 

I Article 33 and Hatta’s social democracy versus Soepomo’s subsequent integralism 

The original meaning of Article 33 is situated within the ideological rivalry between Hatta’s 

social democracy and Soepomo’s integralism. Hatta’s social democracy represents a moderate 

position regarding the role of the state versus private initiative in the key economic sectors. In 

contrast, Soepomo’s integralism represents a statist position that only allows private business 

to operate in the key economic sectors if it is beneficial to the interest of the state. Hatta’s social 

democracy uses efficiency as a criterion to allow the involvement of private business, whereas 

Soepomo’s integralism uses state interests to allow the involvement of private business. The 

practical consequence of this distinction is that Hatta’s social democracy allows for the 

independent operation of private business in the economy, independent of state control, 

provided that rules and regulations established by the government are observed. Soepomo’s 

integralism dictates a contrary result. It insists that private business interests must be under the 

direct control and supervision of government.  

As shown above, the better view is that during the constitutional deliberations in 1945, 

Hatta’s social democracy won the debate, notably with the inclusion of freedom of assembly, 
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freedom of expression, and the right to work in the Constitution. Soepomo’s integralism only 

subsequently came to be viewed as a touchstone for interpreting Article 33. During the early 

post-colonial period, it came to be held that the greatest benefit to the people was generated by 

state control over all aspects of the exploitation of natural resources. As I showed, subsequent 

constitutional moments that defined the Indonesian political developments meant that 

Soepomo’s integralism took centre stage in the meaning of Article 33, sublimating, at least for 

a time, the more liberal economic ideas of social democracy. The most significant critical 

junctures of these constitutional moments that shifted the social democrat paradigm to the 

integralism paradigm occurred in 1957, when the nationalisation of foreign private enterprises, 

notably, the Dutch interests, began. This coupled with the decline in the number of social 

democratic politicians in Parliament, led to Soekarno’s Guided Economy and its sibling, 

Guided Democracy. The guided economy shaped the commanding heights role of SOEs as the 

legitimate representative of the state in controlling key economic sectors under Article 33.  

As a result, Soepomo’s integralism, notably its statist position, became an entrenched 

idea that shaped the pre-amendment interpretation of Article 33. If viewed from the lens of 

‘best interest for the people’, the change can be reconciled based on the belief, at that time, that 

state control was best placed to deliver on this constitutional directive. However, as the thesis 

makes clear, the history of inefficiency and corruption tied to exclusive state control over key 

economic sectors has discredited this view. As I argue, the best interests of the people today 

are reflected in Hatta’s social democracy, originally embodied in the meaning of Article 33 – 

a meaning that its amendment, with the addition of section 4, both captures and confirms. 

Furthermore, as Chapter 4 showed, the ‘three tiers of effectivity’ doctrine, which served as the 

ratio decidendi in the Oil and Gas Law Case III was a retrograde step back to the pre-

amendment interpretation of Article 33 based on Soepomo’s integralism. As I demonstrate, 

this case ignores an earlier decade of more liberal jurisprudence and has not subsequently been 
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followed by the MK. It is an aberration that is best distinguished and that should not be followed 

into the future.   

II A Restatement of Hatta’s Social Democracy 

The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, which led to financial, economic and political crises, paved the 

way for international organisations, notably the IMF, to dictate Indonesia’s political and economic 

policy. One such influence was the adoption of a New Constitutionalism in Indonesia’s 

constitutional reforms conducted during the 1999 to 2002 period. The influence of New 

Constitutionalism had two dimensions: political and economic. The influence of the political 

dimension was successful due to the alignment of the New Constitutionalism idea with the political 

aspirations of the Indonesia people to adopt constitutional democracy – that is, the separation of 

powers, human rights (negara hukum) and decentralisation. In contrast, the influence of the 

economic dimension was resisted. This was indicated by the failure to replace ‘state control’ with 

market economy concepts such as efficiency, competitiveness and fairness in Article 33.  

Despite the resistance, the New Constitutionalism did manage to incorporate a more 

‘liberal’, market-based paradigm within Article 33 through the addition of section 4. 

Nonetheless, the decision to maintain the original language of Article 33 makes the amendment 

ambiguous because no priority is indicated in terms of application of approach. This 

inconclusiveness allowed for the seemingly inconsistent interpretation of Article 33 in light of 

the Oil and Gas Law Case III decision. Yet, as I demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4, the debates 

held during constitutional amendments, provided the MK with a way to balance the competing 

approaches of liberal reform and the statist interpretation. I further showed how this balanced 

interpretation is merely a restatement of Hatta’s social democracy embodied in the meaning of 
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Article 33, as originally drafted in 1945.859 In today’s world, though, the amendment goes 

further. The balanced interpretation of Article 33, as amended, has created a meaning and scope 

that not only defines the role of private business, but also empowers civil society by recognising 

its participatory interests.  

III A Just Market System and Empowerment of Civil Society 

The Article 33 jurisprudence of the MK that has relied on Hatta’s social democracy ideas 

requires section 4 of Article 33 to be interpreted within the letter and spirit of ‘just efficiency’. 

The term ‘just efficiency’ in section 4 has required the MK to consider a number of factors 

connected with key economic sectors. In particular, the MK has opined on Article 33’s 

requirements associated with competition, the role of the state and the role of civil society in 

the context of Article 33.  

First, with regard to competition, the MK has ruled that it is permissible under Article 33 

to allow an open market to operate – one that includes competition between the state and private 

enterprise – in key economic sectors, provided it delivers a ‘just efficiency’ outcome for the people. 

This ‘just efficiency’ outcome is measured through a guarantee of access for the people to goods 

and services produced in the sector. In the Oil and Gas Law Case I, the MK ruled that price control 

in the sector was essential in achieving this objective.  

Second, regarding the role of the state, the MK’s reading of section 4 of Article 33 

requires what it outlined as five governance functions of state to continue to be exercised by 

the state. To allow for competition to operate, however, the MK did allow for the public 

governance function to be separated from the private commercial function. The public-

governance function is to be assumed by government agencies, whereas the private commercial 

 
859  It is well to note that the tensions that are raised in the Oil and Gas Law Case III are not not 

between the neoliberal idea versus integralism, but rather between social democracy versus 

integralism. 
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function is assumed by the SOEs, but only within limits. The state monopoly over the public 

as well as private commercial functions can only be justified when private competition cannot 

deliver on ‘just efficiency’. 

Finally, the MK read a role for civil society into the Constitution, as amended. The 

rights and interests of civil society – that is, adat community and local communities – need to 

be taken into account in economic development. Consideration of the rights of the adat 

community and local communities is required in order to try to fulfil the objective of the 

greatest possible prosperity for the people mentioned in Article 33. This requirement cascades 

into the right to participate in economic development and an acknowledgement of Indigenous 

rights, notably in relation to land possession and other economic, social and cultural rights 

attached to the local vicinity. 

IV Misalignment Between Court Precedent and the Proposed Oil and Gas Bill 

The application of these requirements is currently being debated in the Oil and Gas Bill. The 

thesis demonstrates that the Bill, in its current form, does not meet the constitutional 

requirements of the proposed Bill. I have shown that the current governance and model contract 

arrangements envisioned by the Bill also do not meet international best practice.  Drawing on 

the experience of both Norway and Malaysia, which serve as leaders in the oil and gas sector, 

I developed a way to customise the Bill so that it will be effective in its main purpose of 

ensuring energy independence of Indonesia. 

To elaborate: first, in terms of the institutional regulatory framework, the return to the 

Pertamina model is constitutionally problematic due to the model’s inefficiency, which offends 

section 4 of Article 33 and the ‘just efficiency’ requirements that permit competition under the 

right conditions. I proposed a full separation of functions, as in the Norwegian system. The 

separation model will clarify the roles and responsibilities of each key institution in the 

upstream sector, which will lead to an efficient system. Unlike the previous BP Migas model 
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under the Oil and Gas Law 2001, which retained part of the private commercial function as 

supervisor of PSC in the government agency, the separation model needs to release all private 

commercial functions to an NOC. Government agencies should limit themselves to public 

governance functions, without being involved in the business operations of POCs. 

Second, in terms of model contracts, I found that there is no constitutional issue with 

the way the proposed Bill structures model contracts. Nonetheless, the limitation of permissible 

model contracts to PSCs and RSCs is problematic from an international best practice 

perspective. Best practice requires that the choice of model contract must have a positive 

correlation with the NOC’s performance. The optimum model for these conditions is one that 

pushes the NOC to actively participate in an oil and gas project, including sharing the risks of 

exploration and production. In this way, the NOC develops capacity. It learns how to control 

costs, acquire technology, market products and other skills, and gain the experience to become 

a capable oil and gas producer. The comparative study of Norway and Malaysia shows that the 

optimum model contract to facilitate this process is the joint venture model, whereas the 

second-best model contract is a PSC with participation interest. The proposed Oil and Gas Bill 

does allow for PSCs with participation interest. Nonetheless, the Bill stipulates that this 

participation interest is allocated exclusively to local government. Based on best practice, this 

participation interest should be allocated to the NOC, rather than a sub-national government.  

Finally, on the issue of the public participation framework, despite the importance of 

environmental aspects outlined in the DPR Committee IV study accompanying the Bill, provisions 

to implement the necessary procedures for participation are absent from the Bill. Instead, it takes a 

similarly deficient approach to participation as does the Oil and Gas Law 2001. As demonstrated, 

the Oil and Gas Law 2001 created a merely tokenistic form of public participation by positioning 

the public consultation mechanism long after a crucial decision had already been made. 

Consequently, the Bill, as currently drafted, deprives the public from their right to influence 
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whether or not an oil and gas exploration and production project should be approved in the first 

place. One suggestion proposed by this thesis is to replace the local government consultation 

process in determining service areas with genuine, nationwide public consultation. In this way, the 

public is involved in the early process of oil and gas exploration and production. 

V Concluding Remarks 

In October 2019, Joko Widodo (Jokowi) was inaugurated for the second time as the President 

of the Indonesian Republic. The re-election of Jokowi may be another critical juncture for 

Indonesian constitutional law. But, even if it does not prove to be so, his re-election will 

influence the place of the post-amendment Constitution in Indonesian economic policy. As is 

evident from the experience of many countries, the position of Indonesia’s Constitutional Court 

in interpreting the economic Constitution – in this case, Article 33 – will be influenced by the 

political dynamics outside the Court. The first Jokowi presidential term was characterised by 

new developmentalism, utilising SOEs as a driving force for economic growth. This kind of 

policy requires and relies on a statist approach to interpreting Article 33.  

Jokowi’s first term statist policy revived the integralism idea in the Indonesian political 

context. Jokowi is part of a nationalist PDI-P party cadre led by Megawati, one of Sukarno’s 

daughters. As discussed in Chapter 2, Sukarno initiated the Guided Economy, which was an 

extreme version of Soepomo’s integralism. Megawati and her party are often lauded in their 

political rhetoric for advocating Sukarno’s ideals. Therefore, it is no coincidence that, only a few 

months into his second presidential term, Jokowi and his political colleagues made a bold attempt 

to propose a ‘limited’ amendment to the Constitution, with the aim of restoring the power of MPR 

in producing the discarded State Guidelines (GBHN), which were abolished by the 1999–2002 

Constitutional amendments. The GBHN was stipulated in article 3 of the  pre-amendment 1945 

Constitution. It outlined state planning in various sectors including economic sector.  Furthermore, 
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some of his political allies have advocated a return to the Old Constitution entirely, including 

repealing section 4 of Article 33. 

In light of this political backdrop, realistically, it is improbable that the post-amendment 

interpretation based on the new Article 33 section 4 will become the dominant interpretive 

paradigm. It will have limited influence the outcome of the currently debated Oil and Gas Bill 

2017 – or in any other policies for that matter – in the near future. These phenomena have been 

evident in the recent attack on the legitimacy of the Indonesia Anti-competition agency (Komisi 

Pengawasan Persaingan Usaha, KPPU) in Indonesia after the agency came out against the 

exclusive  involvement of SOEs in a major infrastructure project. The agency has also exposed 

many project tenders to be riddled with unfair practices and corruption.860 In 2017, the Ministry 

of Trade started questioning the independent status of the KPPU. In the debate over an Anti-

Monopoly and Unfair Practices Bill, the government planned to dwarf the both the role and 

independence of KPPU by making it part of government agency under the Ministry of Trade.861 

While the government has backed off pursuing these action for the time being due  to a fierce 

resistance from influential economists, including Faisal Basri, the idea to put KPPU under 

government control indicates a real desire on the part of the government to further curb market 

forces in the Indonesian economy.  Be this as it may, this thesis stands as a beacon for a rational, 

 
860   Yuliana Fauzi, ‘KPPU Ungkap Persekongkolan dalam Proyek Infrastruktur Jokowi’ (the unfair 

practices and anti-competition watchdog reveal conspiracy in Jokowi’s infrastructure projects), 

CNN Indonesia, 13 December 2016, 

<https://www.cnnindonesia.com/ekonomi/20161213155848-92-179301/kppu-ungkap-

persekongkolan-dalam-proyek-infrastruktur-jokowi>. 

861  Ridwan Aji Pitoko, Pengamat: KPPU Tidak Bisa Bekerja di Bawah Pemerintah’ (Pundit: KPPU 

Cannot Work Under Government Control), kompas.com, 

<https://ekonomi.kompas.com/read/2018/06/25/201536926/pengamat-kppu-tidak-bisa-bekerja-

di-bawah-pemerintah?page=all>. 

https://www.cnnindonesia.com/ekonomi/20161213155848-92-179301/kppu-ungkap-persekongkolan-dalam-proyek-infrastruktur-jokowi
https://www.cnnindonesia.com/ekonomi/20161213155848-92-179301/kppu-ungkap-persekongkolan-dalam-proyek-infrastruktur-jokowi
https://ekonomi.kompas.com/read/2018/06/25/201536926/pengamat-kppu-tidak-bisa-bekerja-di-bawah-pemerintah?page=all
https://ekonomi.kompas.com/read/2018/06/25/201536926/pengamat-kppu-tidak-bisa-bekerja-di-bawah-pemerintah?page=all
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moderate approach required under Article 33 to help ensure that the aspirations of Mohammad 

Hatta and intention of the amendment are met. 
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Undang-Undang Nomor 19 Tahun 1964 tentang Ketentuan-Ketentuan Pokok Kekuasaan 

Kehakiman [Law Number 19 Year 1964 on Judicial Power Principles Regulation] 

(Indonesia).  

Undang-Undang Nomor 8 Tahun 1971 Tentang Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak dan Gas 

Bumi Negara [Law No 8 Year 1971 on Oil and Gas Companies]. 

Undang-Undang Nomor 3 Tahun 1989 Telekomunikasi [Law Number 3 Year 1989 on 

Telecommunication]. 

Undang-Undang Nomor 23 Tahun 1999 tentang Bank Indonesia [Law Number 23 Year 1999 

on Indonesia Central Bank] (Indonesia).  

Undang-Undang Nomor 22 Tahun 2001 tentang Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Law Number 22 

Year 2001 on Oil and Gas Law] (Indonesia).  

Undang-Undang Nomor 14 Tahun 2009 tentang Kebebasan Informasi [Law Number 14 Year 

2009 on Freedom of Information] (Indonesia). 

Undang-Undang Nomor 32 Tahun 2009 tentang Lingkungan Hidup [Law Number 32 Year 

2009 on Environmental Law] (Indonesia).  

Undang-Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 2011 Tentang Pembentukan Peraturan Perundang-

Undangan [Law Number 12 Year 2011 on the Creation of Regulations] (Indonesia). 

Undang-Undang Nomor 2 Tahun 2012 tentang Pengadaan Tanah Bagi Pembangun Untul 

Kepentingan Publik Law Number 2 Year 2012 on the Acquisition of Land for 

Development on the Public Interest (Indonesia). 
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Undang-Undang Nomor 30 Tahun 2014 tentang Administrasi Publik [Law Number 30 Year 

2014 on Public Administration](Indonesia). 

Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 35 Tahun 2004 tentang Kegiatan Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas 

Bumi [Government Regulation Number 35 Year 2004 on Business Activities in 

Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (Indonesia). 

Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 55 Tahun 2009 Tentang Perubahan Kedua Atas Peraturan 

Pemerintah Nomor 35 Tahun 2004 tentang Kegiatan Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas 

Bumi [Government Regulation Number 55 Year 2009 on Second Amendment on 

Government[ (Indonesia). 

Peraturan Presiden Nomor 95 Tahun 2012 tentang Pengalihan Tugas dan Fungsi Kegiatan 

Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Presidential Regulation Number 95 Year 2012 on 

Transfer of Duty and Functions in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (Indonesia). 

Peraturan Presiden Nomor 9 Tahun 2013 tentang Penyelenggaraan Pengelolaan Kegiatan 

Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Presidential Regulation Number 9 Year 2013 on 

Business Activities Management in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (Indonesia). 

Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 79 Year 2010 tentang Biaya Operasi Yang Dapat Dikembalikan 

dan Perlakuan Pajak Penghasilan di Bidang Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi 

[Government Regulation Number 79 Year 2010 on Reimbursement of Operational 

Expenditure and Income Tax in Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (Indonesia). 

Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 27 Tahun 2017 tentang Perubahan Atas Peraturan Pemerintah 

Nomor 79 Tahun 2010 tentang Biaya Operasi Yang Dapat Dikembalikan dan Perlakuan 

Pajak Penghasilan di Bidang Usaha Hulu Minyak dan Gas Bumi [Government 

Regulation Number 27 Year 2017 on Amendment of Government Regulation Number 

79 Year 2010 on Reimbursement of Operational Expenditure and Income Tax in 

Upstream Oil and Gas Sector] (Indonesia). 

Peraturan Menteri Lingkungan Hidup Nomor 5 Tahun 2012 tentang Jenis Aktivitas Bisnis 

Yang Memerlukan AMDAL [Ministry of Environment Regulation Number 5 Year 

2012 on Types of Activities and Business That Require Environmental Impact 

Assessment] (Indonesia). 

Pedoman Tata Kerja No 027/PTK/XII/2007 tentang Pembebasan Tanah [Guideline 

Management Number 027/PTK/XII/2007 on Land Acquisition] (Indonesia). 
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Pedoman Tata Kerja No PTK-045/BP00000/2011 tentang Analisi Mengenai Dampak 

Lingkungan Hidup [Guideline Management Number PTK-045/BP0000/2011 on 

Environmental Baseline Assessment] (Indonesia). 
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Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation In Decision-Making and Access to 

Justice in Environmental Matters, signed 25 June 1998. [2001] UNTS 2161 (entered 

into force 30 October 2001).  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: List of Laws Driven by Indonesia’s Letter of Intent to IMF 

No LoI LoI Substance Legislation 

1 1997 (point 14) Off Budget revenue, should be 

incorporated in the budget system 

(PNBP) 

Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 

1997 tentang Penerimaan Negara 

Bukan Pajak, [Law Number 20 Year 

1997 on Non-Tax Revenue] 

2 1997 (point 29) Private ownership for State Owned 

Bank  

Undang-Undang Nomor 19 Tahun 

2003 tentang Badan Usaha Milik 

Negara [Law Number 19 Year 2003 

on State Owned Enterprises] 

3 1997 (point 29, 

line 9) 

SoE require their non-performing 

assets to the State Auction Agency for 

collection.  

Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 14 

Tahun 2005 tentang Tata Cara 

Penghapusan Piutang Negara/Daerah 

[Government Regulation Number 14 

Year 2005 on Government Debts 

Write Off] 

4 1997 (point 

33)/LoI 98 par.2 

of the letter;  

LoI 16/3/1999 

(point 35 

(progress report) 

The Law on Central Bank Undang-Undang Nomor 23 Tahun 

1999 tentang Bank Indonesia [Law 

Number 23 Year 1999 on Indonesian 

Bank] 

 

Article 23 D on Central Bank 

Independency, the 4th of 

Constitutional Amendment 2002.   

5 The Law on Bank  Undang-Undang Nomor 10 Tahun 

1998 tentang Perubahan Atas 

Undang-Undang Nomor 7 Tahun 

1992 tentang Perbankaan. [Law 

Number 10 Year 1998 on the 

Amendment of Law Number 7 Year 

1992 on Banking] 

6 LoI 24/6/1998 

(point 13)/LoI 

29/7/1998 (point 

17) 

The Law on Bankruptcy (the 

establishment of commercial court) 

Peraturan Pemerintah Pengganti 

Undang-Undang Nomor 1 Tahun 

1998 tentang Kepailitan. Disahkan 

oleh DPR menjadi Undang-Undang 

Nomor 4 Tahun 1998 tentang 

Kepailitan  [Government Regulation 

in Lieu Law Number 1 Year 1998 on 

Bankruptcy. Endorsed by the DPR 

(Parliament) to become Law 

Number 4 Year 1998 on 

Bankruptcy] 
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7 LoI 19/10/1998 

Banking Sector 

Reform Section.  

The establishment of IBRA/BPPN Keputusan Presiden Nomor 27 

Tahun 1998 tentang Badan 

Penyehatan Perbankan Nasional 

[Presidential Decree Number 27 

Year 1998 on Indonesian Banking 

Restructuration Agency]  

8 LoI  13/11/1998 

Privatisation and 

State Enterprise 

Audits  

Telecommunication Law  Undang-Undang Nomor 36 Tahun 

1999 tentang Telekomunikasi 

(privatisation) [Law Number 36 

Year 1999 on Telecommunication] 

9 Point 15 LoI 

4/10/1998  

Competition Law Undang-Undang Nomor 5 Tahun 

1999 tentang Larangan Praktek 

Monopoli dan Persaingan Usaha 

Tidak Sehat [Law Number 5 Year 

1999 on Prohibition of Unfair Trade 

and Anti-Monopoly Practice]  

10 Point 15 LoI 

29/7/1998  

Arbitration and dispute settlement law  Undang-Undang nomor 30 Tahun 

1999 tentang Arbitrase dan 

Alternatif Penyelesaian Sengketa 

11  Point 20 LoI 

16/3/1998  

Point 77 LoI 

20/01/2000  

Electricity Law Amendment  Undang-Undang Nomor 20 tahun 

2002 tentang Ketenagalistrikan  

12 Point 41 Letter 

of Intent  

14/5/1999  

Foreign Exchange Transaction  Undang-Undang Nomor 24 Tahun 

1999 tentang Lalu Lintas Devisa dan 

Sistem Nilai Tukar  

13 Point 40 Letter 

of Intent 

16/3/1999  

Anti-corruption law to increase the 

effectiveness  

Undang-Undang Nomor 31 Tahun 

1999 tentang Pemberantasan Tindak 

Pidana Korupsi  

14 Point 13 Letter 

of Intent 

22/7/1999  

Decentralization Law  Undang-Undang Nomor 22 tahun 

1999 tentang Pemerintahan Daerah 

[Law Number 22 Year 1999 on 

Local Government] 

15 Fiscal Balance Law Undang-Undang Nomor 25 Tahun 

1999 tentang Perimbangan 

Keuangan Antara Pemerintah Pusat 

dan Daerah [Law Number 25 Year 

1999 on Fiscal Balance Between 

Central and Local Government] 

16 Point 80, 81, 82 

Letter of Intent 

20/01/2000  

Oil and Gas Law  Undang-Undang Nomor 22 Tahun 

2001 tentang Minyak dan Gas Bumi 

[Law Number 22 Year 2001 on Oil 

and Gas Law] 

17  Point 32 Letter 

of Intent 

20/01/2000  

Charitable Organisation Undang-Undang Nomor 16 Tahun 

2001 tentang Yayasan [Law Number 

16 Year 2001 on Foundation] 

18  Point 98 Letter 

of Intent 

29/1/2000  

Export Import Bank  Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 37 

Tahun 1999 tentang Penyertaan 

Modal Negara Republik Indonesia 
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untuk Pendirian Perusahaan 

Perseroan Terbatas Di Bidang 

Perbankan [Government Regulation 

Number 37 Year 1999 on State 

Capital Participation For the 

Establishment of Company in 

Banking Sector] and Undang-

Undang Nomor 2 Tahun 2009 

Tentang Lembaga Pembiayaan 

Ekspor Indonesia [Law Number 2 

Year 2009 on Indonesia Export 

Financing] 

19 Point 94 Letter 

of Intent 

29/1/2000 

Environmental Law Implementing 

Regulation  

Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 27 

Tahun 1999 tentang Analisa 

Mengenai Dampak Lingkungan 

Hidup [Government Regulation 

Number 27 Year 1999 on the 

Analysis of Environmental Impact 

Assessment]  

Undang-Undang Nomor 32 Tahun 

2009 Tentang Lingkungan Hidup 

[Law Number 32 Year 2009 on 

Environment]  

20 Point 3 Letter of 

Intent 31/7/2000  

Tax Law  Undang-Undang Nomor 17 Tahun 

2000 tentang Perubahan Ketiga Atas 

Undang-Undang Nomor 7 Tahun 

1983 tentang Pajak Penghasilan 

[Law Number 17 Year 2000 on 

Third Amendment on Law Number 

7 Year 1983 on Income Tax] 

21  Undang-Undang Nomor 16 Tahun 

2000 tentang Perubahan Kedua Atas 

Undang-Undang Nomor 6 Tahun 

1983 tentang Ketentuan Umum dan 

Tata Cara Perpajakan [Law Number 

16 Year 2000 on the Second 

Amendment of Law Number 6 Year 

1983 on General Regulations and 

Procedure on Taxation]  

22 Point 46, Letter 

of Intent 

31/7/2000 

Dissenting Opinion of Judge  Peraturan Mahkamah Agung Nomor 

2 Tahun 2000 Tentang 

Penyempurnaan Peraturan 

Mahkamah Agung Nomor 3 Tahun 

1999 tentang Hakim Ad Hoc 

[Supreme Court Regulation Number 

2 Year 2000 on Improvements of 

Supreme Court Regulation Number 

3 Year 1999 on Ad Hoc Judges] (an 

Interim measure) 
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Undang-Undang Nomor 4 Tahun 

2004 tentang Kekuasaan Kehakiman 

[Law Number 4 Years 2004 on 

Judicial Power] 

23 Point 49 Letter 

of Intent 

31/7/2000  

Advocate Laws (License of Advocate 

and Uniform Code of Ethics) 

Undang-Undang Nomor 18 Tahun 

2003 tentang Advokat  

24 Point 19 Letter 

of Intent 

13/12/2001  

Sovereign Debt Securities Law Undang-Undang 24 Tahun 2002 

tentang Surat Utang Negara [Law 

Number 24 Year 2002 on 

Government Bond]  

25 Point 6 Letter of 

Intent 

10/12/2003  

Judicial Commission Bill  Undang-Undang Nomor 22 Tahun 

2004 tentang Komisi Yudisial [Law 

Number 22 Year 2004 on Judicial 

Commission] 

26 Point 18 Letter 

of Intent 

18/3/2003  

Government finance Undang-Undang Nomor 17 Tahun 

2003 tentang Keuangan Negara 

[Law Number 17 Year 2003 on State 

Finance] 

27 Government Financial Audit Undang-Undang Nomor 15 Tahun 

2004 tentang Pemeriksaan 

Pengelolaan dan Tanggungjawab 

Keuangan Negara [Law Number 15 

Year 2004 on Evaluation of State 

Finance Management and 

Accountability] 

28  Point 31 Letter 

of Intent 

14/5/1999 

 

Point 39 Letter 

of Intent 

18/3/2003  

 

Point 8 Letter of 

Intent  

11/6/2003  

 

Anti-Corruption Commission  Undang-Undang Nomor 30 Tahun 

2002 tentang Komisi Pemberantasan 

Korupsi [Law Number 30 Year 2002 

on Corruption Eradication 

Commission] 

29 Point 42 Letter 

of Intent 

18/3/2003  

Labor Law  Undang-Undang Nomor 13 Tahun 

2003 tentang Ketenagakerjaan [Law 

Number 13 Year 2003 on 

Manpower] 

30 Industrial Relations Dispute Law Undang-Undang Nomor 2 Tahun 

2004 tentang Penyelesaian 

Hubungan Industrial [Law Number 2 

Year 2004 on Industrial Relations 

Dispute Settlement] 
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Appendix B:  List of MK’s Decision Related to Article 33  

No Decision Number Date Issue 

1 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 58/PUU-VI/2008 

[Indonesia Republic, 2009] 

20 January 2009 SOE 

2 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 62/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014] 

23 February 2014 SOE 

3 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 12/PUU-

XVI/2018 [Indonesia Republic, 

2018] 

23 May 2018 SOE 

4 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 14/PUU-

XVI/2018 [Indonesia Republic, 

2018] 

23 November 2018 SOE 

5 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 06/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2014] 

11 November 2014 Pension Fund 

6 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 79/PUU-IX/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014] 

16 February 2014 Special Economic Zone   

7  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 153/PUU-

VII/2009 [Indonesia Republic, 

2009] 

07 March 2011 Energy  

8 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 15/PUU-

XVI/2018 [Indonesia Republic, 

2018] 

08 October 2018 Toll Road 

9 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 007/PUU-

III/2005 [Indonesia Republic, 2005] 

31 August 2005 Social Security 

10  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 138/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2015] 

19 Mei 2015  Social Security 

11 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Number 066/PUU-II/2004 

[Indonesia Republic, 2005]  

11 April 2005 Chamber of Commerce  

12 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 001-021-

002/PUU-I/2003 [Indonesia 

Republic, 2004] 

15 December 2004 Electricity   

13 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 149/PUU-

15 December 2010  Electricity  
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VII/2009 [Indonesia Republic, 

2010] 

14 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 09/PUU-XI/2003 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014] 

26 March 2014 Electricity  

15 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

106/PUU-XI/2013 [Indonesia 

Republic, 2014] 

14 May 2014 Electricity  

16 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

58/PUU-XIII/2014 [Indonesia 

Republic, 2015] 

22 September 2015  Electricity  

17  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

111/PUU-XIII/2015 [Indonesia 

Republic, 2016] 

14 November 2016 Electricity  

18  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 17/PUU-XIV/2016 

[Indonesia Republic, 2016] 

21 June 2016  Electricity  

19  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 003/PUU-I/2003 

[Indonesia Republic, 2004] 

29 October 2004 Government Bonds  

20  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 12/PUU-

VII/2009 [Indonesia Republic, 

2009] 

30 December 2009 Excise Duty  

21 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 44/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

25 September 2012  Central and Local 

Government Fiscal 

Balance  

22 Indonesia Constitutional Decision 

Number 77/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

25 September 2012 State Receivables 

Settlement  

23 Indonesia Constitutional Decision 

Number 71/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

12 September 2012 Central and Local 

Government Fiscal 

Balance 

24 Indonesia Constitutional Decision 

Number 41/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

7 November 2012  State Finance & 

Treasury  

25  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 42/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

13 December 2012 2012 State Budget  

26  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 43/PUU-IX/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

13 December 2012  2012 State Budget  

27  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 58/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

13 December 2012  2012 State Budget  

28  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 95/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, ] 

11 November 2014  State Finance& 

Treasury  
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29  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 30/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014] 

06 March 2014 Local Government 

Taxes and Excise Duty  

30  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 48/PUU-

XII/2013 [Indonesia Republic, 

2014]  

18 September 2014 State Finance  

31 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 003/PUU-

III/2005 [Indonesia Republic, 2005] 

7 July 2005  Forestry  

32 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 013/PUU-

III/2005 [Indonesia Republic, 2005]  

13 September 2005  Forestry  

33 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 72/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 

2011] 

16 October 2011 Forestry 

34  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 45/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

21 February 2012 Forestry  

35  Indonesia Constitutional Decision 

Number 34/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

16 July 2012  Forestry  

36  Indonesia Constitutional Decision 

Number 35/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013]  

16 May 2013 Forestry  

37  Indonesia Constitutional Decision 

Number 70/PUU-IX/2014 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014]  

06 November 2014  Forestry  

38  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 95/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2015] 

10 December 2015  Forestry  

39 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 98/PUU-

XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 

2016] 

07 March 2016  Forestry  

40 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 18/PUU-VI/2008 

[Indonesia Republic, 2018] 

23 October 2018   Bankruptcy  

41 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 60/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014] 

28 May 2014 Cooperative  

42 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 28/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013]  

28 May 2014  Cooperative  

43  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 68/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013]  

13 February 2013 HIR (Civil Procedural 

Law) 
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44  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 18/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2015]  

21 January 2015  Environmental Law  

45  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 002/PUU-I/2003 

[Indonesia Republic, 2004]  

21 December 2004 Oil and Gas Law 

46  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 20/PUU-V/2007 

[Indonesia Republic, 2007]  

17 December 2007  Oil and Gas Law  

47  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 36/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

13 November 2012 Oil and Gas Law  

48  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 04/PUU-

XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 

2016]  

28 April 2016  Oil and Gas Law and 

State Revenue  

49  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 65/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013]  

28 March 2013 Oil and Gas  

50  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 21-22/PUU-

V/2007 [Indonesia Republic, 2008]  

25 March 2008  Investment  

51  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 71/PUU-IX/ 

2011 [Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

12 September 2012 Fiscal Balance Between 

Central and Local 

Government  

52  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 137/PUU-XIII/2015 

[Indonesia Republic, 2017]  

05 April 2017 Local Government  

53 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 11/PUU-

XIV/2016 [Indonesia Republic, 

2016]  

20 September 2016  Local Government and 

Geothermal  

54 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 11/PUU-V/2007 

[Indonesia Republic, 2007]  

20 September 2007 Agrarian Law and Land 

Ownership Limitation  

55  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 50/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013] 

13 February 2013 Land Acquisition  for 

Development  

56  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 69/PUU-

XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 

2016]  

27 October 2016  Agrarian and Marriage  

57  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 96/PUU-

XIV/2016 [Indonesia Republic, 

2017]  

28 November 2017  Prohibition on Land 

Squatting  

58  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 3/PUU-

16 June 2011  Small Islands and 

Coastal Management  
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VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 

2011]  

59  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 78/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2011] 

03 October 2011 Broadcasting  

60  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 08/PUU-V/2007 

[Indonesia Republic, 2007]  

29 May 2007  Indonesia Central Bank  

61 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 143/PUU-

VII/2009 [Indonesia Republic, 

2010] 

07 May 2010  Syariah Securities  

62 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 93/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013]  

29 August 2013 Syariah Banking  

63 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 32/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014]  

03 April 2014 Insurance  

64 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 25/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2015]  

04 August 2015 Financial Institution 

Services 

65  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 74/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 

2010] 

 

21 December 2011 Shipping  

66 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 55/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 

2011] 

19 September 2011 Plantation  

67 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 99/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013] 

18 July 2013 Horticulture  

68  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 20/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2015]  

19 March 2015  Horticulture  

69  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 138/PUU-

XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 

2016]  

27 October 2016 Plantation  

70 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 87/PUU-XI/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2014] 

05 November 2014 Protection and 

Empowerment of 

Farmer  

71 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 121/PUU-

VII/2009 [Indonesia Republic, 

2012]  

01 February 2012 Mineral and Coal  
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72 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 25/PUU-VIII/2010 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

04 June 2012 Mineral and Coal  

73 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Number 30/PUU-VIII/2010 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

04 June 2012  Mineral and Coal  

74  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 32/PUU-

VIII/2010 [Indonesia Republic, 

2012] 

04 June 2012 Mineral and Coal  

75 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 10/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

22 November 2012 Mineral and Coal  

76 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 113/PUU-

X/2012 [Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

27 June 2013  Mineral and Coal  

77  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 10/PUU-

XII/2014 [Indonesia Republic, 

2014]  

03 December 2014 Mineral and Coal 

78  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 137/PUU-

VII/2009 [Indonesia Republic, 

2010] 

27 August 2010  Animal Husbandry  

79  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 117/PUU-

XIII/2015 [Indonesia Republic, 

2016]  

04 August 2016  Animal Husbandry  

80 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

012/PUU-I/2003 [Indonesia 

Republic, 2004]  

28 October 2004 Manpower  

81 Indonesia Constitutional Court 019 

– 020/PUU-III/2005 [Indonesia 

Republic, 2006]  

28 March 2006  Migrant Worker  

82  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

47/PUU-VI/2008 [Indonesia 

Republic, …]  

28 January 2019  Social Security System  

83  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision, 50/PUU-VIII/2010 

[Indonesia Republic, 2011]  

21 November 2011 Social Security System  

84  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision, 008/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2011]  

23 December 2011 Manpower 

85  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 27/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012] 

17 January 2012 Manpower 

86 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 09/PUU-X/2012 

[Indonesia Republic, 2012]  

25 September 2012 Manpower 
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87  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision 058-059-060-063/PUU-

II/2004 and 008/PUU-III/2005 

[Indonesia Republic, 2005] 

19 July 2005 Water Resource  

88  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 85/PUU-IX/2013 

[Indonesia Republic, 2015]  

18 February 2015  Water Resource  

89 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 33/PUU-IX/2011 

[Indonesia Republic, 2013]  

26 February 2013  ASEAN Charter 

Ratification  

90  Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 13/PUU-

XVI/2018 [Indonesia Republic, 

2018] 

22 November 2018  International 

Agreement  

91 Indonesia Constitutional Court 

Decision Number 53/PUU-VI/2008 

[Indonesia Republic, 2009] 

15 April 2009  Limited Liability  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


